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IT’S UP TO YOU
The Forty Club feels that it has done its part, and

accomplished its purpose in bringing to the citizens
of Rockland an opportunity to accept the City Man

ager Form of Government.

♦
The steps of faith fall on the
♦ seeming void, and find the rock —
♦ beneath.—Whittier.
—

NOW IT’S UP TO YOU!
This advertisement Is sponsored by the Forty Club,
C. L. Sleeper, Jr., President

40:

40

A correspondent declares that In
many boarding-houses eggs are not
boiled long enough. Nor, wc fear,
soon enough.—London Opinion.

ANNOUNCING THE OPENING OF

BLAISDELL PHARMACY
300 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, ME.

WHAT WE VOTE FOR ON MONDAY

Fred W. Ford, Jr., Told Rockland Citizens Of Plans Work
ing Elsewhere—A Lively Question Period
The people of the State of Maine will vote on thc Twenty-first Amend
ment, which if approved by two-thirds of the States, will repeal the
Eighteenth Amendment to the Constitution, the Prohibition Amendment
adopted by the United States 15 years ago.
Maine voters will settle this question by electing delegates to the State
Constitutional Convention which will later pass upon the proposed Twentyfirst Amendment.
To vote intelligently upon this question It will be necessary for voters to
ascertain in advance which delegates are for repeal and which are against.

at all voting places ln the city helpers
who will Instruct you how to mark
your ballot. If you desire help or
information just inquire for those
helpers and they wlll gladly assist
you.
There will be no Wet and Dry
marking on the ballot given you to
vote. The names will appear as
shown below. To vote DRY, mark
your ballot with an X ln the follow
ing way placing your cross against
| the three names of the Dry candi
dates.
William T. Cobb, Roeklaml
Ralph P. Conant, Rockland............ X
Chariot A. Creighton, Thomaston
Obadiah Gardner, Rockland
•Adin L. Hopkins, Camden .......... , X
George I. Leonard, Rockland
William Robinson, Warren .......... X

This Pharmacy Will Be Reopened Under New Management

BELFAST’S TRAGEDY

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 11

Five Dead As the Result of

Madman’s Wild Orgy of

With an enlarged stock of Drug Store Essentials, Accessories, Candies, Tobaccos

Shooting

This stock will be steadily enlarged as time goes on.

Five men are dead as the result of
I a madman's frenzy ln Belfast yester
day aftemoon. The shocking incli dent came without warning when the
CHARLES BLAISDELL, Prop.
slayer. Adrian Jones, 66. standing ln
I the heart of the business section at
Main and High streets, fired hls first
shot bringing almost Instant death
to Herbert E. Ellis 65, an Insurance
man and former superintendent of
Belfast schools.
OCEAN VIEW
After tills deed the murderer calm
ly walked down the street to a large
BALL ROOM
stable operated by William W. Blazo
AT RANKIN BLOCK
where he opened another fusillade
which brought death to Mr. Blazo, 73.
TUESDAY, SEPT. 12
his son Raymond. 37 and Dr. Regi
Marie By
nald B Stanhope, 47, a veterinary
PRIVATEERS, 10 Piece. surgeon.
108-100
Panic stricken citizens had mean
time notified Chief of Police Francis
X. Pendleton who called ln all avail
able officers and the State Police at
Bangor and started for an old black
smith shop where the demented man
had barricaded himself. Armed citi
OCEAN VIEW
zens joined in the assault on the
building and when the door was
BALL ROOM
crashed in Jones was found to have
taken hls own life.

Special Attention To Prescription Work

ADRIAN MARCHAND, Mgr.

OPENING DANCE

ANOTHER

GRADUATE
OF OUR SCHOOL

NOW EARNS $35 A WEEK
IN A CIVIL SERVICE POSITION

DANCE

Miss Gretchen Fletcher of Bel
fast, one of our Graduates, and
trained by us for the Clril Serv
ice Examinations, now holds a
$35 a week position with the U. 8.
Bureau of Administration. Fall
Term Starts Sept 11. Special
courses for those who desire
them. Enroll Now!

Saturday Nite, Sept. 9
Stan Walsh
And His Orchestra
108’lt

ROCKLAND
BUSINESS COLLEGE

Don’t Forget the Big
DANCE

AND VAUDEVILLE
ELISE ALLEN CORNER

EAST UNION PAVILION
Under New Management

SCHOOL OF THE DANCE

SATURDAY NIGHT, SEPT. 9

STAGE AND BALLROOM
143 MAIN ST..

THOMASTON

TELEPHONE 134

BRANCH IN ROCKLAND WILL BE OPENED
Enrollment For Fall Term During the Week ol Sept. 4th

Elise Allen Comer ls a Graduate of Marinoff School of Chicago
1925. and a certified pupil of Chalif. School of New York. Has studied
Denishawn and Wayburn methods, also studied this sum
mer under the guldanoe of Maniloff. Kohana. Tashamira. Billy Newsome, Lasar Galpern and Carola Ooya.
Pupils now enrolled will be permitted to take part In winter
recital.
106-108

QUAKER STAGES BUS
“THE BUSINESS MAN’S EXPRESS”
(Special) leaves Rockland Daily 7.30 A. M. Arrives Boston 2.15 P. M.
Additional Trips 10.10 A. M.

4.40 P. M.

1.40 (Midnight)

8 P. M. Standard Time
Admission: Men 35c; Ladies 15c

108’ ft

Dr. E. L Scarlott’s
Office
is now located at

38 Summer Street
First Housr Above Union Street
On Left

THROUGH. FAST, SAFE, SERVICE—FARE $4.00

107-108

FOR TICKETS AND INFORMATION—CALL
THE CORNER DRUG STORE 378; ROCKLAND HOTEL 580

loas&Ttr

CAMDEN-ROCKLAND WATER CO
OFFERS

Its Six Per Cent
Cumulative Preferred Stock
A Home Company and Local Investment
Legal For Maine Savings Banks
Tax Free to Holders in Maine
Free From Normal Federal Income Tax

0

Par Value $100. Dividends payable quarterly,
February, May, August and November 1st. Callable
as a whole or in part at $ 105 a share.
This stock, issued under the approval of the
Public Utilities Commission is offered to investors
at a price of $98.00 per share and accrued interest,
yielding a little more than 6% per annum.
Subscriptions for this stock will be received at
the office of the company, 5 Lindsey street, Rock
land, Maine.
Camden-Rockland Water Co.
100-B-tf

BOSTON
DAILY TRIPS
6.30 A. M. and 2.00 P. M. (E. S. T.)
$3.50 One Way; $6.30 Round Trip
BE SURE YOU’RE SAFE
Ride Only in Ruses Operating
Under Railroad Standards ot
Safety and Responsibility.
Tickets at Narragansett Hotel,
Chisholm Bros, and Hotrl Roek
land

MAINE CENTRAL TRANS. CO.
TEL. 92

99-tf

49-tf

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker
Specialize en Chimea and French
Clocks
All Work Guaranteed
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse
Jeweler
Now Located at
HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE
404 Main Street
Roekland

"|
WHAT CEMENT INDUSTRY
MEANS

We wonder how many readers
realize what the Lawrence Port
land Cement Company has
meant to this community In a
financial way.
In the years
1929, 1930, 1931 and up to Oc
tober, 1932, the disbursement lor
wages amounted to $1,066.00(1,
and since the last named date
the company has paid out
$250,000, the present monthly
payroll being $16,000. The cor
poration pays $500 a month to
the Camden A Roekland Water
Company and $10,000 a month to
the Central Maine Power Com
pany for electricity. Wtth the
present industrial status of this
community it is easy to See how
much these figures are and
should be appreciated.

HEARD OF CITY MANAGEMENT

REPEAL OF PROHIBITION

(Rev) L O. Perry,
Rockland Dry Chairman.

(Formerly Rockland Pharmacy, Inc.)

etc.

ON VOTING DRY

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Chairman Prrry’a Suggestions To
Bubaerlptlona $3.00 per year payable ln
Those Opposed To Repeal
advance; single coplea three cents.
Advertising rates baaed upon circula
tion and very reaaonable
To the Dry Voters:—
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
I find that ii ls not clear to many
The Rockland Oazette was established
ln 1848 In 1874 the Courier was estab people how to mark their ballot next
lished and consolidated with the Oazette
In 1882 The Free Press was established Monday to vote against the repeal of
In 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to
the Tribune These papers consolidated the 18th amendment.
March 17. 1897.
All who desire to vote Dry will find

Volume 88................... Number 108

THREE CENTS A COPY

’

A good sized audience of those tn"There is no buck passing," said
terested In the matter of Rockland's Mr. Ford. "There Is onc person upon
new charter which ls to be voted whom you can put your finger. Under
a budget system properly planned
upon by referendum at Monday's
you have a good chance of getting
election assembled Thursday night at your dollar back In service."
Temple hall on invitation of the
Auburn has a compromise charter
Forty Club. Fred W. Ford Jr., city Mr. Ford said, which is not so
ON VOTING MACHINES
The second question which voters will be asked to decide ls whether or manager of Auburn, was the. guest nearly perfect as could be wished.
Francis Orne, militant The organization has five councilnot they wish to authorize the use of voting machines in elections. The speaker.
amendment, If adopted, would allow cities and towns to use the machine chairman of the club's publicity com men elected by wards and a mayor,
mittee presided with the aplomb of the latter having no vote. There are
method but would not compel them to do so.
a veteran.
no political designations; you elect
TWO MILLION DOLLAR BOND ISSUE
Chairman Orne took occasion to ex- (the sort of a man you would choose
The third question to be voted on by the people of Maine on September 11
ls the authorization of a two million dollar bond Issue, proceeds to be dis plain that the Forty Club was battling to run your own business—men who
bursed for the relief of conditions threatening the health, peace and safety for the new charter simply ln the In have made the greatest success of
of the inhabitants of the State. This means that the State would have the terests of the general good of Rock their own business. The manager
land and was not attacking any In should be a man with no local ties.
right to issue bonds to raise money for local relief purposes.
dividual or administration.
The
Auburn went under this form of
EXCISE TAX ON LIGHT AND POWER
club believes that under city mana government in 1918, and Mr. Ford has
The first three questions come to the peoplc as a result of having been
gership the financial affairs of the been its manager the past eight
referred by the Maine legislature during the session last winter. The fourth,
municipality would be put on a busi years. There has bcen a constantly
however, comes to the voters through the direct Initiative Act and not
ness basis and the several depart decreasing tax rate in spite ot the
through the legislature ln the regular way. This fourth proposition would
ments conducted more efficiently marked increase in permanent Im
place an Excise Tax on electric light and power companies In Maine. The
under the trained technical direction provements. The annual budget U
proposed tax would be 2 per cent of the gross income of electric light and
part of a three-year program. The
power companies doing more than 850,000 gross business annually in Maine. of a city manager,
Mr. Ford who has appeared before department heads confer with the
INTANGIBLE PROPERTY TAX
Rockland audiences on several previ manager once or twice a month.
The final question, like the fourth, comes to the voters through the ous instances was given a cordial re
The open forum proved to be a
Initiative and not from the legislature. This proposed Constitutional Amend
ception. He Is an excellent speaker lively affair with City Solicitor Pike
ment on which the voters will be asked to vote Sept. 11, would impose a new
with the gift of informal presentation and Alan L. Bird producing the
tax of two and one-half mills annually on each dollar in excess of $4<xxi
and hls discussion of the city mana sparks though everything was most
belonging
any individual, partnership or corporation within the State of
ger plan was of sustained interest amicable. Judge Pike opened the
Maine.
He presented the plan ln Its general question period with a query to Rep
aspect, pointing out its advantages resentative Louis A. Walker—
through co-ordinated direction and
“By whom was the charter under
organization of municipal functions, discussion first introduced in Legis
centralized purchasing and systema lature?"
Urges Temperance Voters To Present Their Full Strength tized financing He recited briefly Walker—"By Senator McLoon,"
the history of this comparatively
Pike—"Was a hearing on the mat
At Next Monday’s Polls
modem movement which gained Its ter held and was lt advertised In The
first impetus ln Dayton. Ohio.
Courier-Oazette ?"
Edward M Lawrence, Stele chair- of beer left us the bootlegger with the
The City Manager Association
Representative Walker professed
man of the No Repeal Committee,1 added menace of the beer saloon?
was formed ln 1914 and has had a his Ignorance on this point and the
issues this statement, begging all good
For more than
th* eIeC' rapid growth. A clearing house for discussion was becoming general
, I torate of Maine has held to its own managers ls maintained in Chicago when Attorney Bird rose to a point of
citizens of Maine to join with the
where municipalities may contact order and other matters were con
allied forces which he represents by question, regardless of the acts ot trained men, study their records, ex sidered with Judge Pike, President
going to the polls on Monday and other States, the result being that perience , training etc. There are Sonntag of thc Chamber of Com
voting for the retention of the j the Maine people have been known as some 430 cities and towns under city merce and Hoiger Struckman bring
the most thrifty and the most law- manager government today with ing out various technical points. It
Eighteenth Amendment.
abiding citizens of the world.
salaries ranging from $1000 to $25,000 developed that Mr. Ford felt the pro
On Monday, Mr Lawrence says, the
Let us not be carried away by this The average salary to the city mana posed charter for Rockland has sev
religious, moral and business inter stampede for lawlessness and Inebri ger ot a town 5000 to 10,000 population eral advantages over that of Auburn
ests of the State should vote solidly ety. We cannot bring prosperity last year was $3968
especially with relation to the retir
Mr Ford pointed out that thc ing of municipal obligations and the
lor the no-repeal candidates in their to Maine by going on a big drunk.
Finally: I am not basing my claim council manager government Is close election of councillors at large In
respective counties.
on a mere gueas. After directing a ly akin to a business organization stead ot by districts, this being a na
The saloon—a place where intoxi
house to house canvass extending to with thc average citizen as the stock tional trend away from ward lines.
cating liquors are sold—is already every part of the State, I have care holder. When the manager ceases Supt. McAlary of the Water Company
heTe It but awaits the sanction of fully tabulated results. We have to produce results he Is succeeded by raised some interesting questions and
the citizens at the polls to strengthen enough dry voters In the State of somebody who can do better. The the meeting closed ln a friendly at
the strangle hold by the legalization [ Maine to elect our dry candidates and town or city officials are answerable mosphere with a rousing vote of
of distilled liquors.
) thus win the glory of turning the to one man, and he ln turn ls answer- thanks to the speaker who had driven
If prohibition has been the father tide of repeal. We shall also avoid able to the citizens.
to this city especially on this errand.
1 of crime and poverty, why have not the unnecessary expense of calling an
I the licensed countries furnished us extra session of the legislature to try
McKay, Drugs, 1 hour, 47 minutes, 5
A SPECIAL RACE
i examples of morality and thrift? to repeal our State Prohibition Laws.
seconds
Why has the unconstitutional influx |
E. M. Lawrence.
Wildflower
Heads
Shark
“HI-E-Pus 11,” Chase. J, Camden
Boats
Over Course— Yacht Building and Railway Co, 1
hour, 48 minutes. 40 seconds.
TIME RIPE FOR ACTION
FRED C. TOLMAN

CHAIRMAN LAWRENCE’S FINAL CALL

Extra Prizes

Property Owners Have Opportunity
Sudden Death of Former
The shark boats held a special race
To Protect Buildings At Final Low
Rockport Man Who Was
in Penobscot Bay Sunday, Andy
Cost

Prominent In Portland
Fred C. Tolman, 65. teller at the
Portland National Bank more than 30
years, died suddenly Sunday from a
shock at hls summer home at Sebago
Basin, near White's Bridge. He had
been active In Masonic circles many

years and was to have received his

I 33d Degree at the Supreme Council
meeting in Boston the last of this
month.
Mr. Tolman was born ln Rockport
Feb. 3, 1868. son of Deborah Eells and
I
the late Walter Tolman. The family
moved to Portland while he was a
TWO KINDS OF LUCK
young boy and he was educated in
the public schools there, graduating
Henry Clukey High Money Winner
from Portland High School.
At Lewiston Has Narrow Escape
After a few years with Kendall
Henry Clukey of Rockland was Whitney Company, Mr Tolman en
high money winner on the opening tered the Portland National Bank or
day's race program at the Maine ganization shortly after Its forma
State Fair, taking first ln two events tion. He started his career as a mes
senger.
and third In another.
He was a charter member of the
Clukey reined Mary Montgomery,
Woodfords Clilb and was treasurer of
the bay mare owned by Dr. E. W
the Portland Economic Club many
Hodgkins of Thomaston to third
years. Hls Masonic affiliations in
place in the 2.14 pace. With Volun
cluded: Past master and treasurer,
teer he drove to a straight heat vic
Ancient Landmark Lodge; past high
tory in the 2.16 trot and came back
priest and treasurer, Greenleaf
with the out look to win the 2.18 pace.
Chapter; member of Portland Coun
In the first lap of thc final heat cil, Portland Commandery, Yates
in the 2.16 pace Thursday, Marda Lodge of Perfection and Maine Con
Harvester, with Henry Clukey ln the sistory; past most wise master. Dun
sulky, thrust her left front foot lap Chapter; treasurer of the Maine
through the wheel of the sulky ridden Council of Deliberation; and a mem
by Tsh Patterson, driving Miss Mel- ber of the Grand Lodge of Maine.
bert of the Pottle stable. Both driv
Besides hls mother he is survived
ers clung to their sulkies, and brought
by his widow, Mrs Kate S. Tolman:
their horses to a halt before the
a son, Walter 8. of Buffalo, N. Y„; a
I mare's hoof could be extricated.
daughter, Mrs. Eben Smith of Roch
ester, N. H.; and a brother, Albert
A young city girl was vacationing w. Toiman of Portland.
in the country and became friendly I_____________________
with a fanner boy. One evening as j____ ________________
they were strolling across a pasture '
1933
they saw a cow and calf rubbing 1855
noses in the accepted bovine fashion
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
“Oh, said the farmer boy, “that
Waldoboro, Me.
sight makes me want to do the same."
"Well, go ahead,” said the girl,
Artistic Memorials in Stone
“it's your cow,"—Boston Post
JB38X.

That today presents the finest op
portunity in years to beautify, pro
tect and enhance the value of the
home ls the conviction of Mr. Jame
son of the J. A. Jameson Co., distributor of DuPont paints in this
terdtocyIn conJunct4on
the "Buy
Paint Now" campaign being carried
Qn by £
du Pont
Nemours &

Co. at this time, Mr. Jameson calls
attention to the extremely low retail
prices still prevailing on quality
finishes.
When the prices on all commodi
ties—paints Included—werc steadily
sinking, it was easy to understand
why even owners of property that
was badly in need of paint protec
tion should defer this necessary task,
for It might have been possible then
to save money by waiting.
Now. however, this picture is com
pletely reversed. Thc cost of both
materials and skilled labor ls steadily
mounting, and painting will cost
more the longer it Is postponed.
Consequently, it was pointed out.
the Du Pont Company, which Ls one
of the world’s largest paint manufac
turers, has launched this "Buy Paint
Now" drive to acquaint the public
with the rising costs situation and to
extend to home-owners the advan
tages of paint prices that are still
close to their lowest figure.
Mr. Jameson invites home-owners
to view the new fall displays of Du
Pont finishes at hls establishment
and advises everyone planning paint
ing Jobs to fill their paint require
ments immediately.—adv.
A LEGION STATEMENT

Editor of The Courier-Oazette:—
It is understood that certain solici
tors are selling tickets to a dance in
Portland, using the name of the
American Legion
The local Post
wishes to state that lt has no knowl
edge of any dance being held under
Legion auspices, and is not sanction
ing any solicitation or sale of tickets.
Levi Flint

Hutchins winning with "Wildflower."
Six business firms had offered as
many prizes and these firms had
drawn the numbers of the racing
boats from a hat. Three prizes were
for winning boats and three for the
merchants holding their numbers.
Silver cups were won by Fred
Thomas’ antiques. Browns Market
and A. L. Anderson. There was a
light fog and a moderate southwest
wind over the seven and threefourths mile course. Andy Hutchins
comc in almost three minutes ahead.
The summary:
"Wildflower,"
Hutchins,
Andy,
Fred Thomas, Antiques, 1 hour, 37
minutes, 15 seconds
"Fin." Borland, C. B, Brown's Mar
ket. 1 hour, 40 minutes.
“Finnan Haddie," Henry, Julia, A.
L. Anderson, 1 hour, 41 minutes.
“Twells 111,” Sailor, Betty, A. S.
Prince, 1 hour, 41 minutes, 5 sec
onds.
"Bubbles 111," Good, John, J H.
Hobbs, Lumber, I hour, 41 minutes,
30 seconds.
"Crag," Osgood. A, MoDougallLadd Insurance, 1 hour. 42 minutes.
50 seconds.
“Tide," Watson, A. K.„ P. G. Willey,
Coal, 1 hour, 43 minutes.
"Thousand Eyes," Gribbel, Kitty.
Achorn's, Dry Goods, 1 hour, 43 min
utes, 20 seconds
"Yellow Peril," Henry, Isabelle,
Haskell Corthell Co., 1 hour, 43 min
utes, 30 seconds.
“Pezzazz,” Taylor, Wing, Lenfest
Garage, 1 hour, 43 minutes, 50 sec
onds.
“Tide," Watson, Jane, W. D. Heald,
Automobiles, 1 hour, 44 minutes, 5
seconds.
"Santana 11," Latte, W. J. Jr,
Jamieson's Garage, 1 hour, 44 min
utes, 30 seconds.
"Flicker 11,’' Ross, Betsy. F. E.
Morrow, Jeweler, 1 hour, 45 minutes.
"Vixen,” Chatfield, W. H, Carleton
French Co, 1 hour, 47 minutes.
"Viking," Hutchins, J. C, Boynton-

FENELON B. BROCK
Fenelon B. Brock, a native of Gar
diner, Me, who died on Monday in
Washington, was buried Wednesday
in Centerville, Va. Mr. Brock was
born ln Oardincr in 1860 and went to
Washington as a boy. He graduated
from old Columbia College, now
George Washington University, and
practiced patent law in the city, be
coming an outstanding member ot
the District Bar.
He Is survived toy five children, Mrs.
A. U Bird of Rockland, Miss Lillian
Brock of Washington. Rev Walter B.
Brock of Oakland. Md, Mrs. James
Fitzpatrick of Detroit and Mrs. W.
C. Holmes of Brooklyn, N. Y. Hls
wife died two years ago
His death followed a long illness.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my life again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least once
a week. The loss of these tastes Ls a loss
of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
THE CHILDREN’S HOUR

Between the dark and the daylight.
When night Is beginning to lower.
Comes a pause In the day's occupations.
That ls known as the children's hour.
I hear In the chamber above me
The patter of little feet.
The sound of a door that Is opened.
And voices soft and sweet.

From my study I see In the lamplight.
Descending the broad hall stair.
Orave Alice and laughing Allegra.
And Edith with golden hair.
A whisper and then a silence.
Yet I know by their merry eyes
They are plotting and planning together
To take me by surprise.
A sudden rush from the stairway
A sudden raid from the hall.
By three doors left unguarded.
They enter my castle wall.
They climb up Into my turret.
O’©r the arms and back of my chair;
“ * try to escape, they surround me.
They seem to be everywhere
They almost devour me with kisses.
Their arms about me lntwtne.
Till I think of the Bishop of Bingen
In hls Mouse-Tower on the Rhine.
Do you think. O blue-eyed banditti.
Because you have scaled the wall.
Such ap old mustache as I am
Is not a match for you all?
I have you fast ln my fortress
And will not let you depart.
But put you Into the dungeon
In the round-tower of my heart.

And there will I keep vou forever.
Yes. forever and a day.
Till the walls shall crumble to ruin.
And moulder In dust away.
—Henry Wad> worth Longfellow,

Page Jwo
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Rockland Wins From St. George In a Very Hectic Battle

Selected For Tlie Courier-Gazette by
Fred (Jeff) Mealey, Crack Center
Fielder

Rubber Game Unlikely
The Rockland Texacos presented. Ing down a beautiful bunt, on which
nearly their full strength at Com- Merrill scored the winning run.

noticing faculty, noticed—

I

ALL LEAGUE TEAM

CURTAIN FALLS ON TWILIGHT

Forward March!

A man that hath friends must
shew himself friendly: and there is +*+**++++++++4"t+++*+++4>++
a friend that aticketh closer than a
Have any of thb paper's
brother—Prov. 18:24.
readers, gifted with the
VOTING NEXT MONDAY

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, September 9, 1933

1

♦♦
THAT the autumnal punkin rest
ing outside thc door, awaiting iu des
tined transformation into pie, is one
of the seasonal sights that delight
you as you drive slowly along the
rural roads.

I

An

«««lsrelo

♦ V»n

hnttlp

Brewer, 3b
Sukeforth, rf
Westberg, 2b
Archer, c
Fowler, lf
Simmons, cf
Ogier, ss
Davidson, lb
Oray, p
Goggins, p

munity Park Thursday night and
is interesting. Oray allowed St.
At the polls this coming Monday
evened matters up in the post season Oeorge only five singles, gave three
the voters of Maine have opportunity
series with St. Oeorge. Many called ' bases on balls, fanned four and hit
to express their conclusions with re
it the best game of the season, and one. Simmons allowed nine hits (for
spect to a number of measures
certainly it was one of the best 13 basesi, walked one, and fanned1
brought over from last winter’s
with both of these fine teams giving '
session of thc legislature—some of
the best that was in them, and with
The score:
them enactments by that assembly,
those time-honored rivals Chummy
THAT as the days of humidity
Rockland
w^aw.,
others through the law of referendum.
I
Gray and Maurice Simmons as op
somewhat withdraw themselves the
ab r bh tb po a
It is fair to presume that so far as
0
'
This
ls
not
an
All-Star
team,
it is
table salt-shaker a little less grudg
posing pitchers.
Oay, rf ........... 4
they are interested at all the people
0j my pick of what I believe to be the
ingly consents to yield up its contents.
Between thc fourth and fifth in , Ogier, ss .......... 4
have pretty well made up their minds
nlngs the prize awards were made— j Mealey cf
4
«> 4
0 best team that can be assembled in
what sort of ballots they will cast.
$55
to
the
Texacos
as
winners
of
the
i
Deane
'
lb
4
0 this League.
0 11
THAT seen from the road the golf
This paper has sought to make clear
0
I pick Brewer, 3b, because he is a
second
half
of
the
split
season
and
Oray
p
4
1 1
ln the connection certain views which course at the Country Club, with iU
I very good hitter and a flne fielder.
$55 to Camden as the team which Merrju
3
0
gentle
slope
of
well-kept
fairways
and
it believes, were they to prevail,
Sukcforth I picked for rf because
has shown the best sportsmanship. | *p,.eeman 3b ”, 4
would advantage the great body of its picturesque background of oaks
1 he is a player of wide experience, and
A
similar
prize
had
already
been
2
b
3
ls
a
thing
to
slow
down
and
take
a
our people. To vote against the
I being an ex-major leaguer he is very
awarded to St, Oeorge as the winner •Fowler ........... 1
repeal of the eighteenth amendment long look at as one of the show places
j capable in that position.
‘
of
the
first
half.
It
developed
that
0
Flanagan, c...... 3
is to vote for the protection of the of the town.
Westberg at 2b is in a class by him
the donor of these generous cash
9 13 '26 14 2
34
prohibitory law under which Maine 1
♦ 4>
self. In my opinion he is the best
|
prizes
was
Mrs.
Nellie
R.
MacKenzie
has prospered. To vote down the
SL Geor<e
THAT when the horn on Harry
all around player in this league,
i of Brooklawn Park, Bridgeport,
ab r bh tb po a e
proposals to increase certain taxes is Carr's white automobile sounds iu
Archer c is a fine ball player—he is
Conn.,
a
summer
resident
of
St.
0
wholesome in practice and we believe note of warning the startled inhabiRljiker, ss ...... 3
a
gcod base runner, and is the lead
Oeorge who manifests her intense Hopkins, 2b
for the advantage of the people al ants ask one another if the diaphone
0
2
ing
batter in the league.
Interest by attendance at all of the I Monaghan lf
ready taxed to excess. Upon these has a younger member in iU family.
4
0
Fowler I picked in lf because he Ls
Twilight
League
games,
and
whose
Wc5tbwgj
cf
and the other submitted proposals we
0 batting well over 300, has very good
3
♦ «e>
loyal support has been substantially Arcber c
have every confidence that the voters
1 knowledge of the game, and is a fine
4
evinced on former occasions. As M. Simmons, p 3
of Maine will pronounce, after their THAT when you drive through the
0 fielder.
ttated in the announcement of the Davidson, lb .... 3
usual manner, a sound and just con attractive village of West Rockport
1
0 12
Simmons in cf is one of the best
if you pull up at Stewart Orbeton's
awards: “she has been an inspira- j white, 3b ...... 4
clusion.
0 cutflelders in the league. Besides be
0 0
you can be shown one of the most
tlon to the national game in Knox 1 Middieton rf
0
0 ing a good pitcher he is one of the
A number of communications picturesque gardens to be found any
and Lincoln Counties.’’ The splen- j Lowey rf ....... 3
0 best all around players.
where
in
Knox
County.
offered for publication, dealing chiefly
did applause which she received was '
_________________
Ogier is my choice ln ss because he
•ewith election matters and ia particu
a fitting tribute.
|
29 3 5 5 125 13 2
is a very consistent hit Ur, a fine
lar the question of repeal, the paper THAT you have been wondering if
The award to the Texacos was re.
b[t by batted ball.
fielder and I believe he has the best
has found it impossible to get into housewives still make use of choke
1 ceived by Manager Frank B. Allen. | t powler batted for Chaples in the throwing arm in tire league.
type, and offers to their writers this cherries and beech plums in putting
concerning whom tbe sports editor ninth
Eavideon on Ib because of his
note of explanation.
up Jellies for thelr winter menus.
■ r.ow wishes to say a word which
t Winning run made with one out. lability to fleld difficult throws and his
time did not permit Thursday night j
’.... 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1—4 timely hitting ln the pinches. I rate
♦ ♦
EVIDENTLY NOT bliAKESPEAKE
Mr. Allen lost his pitching ace. | st ctorge __ 20000001 0—3 him the best first baseman in the
THAT some time an artist will
Chummy Oray. early in the season,
Thi-ee-base hits. Merrill 2. Base league.
Recent allusion was made to the j P:anl hLS easel on the roadside over
lo t his flrst baseman. Frank Stewart. on balls off Oray 3
Simnlons 1.
Oray in my cpinion is the best
facial figures displayed as a note of i looltin8 the Meadow valley with the
rocn
after
the
second
half
opened,
CU
|
j
by
oray
4.
by
Simmons j pitcher in the league this summer,
city
farm
in
the
background
and
decoration upon the facade of the
and was without the services of hls , 6 sacrifice hit. Hopkins. Hit by I Although there have been other
bank building on Main street. Sev paint from it a picture of surpassing
interest
and
beauty.
first string catcher, Juddy Flanagan, pitcher, Davidson. Umpires, Black 1 pitchers '.hat have shown up well at
eral times in the long past this paper
much of the season, because of an
Qle pjat„ and Talbot on bases, i times, I believe hc has the edge on
«► ♦
has directed inquiry as to their
accident. Added to those troubles
Winslow.
1 them all.
crigin hoping to elicit information THAT there are two homes on Pur
Courtety Cleveland Plain-Dealer
came internal dissension at a erueral,
• • • •
j Ocggin is a fine pitcher and when
from some older citizen, but without chase street displaying on the door
period, though happily this was adThese who saw Earl Barier umplr- j he has had more experience should
result. Replying to this later inquiry, steps handsome sea shells such as one
justed when the pennant race was | fhg on bajis and strikes at St. Oeorge be playing on a very fast team,
FAVORS THE TAX
Mrs. Annie Berry Burkmar says:
lime in the old seafaring days used
at its peak. Manager AUen was hard .Wednesday night took their hats off'
«...
“The brick block was built in 1853 to decorate every home.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
put to fill these holes, and was ! to onc of the most enthusiastic baseRockport atill leads the Big Five
by William G. Berry and Isaac Abbott,
♦♦
prominent business men of that day,
JXSSLZX Re.olu«on To That Effect Adopted A, Lincoln Baptist seldom able to have the same team ball fans ln Knox County. Back in Lea8ue but has only a small advanTHAT
you
are
regretting the pass
and held in the Berry family until
two nights in succession. In spite 1912 Barter was catching for the New i tage over S°uUl Thomaston, their
about ten years ago, when the bank ing from the roadside of that favorite Payer," which is an unjust way of
Quarterly Meeting
of all these troubles, and with Bedford team in the New England percentages standing at 700 and
bought my interest in the property note of decoration, the cerulean blue informing the voters in regard to ’
, ,...................................
thoughtless fans voicing dissatisfac- League. He was with that team half 650 respectively. The full s'.inding
The medallions are not portraits of lOf chicory
the articles to be voted on next Mon
any person, simply decorative."
About 150 delegates from 15 of the present fulfilling of prophecy is but tion he brought the Texacos through a season, then went into the Greater will be published Tuesday. Tomor
day. The object of these two bills is
• • » ___ e ••
aK a
pao
with
A A T
aamia and was ..(tt,
the last U
half
ofF tVi«
the season
with nnlv
only Boston
League,
with the row's games ree the Pirates at Clark
Reluctantly then we must dismiss a |
an added proof
to equalize the tax burden so that I churches of Lincoln Baptist Assoc;
long treasured impression that the ( THAT while the idea is popular
Delightful musical selections were three defeats and one tie in 14 Lynn New England League team Lsland and Rockville at Rockport
ation, assembled in quarterly meet
architect had an actual somebody in j
wonder how it would do to set up people that own stocks and bonds
rendered throughout the day by Mrs. games He deserves the thanks and when drafted by Cincinnati. He did
A bumblebee can pull 300 times its
mind when he fashioned the medal- a code for the weather that autumn will have to bear their proportion of ing at Tenant's Harbor Wednesday Albert Barnes of Morrill. Chester praise of lccal followers of the not go into the big league for home
the expense to run our towns and Rev Frederick Barton is pastor of the Wyllie of Warren and the Scotch game.
lion. Perhaps Shakespeare. Not him; 15 arranging to serve us with.
reasons. Barter ls one of the flrst own weight, we are told. What im_ presses us most, however, is the mail
State. Isn't that a fair proposition?
The award of the sportsmanship men on the St. George grounds the clous vigor of ,u push._cieveland
ot the alert Chandos portrait, but a
entertaining church and he and his Quartet of the Tenant's Harbor
If
a
bond
holder
has
$9000
worth
ol
HANSCOM PRESIDENT
somewhat sleepy Shakespeare, let us
Church, while Mrs Herbert Hawkins prize to Camden proved exceedingly day of the game, throwing 'em up to plain Dealer.
bonds $4000 are exempt and he pays charming wife, with the aid of many of Tenant's Harbor pleasingly pre popular in all quarters and the ap the batters and making himself gen
say the morning after a night at The
rate of 2H mUls on the I of his helpers, gave the visitors a most
Mermaid in company with those con- i Former Rockland Man Heads at the
sided at the piano, during the entire plause was in the nature of an ova- erally useful. More of his kind would
$5000.
or
$1250; where if you or I hospitable welcome. The attractive
vivial associates Kit Marlowe and:
tion for the team which “Dool' be a help to any baseball town.
session.
Northeastern Lobster Deal
own real estate to that amount it interior of church was made more so
Ben Jonson.
Among the resolutions were these: , Dailey and Oeorge E. Eoynton have
ers’ Association
would be assessed at least $5000 and by bouquets of lovely fall flowers.
That we, as Christians, should ex- abiy served as managers. Cam-1 I have discovered that the flu ls 1
at the average rate of around 43
both affirmative
and negative.'
VOTE NO MORE TAXES
AUen N. Conary. talented layman, press ourselves by all means in our den was the only team in the Twi
Ralph W. Hanscom of Portland,
mills, which would be $215. Quite a
went Sometimes the Eyes have it and
power
that
we
are
in
favor
of
retenlight
League
circuit
which
formerly of this city, was elected difference.
extended a welcome to the visitors
. —.
.
.
. .
, sometimes the Nose—William Lyon ■
Voters in Maine must remember
1
president of the Northeastern Lob
I
am
enclosing
a
tax
primer
that
j
through
the medium of an original tion of the lath Amendment, by at- through fie season with a purely phelps in Scribner's.
that a referendum on an intangible
tending
the
polls
Sept.
11
and
by
i
oca
i
team,
and
that
received
a
seri1
ster Dealers' Association yesterday was sent me by the taxation commit- , poem, which deUghted the hearers,
tax bill is coming up for vote in Sep
at a gathering of dealers in this city tee of the Maine State Grange, that J Rev. W. E. Mesler of Morrill presided using all the influence that we have ous £ejback when Ray Mayhew, its 1
tember.
our homes and elsewhere, to cra:k shortstop, was lost to the sport
which organized into the association you may read it and form some throughout the day. The mOr"l"g. in
elect the dry delegates to the convenVote against it.
through accident. Camden faced lltfor the purpose of combating the opinion on the other side of the ques- session was opened by considering the , «lecl _ Q .
____ ,
____
Vote against any more taxes.
critical situation now facing the lob tion. I wish these could be printed thought of fellowship in prayer. Rev. tionr-Conant. Hopkins and Robinson. tie cbance cf winning ln any of its
We are seeking to do something to
That we deplore the commercial- gameg but there was never a sign of
in full in your paper, but as that is Mr. Kilborn conducting the devotional
promote the welfare of Maine; and ster industry.
ization
and abuse of the Sabbath, and quitting, and the boys deserve every-,
Representative Moran was pres out of the question, anyone interest- . period Rev. Harry S. Erb of North
the attempts of those who would
will use our influence to prevent it.
body'S admiration for finishing the j
ent
and
participated
in
the
discus

ed can obtain them from Frank A MontvUlegave a thoughtful and stirfurther the intangible tax are dead
That
we
urge
upon
the
delegates
to
1
against progress at the time; against sion leading up to the formation of Pottcr. Bangor, Me. These primers ring address based on the texts "Con this Association to carry the spirit 01
And now back t0 Thursday night's
the effort to make Maine a pleasant the new association. On his sugges- were compiled after several years of tinue Ye In My Love" and "Keep the convention back to the local
game.
place to live in; because it proposes to ion a conference will be held in the study into the tax question by com Yourself In the Love of God."
Overjojed followers of the 8t.
Mr. Erb said. The whole of the re churches, that the coming fall and
enact a law that is Inquisitorial, ob near future with the Maine Fish mittees of the State Grange and
winter may be months of progress in Oeorge team saw Manager Rawley's
ermen
Association
so
the
groups
may
ligious
life
is
expressed
in
one
word
—
noxious and offensive.
there is much food for thought, for
work together in the preparation of the person who will take the time | Love; love to Ood and love to man. j the evangelistic and missionary pro- men score two runs in the flrst in
It hits everybody, in Maine.
Love is the supreme factor in the j ^am for our Lord and Master,
ning, through the medium of a base
Its broad application touches store a code.
to read them. The committee was
on balls, a sacrifice hit by Hopkins,
Other officers elected were: B. H. very careful to formulate questions realm of Christian achievement Love
keepers; rent-payers professional men.
firigl-es by Westberg and Archer,
STRAND THEATRE
Only a few could escape its inouisi- Look of South Addison, vice presi most likely to be asked, and to print is the supreme factor in Christ's life,
and
a wild heave by Freeman, after
as
evidenced
by
His
sacrifice
on
the
dent;
P.
G.
Willard
of
Portland,
sec

tion. We don't want any more taxes.
only facts in answer; and I hope
"This Day and Age," the first grea. making a good stop. In the second
We have taxes enough. We need retary-treasurer and a board of direc they will prove a great help in giv Cross of Calvary. We should keep
spectacle of modern times by tht half of the flrst inning John David
economy, justice, prudence and thrift. tors to consist, of the officers and H. ing the voters information they our love as we keep our furnace fires.
In the afternoon the workers who matter of spectacle, Cecil B. DeMifle, son. did a surprising thing by drop
The text of the bill is not well- W. Look of Rockland. C. E. Wallace need. If these bills are passed, a
drawn. It disposes of the proceeds of Cutler and R. K. Barter of Ston large part of the money will come have been conducting Vacation Bible is coming for Monday and Tuesday. ping Ricker's throw, and Ogier's sin
back into the cities and towns and' schools ln the various churches ot
unfairly and it is altogether a bad ington.
The story concerns the battle of the gle brought Oay across the plate.
Battery errors and singles by Oray
piece of legislation. It was not enact
be distributed according to road mile- the Association, gave interesting re- youth of an average community
and Freeman gave Rockland two
BLAISDELL’S PHARMACY
age; and can be used for any purpose ' ports of their work. It is a source ol
ed by the legislature; bas had no
against a city's subversive influences runs in the fourth, and the score
consideration by law-makers but was
the same as money raised at town great satisfaction to know that the
Main Street Will Welcome Successor meetir?
j word of Ood is being taught to so after all efforts of the adult commun went 3 to 2 in Rockland's favor until
initiated and forced upon us.
To Rockland Pharmacy Inc. At
Vote against it.
It was a wise move for the power I many young folks, in this way, who ity have failed. When Boys' Week the eighth, when an error by Chaples
Copy this girl’s head and send us your draw
Monday's Opening.
interests to sell stock to so many in- j otherwise would never know any- of the city comes along, students of (after making a splendid stop) a
—Lewiston Journal
ing—perhaps you'll win A COMPLETE
RULES
dividuals, as they have a tendency to thing about the only way of salva- the high schools arc appointed to the wild pitch and a single by Monaghan
FEDERAL COURSE FREE! This contest is
Blaisdell’s Pharmacy will open
FOR
tion
open
to
mankind.
tied
the
tally.
TIIE BRAVES FAIL VS
town's executive, administrative and
Monday at 300 Main street, corner of influence their vote, but when peo
CONTESTANTS
(or amateurs, so if you like to draw do not
St.
Oeorge
was
easily
retired
in
The
various
missionary
activities
of
I
judicial
positions.
One
of
the
boys.
Park, with Adrian Marchand, regis ple wake up to the situation, they
hesitate to enter.
This contest open
the church were presented by lead appoiuted to the position of District the flrst half of the ninth. When
It ls a long time since Boston had
tered pharmacist as manager and will eventually pull themselves free
only to amateurs, 16
ers
of
different
age
groups,
showing
Rockland
came
to
bat.
Mr.
Norman
a look-in for world championship.
Attorney,
has
seen
the
murder
of
a
years old or more.
Priiei for Five Beit Drewingi—FIVE
Charles Blaisdell, assistant., This of any influence and vote for what
how boys and girls, young women merchant by one of the town's Merrill was the first hitter. Mr. Mer
We who retain unshaken our fond
Professional commer
store succeeds the former Rockland is good business for themselves; and
COMPLETE ART COURSES FREE,
cial artists and Federal
and older ones, are developing the racketeers. Zealously, he comes to rill had already distinguished him
ness for the great American game,
Pharmacy Inc., but has been I believe most people are far-sighted
students are not elig
including drawing outfit. (Value of
missionary
spirit,
through
study
ot
had felt our hearts uplifted in the
the
witness
stand
at
thc
trial,
only
to
self
by
making
two
triples,
as
well
ible.
thoroughly renovated and redecorat enough to see that these two meas
tach courto $185.00.)
other lands and peoples, and seeing have the defense attorney take ad as two good catches in left fleld. and
recent period when tne Braves, bear
ed with many noticable improvements ures will benefit them and vote
1. Make drawing of
ing all before them, stood so perilously
their deep need of a Saviour.
vantage of legal technicalities and to show that he was still in the
FREEI Each contestant whose drewinj
head 4 inches high, on
added. The Rockland Pharmacy Yes. I am one reader of The Cou
shows
sufficient
merit
will
receive
a
In
the
evening
Mrs.
Carl
R
Gray
win
an
acquittal
for
his
client.
close to the king row. Only to have
aper 5 inches wide
mcod he started off the ninth with
stock has been added to and will be rier-Gazette who will vote Yes and
grading and also expert advice es to his
y 6 inches high.
Undaunted, the boys go after more a clean single. Freeman fanned, but
the vision fade, in a descent al
of Omaha, a noted Bible teacher, gave
Draw
only the girl’s
further extended as business develops, have been in contact with many more
or her chance ol success in the art field.
most as epic as the rise had been
a splendid address on "What we (as evidence and in securing that evi Fowler who, had been sent in as a
head
and not the let
that
feel
the
same
way
about
it.
A. P Blaisdell is the o»-ner of the
Nowadays design and color play an im
The most that one apparently can do
tering.
I trust you will see fit to publish Baptists) believe, and why?” Mrs. dence, one of their number Ls killed by pinch hitter sent Merrill te third
business and while not appearing
the racketeer, and the murder is with another single.
about it is to look forward to another
portant part in the sale of almost everything.
2. Use only pencil or
this
letter,
that
I
may
have
as
mucn
Gra
y
has
s
P
ent
years
in
study
ol
actively in the picture his energetic
pen.
year. Surely so ardent a baseball
God's word, and her classes are well planted on one of thc boys. The story
And
now
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set
for
a
Therefore
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artist,
who
designs
merchan

publicity
on
my
side
of
the
question
business ideas are readily apparent in
reaches
its
height
when
a
mob
of
5000
town as Boston, with the whole region
3. No drawings will
worth
attending,
every
moment
squeeze
play,
and
Juddy
Flanagan
dise or illustrates advertising has become a
the lineup of the new enterprise. All as you have gained in your editorial.
be returned.
of New England rooting for it from
packed with telling the vital and fas- indignan t youngsters kidnap the met the situation heroically by layJames
L.
Dornan.
real
factor
in
modern
industry.
Machines
drug store needs will be met with
4.Write your name,
the bleachers, should be able to com
cinating truths, as revealed to us, in racketeer, drag him off to an old
East Union.
special emphasis on the filling of pre
can never displace him. Many Federal stu
address, age and oc
abandoned quarry where they hold a
mand a world series team tnat
the Bible.
cupation
on back of
scriptions. The young managesr ex
dents, both men and girls who are now com
nothing could keep under.
drawing.
According to a doctor, singing I "We believe,” said the speaker, "that kangaroo court and "sweat" a con
tend a cordial invitation to all
mercial designers or illustrators capable of
fession out of their captive, using his
All drawings
ngs 1must
warms the blood. We have heard the Bible is the inspired Word ot
comers.
OVERSEEING CUBA
earning from $2000 to $5000 yearly have
Ood;
we
believe
in
the
miraculous
own
expert
“
sweating"
methods.
—
be received in1 M
Mitinnesome that has made ours positively
apolis by Sept. 25th,
adv.
been trained by the Federal Course. Here’s
conception
and
virgin
birth
of
Christ;
1933. Prizes will be
The presence in Cuban waters of Spain, under the terms of which we boil.—Washington Labor.
we believe in a literal resurrection
a splendid opportunity to test your talent.
awarded fot drawings
twenty-five of Uncle Sam's warships continue to perform the policemans ■
best in porportion and
from the dead; we believe in the
Read the rules and send your drawing to the
WOMEN
neatness by Federal
casts the mind back to the tragic days duty of preserving ordcr among the j MODERN
vicarious sacrifice of Christ; we be
NEED NOT SUFFER monthly pain and delay due
mercurial
people
of
that
home
of
the
address below.
Schools Faculty.
of the war with Spain, when out navy
to colda, nervouaatrain, expoaure or similar eauaea.
lieve in the literal and personal re
Diamond Brand Pills are effective,
. ..SOOTHING
cooperated with army forces in sepa cigar. On the whole a thankless Ctn-etifs-tera
turn of our Lord to this earth. We
reliable and give QUICK RELIEF Sold by,
COMFORTING
rating from the mother country lhat task, from which Uncle Sam, with all druznista for over 45yenrs. Aiirlor
believe these things because God's
RELIEF..............
hts
many
other
annoying
problems
of
Rockland
Rankin St.,
belligerent and troubleiome island of
CHICHESTERS PULS
word says so, and history has proved
Dept 89G' Federa I Schools Building, Minneapolis, Minnesota
the semi-tropics. We arc there now the moment to contend with, wouid
—- \
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much of His Word to be true, and the
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because oi the peace treaty with "•illingly be spared,
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An opportunity for some youngster
to earn $2 is found in the Lost and
7 >,» A
-------Pound column of this issue through |
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Sept. 10— Day ol prayer for No-Repeal finding a brown keytainer.

TALK OF THE TOWN

force,.
Sept. 11—8peclal State election.
Sept. 12—Miriam Rebekah lair, enter
tainment and supper at I. O. O F. hall.
Sept. 18 (Football)—Rockland High at
Brunswick.
Sept. 19 (2 to 7.301—Educational Club
picnic, with speaker. Mrs. Minnie Miles.
hostess

Sept. 20-22—Annual convention of thc
Maine W. C. T. U. ln Bellast.
Sept. 28-26- North Knox Fair. Union.
Oct 3-5—Lincoln County Fair, DamariMott*.
Oct. 10-12—Topsham Fair

Huntley-Hill Post Auxiliary, V.P.W.
meets for sewing and baked bean
supper thts afternoon and evening at
the home of Mrs. Helen Johnson,
Lake avenue.

Chapin Class Is to have an outing
Tuesday night at the Otis cottage,
Cooper’s Beach, with Miss Jennie
Brown and Mrs. E. P. Berry as host
COMING REUNIONS
8ept 10—Kaler family at home of esses. Take basket lunch and cup
Frank Yattaw, Warren
fo» coffee.
WEATHER

There is an impression gaining
ground that September has got hold
or a mistaken idea with respect to her
place ln the calendar, the multiplied
rains with which she is favoring us
suggesting the months of spring
rather than the crisp and sunny au
tumnal season. Last night she was
copiously at it again, following the
same line this morning, with the pre
diction of continued cloudy with
thunder showers for all New England
and moderate southwest winds, and
the same for Sunday. At 8 o’clock
this morning Boston had temperature
of 73, barometer falling. Our local
temperature is much the same, point
ing to continued mugginess.
POLLS OPEN MONDAY AT 7
The polling places In this city wiU
be opened at 7 o’clock, standard time,
Monday, and will close at 7 p. m.
atandatd time. The city and county
returns will be handled at The Cou
rier-Gazette office according to cus
tom. Phone 770 for Information.

Mrs. Austin Smith is visiting her
son Arthur in Portland.
First nomination of officers will be
held Monday night by Knox Lodge,
LOOP.

Important business is said to be
in gtor; for the Claremont) Com
mandery session Monday night.

Cecil Witham will conduct the
services at Ingraham Hill chapel to
morrow afternoon at 2.30. There will
be special music.
Claremont Commandery ls hold
ing rehearsals every Monday night
for the inspection which is slated for
Wednesday, Oct. 11.

Huntley - Hill Post Auxiliary,
V.P.W, will hold a picnic at Olen
cove Sunday if weather permits.
The post is invited.
Mr and Mrs. Dana Cummings
have gone to Brewer where Mr. Cum
mings enters another year as teacher
in the Bangor High School.
Regular meeting of the American
Legion Auxiliary will be resumed
Monday night, and will be held thc
second and fourth Monday of each
month through the winter.
The Sunshine Society will meet
Tuesday afternoon at the home of
the president, Mrs. Georgie Aylward.
15 Clarendon street. There will be a
box social and picnic supper. The
hostess will furnish tea and coffee;
take cups. All are invited.

That sturdy son of Cornwall, Boo
House, the good American citizen
that he is, never has let go his fond
ness for boyhood times in Newquay,
hls place of birth. Old-time friends
frequently send him copies of Eng
lish newspapers, which Bob after
reading lets his local newspaper
friends have a look at it and they’re
always Interested.
In the recent trial of Donald Wil
son, charged with assault upon a
Port Clyde summer visitor Sidney
H. Davis was credited by the news
report as expressing the opinion
that Wilson was not Intoxicated.
Mr Davis called at The Courier-Ga
zette offlee Thursday to explain that
he did not express an opinion either
way on that particular subject.
Attractions at Strand Theatre next
week are: Monday and Tuesday.
“This Day and Age," with Charles
Bickford and Judith Allen; Wednes
day, “Sunset Pass." with Tom Keene
and Randolph Scott; Thursday,
“Storm at Daybreak," with Kay
Prancis and Nils Asher; Priday, "Big
Executive," with Ricardo Cortez;
Saturday, “Headline Shooters," with
William Oargon and Prancis Dee.

The Lawrence Portland Cement
Company is rededicating its safety
trophy as this paper goes to press,
and in connection therewith is hold
ing an all-day picnic. Representa
tive Louis A. Walker was the fore
noon speaker, together with Charles
O. Beal, commissioner of labor.
Congressman Moran and Oov. Brann
were invited, but both had previous
engagements. A clambake and cornroast were scheduled. Safety Engi
neer O. E Wishman is in charge of
the exercises, and the company is
represented by some of its high of
ficials including Vice President M. S.
Ackerman.

Recreation alleys reopen tonight, j
for the second season under the suc
cessful management of Harry Fitz
gerald. Pleasant recollections of last
years activities will lure back early
devotees of the art.
Word has been received) of thc
death in an automobile accident at
Plymouth, Mass., Thursday of Rev.
Robert E. Lait.c, 55, a former pastor
of the Congregational Church of!
Warren. Mr. Lalte’s home was In!
Ipswich, Mass., where funeral serv
ices will be held Monday.

CENTURY OF PROGRESS VOTES
These merchants are co-operating to send two Knox County boys
or girls to the World Fair, Free, in October. With each purchase of
50 cents or over you will receive votes to oast for your favorite con
testant. Votes can be obtained only from the concerns listed below.
Ballot boxes are available in each store. And every merchant who
cares to may participate.
MARKETS

MEN’S WEAR

Perry’s Foodland

Gregory’s

428 Main St.,

Rockland

DEPARTMENT STORES

F uller-Cobb-Davis
328 Main St,

Rockland

416 Main St.,

IN THE
CHURCHES

Page Three

SEE
DeSoto tfiP Plymouth

Rockland

The Two Most Amazing Values Ever Offered

REFRIGERATION, FUEL OIL

A. C. McLoon Co.
503 Main St.,_____________ Rockland

AT

COLLISION WORK

GARAGES

Rockland Body & Fender
Shop

Kent’s
584 Main St.,

Rockland 655 Main St.,

DRUG STORES

Cutler’s

Comer Drug Store

369 Main St.,_____________Rockland 422 Main St.,

Wall Paper

Farrel Co., Inc.

C. M. Blake Store

643 Main Street

662 Main Street

Shoe Repairing
ROCKLAND SHOE
REPAIRING CO.

I BUY ESSOLENE BECAUSE

Rockland

Auto Electric

Drue Stores
McCARTY’S
606 Main Street

KENT’S, Inc.

Rockland

LADIES* WEAR

SERMONETTE

While I want a gasoline that is lubricated I also want one that con
tains a solvent to dissolve the sticky substance that such a gasoline
leaves in my motor.
I know Essolene has this solvent and that lt cleans a motor and
keeps It clean. Even before the Code when I could have had a dis
count of a cent or two on a gallon I bought Essolene. Why? Be
cause what I save on garage bills makes a cent or two a gallon look
like “Chicken Peed."
If you want real economy and at the same time a smoother running
motor, try Essolene. It’s my business to know economy.
Yours truly,
?. ?. ?????.

Education
Of a certainty men and women
crave knowledge. Our schools
Boots and Shoes
Restaurants
Furniture
BOSTON SHOE STORE
NEWBERT’S
and universities attest this uni
306 Main Street
• Main Street
STUDLEY FURN. CO.
versal hunger, and knowledge is
.Main Street
Cleaning and Pressing
. Fruit
the revelation of truth. Nowhere
I. L. CROSS
NAL’M & ADAMS
Hardware
220 Main Street
457 Main Street,
H. H. CRIE CO.
do you witness such a cross456 Main Street
Jewelry
Fish Market
section of humanity as ln our
FRED HASKELL
C. E. DANIELS
CRIE HARDWARE CO.
night schools ln the cities. The
370 Main Street
Main Street
We Need USED CARS! Let Us Appraise Yours Toward Either a DeSoto or
408 Main Street
Manager Bill Koster has called a i
Portland evening school numbers
Grain—Flour—Feeds—Sugar, Etc.
Boots and Shoes
football meeting for Tuesday night
PLYMOUTH
STOVER FEED MFG. CO.
McLAIN SHOE STORE
660 pupils this fall. It. is mar
at 7 o'clock at Sea View Oarage,
86 Park Street
432 Main Street,
Rockland
velous to see men and women
101-118
And Know the Pleasure Of Doing Business At the Most Complete Service Center
Main street. Members of last year’s
beyond the age of 50 striving to
team or any players in Knox Coun
in Maine
assimilate the very earliest
ty interested in a football team this
Who has seen a higher numbered
CONTEST STANDING
branches of education. At a
fall to represent Rockland are re car than 1,237,409. spotted by Charles This week's counting, ln the Cen
period when thelr lives are prac
quested to meet to discuss games, Maxey? It was an Illinois machine. tury of Progress Contest, made Fri- I
tically spent, they have the urge
uniforms and other details. Every
day noon, finds Doris Caven in the at least to read and write and
Mrs.
Carrie
House,
president
of
football man should make it hls
lead but Norina Seavey is only 78 1 absorb the lessons of history.
duty to attend as there is a lot of Ruth Mayhew Tent, has called a spe votes behind, the standing being 3958
Wholesale and Retail
We are not speaking of voca
interest shown in the regular Sun- ] cial meeting for Monday evening al and 3880. In third place is Tommy
“Everything For The Car”
tional
classes
but
cultural.
And
7.30
to
drill
for
inspection
which
day games with out of town semi583-585 MAIN STREET
Pietroski with 3396 Just 1*5 ahead of :
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
TEL 1259
then there is the group of lip
comes later ln September.
pro teams.
Ralph Rawley who has 3221. Eliza
,
readers, a class that grows by
Deputy Sheriff Robert A. Webster beth Breen is holding down fifth j leaps and bounds. As you see
FIELD DAY POSTPONED
and the Roving Reporter left yester place with 2749, while Bill Cross and
these people from every walk of
day on a motor trip through North Donna deRochemont are close be
COMMUNITY CHEST
life and every nationality hurry
Because of this morning's
ern New England, ,with a visit to the hind her.
ing
to
classes,
or
bent
in
study,
downpour the field day. jollifica
Starting Monday the contestants
White Mountains, Lake Champlain,
you note the great urge is the This Campaign Is To Raise
tion and rededication of the
plan
to visit every house in the city
and Fort Ticonderoga, N. Y, espe
sam?, the acquisition of wisdom.
$3000 By Voluntary Sub
safety trophy planned for today
and get the signatures of persons
cially in mind.
One thing we may be sure: If
by the Lawrence Portland Ce
scriptions
willing to save votes for them. They
the Great Teacher was again to
ment Co. has been postponed
The annual fall fair of Miriam Re are limited to one signature from
Rockland's Community Chest ls en- j
visit earth he would be found
until tomorrow at which time it
each
family
and
the
one
obtaining
bekah Lodge takes place Tuesday, the
gaged
ln a canvass to raise $3000 for
mingling
with
these
seekers
after
will positively be held. In case of
doors opening at 9 a. m. There will the greatest number of names will!
the
help
of the Home for Aged Wometernal riches. Perhaps Indeed
rain the affair will be held un
be noonday luncheon, an entertain win a five dollar prize. You are I
' en and to retain here the service of |
they
unconsciously
rub
elbows
with
der cover.
ment in thc afternoon, public supper asked not to sign unless you Intend to
Him who not only taught, but was the Red Cross, which without this
and music by Miriam Rebekah Or help the youngster by asking for votes
immediate help must be withdrawn— |
the
Truth.
chestra in the evening. Mrs. Lena in the contest stores and saving them !
which would be a calamity, in par
High School opens Monday with
William A. Holman.
for the one whose paper you sign !
Rollins is general chairman.
ticular to the less fortunate classes of
Principal Joseph E Blaisdell having :
'Saturday Sept. 16 at noon is the dead j
the city.
this teaching force under hls juris
The public which has been follow line for accepting signatures at j The subject of Mr. Rounds' ser
The following contributions have I
diction: John R/ Durrell, submaster ing with much concern the condition | which time they will be counted and mon tomorrow morning at the Con
Yes, Schooldays are here again and
been
received. Others may be sent:
science; Miss Anna E. Coughlin, of Benjamin C. Perry since his seri jthe week’s prize awarded. The con gregational Church will be “The
i
either
to
the
Chamber
of
Commerce
civics, English and algebra: Miss ous accident at the People's Laundry test ends Oct. 14
with them comes Junior’s demand for
The complete Place of the Minority In Our Social or to this paper. Checks should be
Mina E. Tower, mathematics; Ray some weeks ago, was pained yesterday standing is crowded out of this issue Lif?"
! made payable to Community Chest. J
all kinds of new togs ... so thrifty
mond D. Bowden, history; Samuei to learn that his condition had be but will be printed Tuesday. A list is
• • • •
Received to date:
Sezak, general science, algebra, and come such that the amputation of posted at Perry s Market today.
Mothers bring him in here where the
Services will be resumed at the Uni I Mr and Mrs. Wm. T. Cobb.......$ 25.00 1
athletic coach: Mrs. Mary C. Carrillo, tlie injured arm was necessary. The
Leroy Chatto ______________
1.00
versalist Church tomorrow at 10.45, Mr.
English; Atwood Levensaler. English; operation was performed at Knox
ST. GEORGE CHURCHES
and Mrs. H. P. Blodgett..... 10 00 |
quality is of the best and the prices
Miss Dorothy E. Parker. English; Hospital Thursday night.
Tenant's Harbor and Wiley’s Corner with Rev. George H. Welch in the
W.
S.
Rounds ________
5.00
pulpit.
The
quartet
will
sing
as
an

Miss Lucille A. Coding, French; Miss
Sunday morning subject, "The
very easy on her budget . . . Come
Miss Addie Rogers .............____ 1.00 j
Margaret Hellier. Latin; Mrs. Char
Lively interest is being shown in Drink for the Man Who Is a Man;" thems “Jubilate Deo." Schubert, and
Miss
Kate
Wendell
......
............
5.00
1
lotte Jackson. Spanish; Mrs Rita B. the quilt exhibit to take place at Bible school following. Evening serv "God That Madest Earth and
yourself and see.
I Mrs. W W. Gregory................... 6.00
Robinson, and Mrs. Ruth Brackett Montpelier Wednesday. A general ice ln the Wiley Corner Church, sub Heaven."
Edna Gregory ................................ 2.00
invitation is extended for the display ject, "The God Who Is Enough." An
Spear, commercial department.
• • • *
Auxiliary Huntley-Hill Post,
of old and modern designs, simply nouncement will be made in regard to
Rev.
L.
G.
Perry, pastor of the
V. P. W..................................... 5.00
Prank L. Brown, master of US A notifying Mrs. Vivian Hewett by tele evening service in the Hartjor
Michie, stationed at Petersburg. phone (636-M) or at the gift shop at Church. Afternoon set aside as a Littlefield Memorial Church, will : Carrie E. Brainerd ........................ 10.00 I
preach at both services. At 10 30 hls Evelyn M. Hix .......................... 25.00
Alaska, has The Courier-Gazette's Montpelier where the show will take time of prayer against repeal and
subject will be "The disciples of j Dr. A. W. Poss .......................... 10.00 J
thanks for copies of the Ketchikan place. While there will be no admis that the voters will turn out ln full
Jesus," and at 7.15 “The escape of j Mr. and Mrs. WUlis Ayer ........ 10.00
Sunday Chronicle and Petersburg sion to the show, reduced rates for force Monday.
1.00
Noah." He will preach at Owl's Head Mrs. Sadie Dennison ...........
Press, a perusal of which is inter inspection of the beautiful Knox
at 2.30. Junior Churches at 10.30; Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Fuller ..... 10.00
esting as showing the progress of Mansion will prevail for the day.
Martinsville and Port Clyde
Central Maine Power Co......... 50.00
Sunday school at 11.45.
events in Alaska. The Sunday
The usual services Sunday. Eve
E. L. Toner ................................ 5.00
Chronicle notes that "More canned Yesterday's Rotary luncheon had ning in the Port Clyde chapel; mid
Miss Ellen Daly ........................ 10.00
for
the
half-hour
speaker
Dr.
C.
Har

“The second mile," will be the pas
salmon is packed in Ketchikan than
week service in each church, Charles
Caroline Jameson __________ 10.00
tor's topic at the Pratt Memorial A Priend ...................................... 2.00
any other city in the world." It also old Jameson, whose subject dealt Marstaller will officiate.
with
the
History
of
Music,
an
ab

Church at the 11 o'clock service Sun P. W. Puller ............................... 5.00
notes that Ketchikan has a fair
Long passenger trains out of Rock- j day. Mrs. Marianne Bullard will sing
average price of beer. The Alaska struse theme, the beginnings of
Mr and Mrs. E. P. Glover....... 10.00
papers are small in size but. printed which take one back into the earliest land tell the story of a dying summer, j "Jesus, Master," Schnecker. Church
Senter Crane Co......................... 25.00
periods
of
recorded
time.
Out
of
the
th emost beautiful part of which un school at 10; at 3 p m. a service of
in large type, and it is doubtful if
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Buffum ..... 25 00
our readers would be willing to swap enormous amount of detail associat fortunately comes after the summer prayer in behalf of “No repeal of the
Mrs. Lottie Hall ........................ 2.00
ed
with
those
long
years
of
progress
folks have gone.
18th Amendment." Evening service
The Courier-Gazette for them.
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Eaton.......... 10.00
the speaker marshalled facts, histori
at 7.30. Pastor’s topic, "Matthew's
Elizabeth O. Messer ................. 25.00
cal
names
and
achievements
which
j
"Mother,
”
said
Peggy,
who
had
just
The Boys’ and Girls’ Service Club
call to discipleship."
Mrs. Lillian B. Mortland .......... 10.00
of Tillson avenue recently enter- gave his story an appeal to the listen seen a large toadstool sprouting, "do
• • • •
Ding-dong go the
j
babies
grow
or
can
you
buy
them?"
'
Dr. If. W. Frohock ................... 5.00
ers
and
sent
them
away
supplied
with
.talned mothers. A talk on prohibi
"They
grow,
dear,"
replied
Mother.
At
First
Church
of
Christ,
Scien

school bells of the
C. H. Duff .................................... 10.00
tion and the importance of educa information with which the chief part | "Well,” said the four-year-old, "I
land—and active feet
tion and regular school attendance had previously enjoyed only rudi think there's one coming up in the tist, corner of Cedar and Brewster Mrs. Pred R. Spear ........ ;.......... 10.00
was given by Mrs. Wilson, after mentary acquaintance Among the backyard now.-’—Parents' Magazine. streets, Sunday services are at 10.30 , Rev. E. O. Kenyo n.................... 5.00
respond in smart
and the subject of the Lesson-Ser | George B. Wendell, East Mil
which the meeting was turned over Doctor's hearers was a group of his
shoes
like these!
mon tomorrow will be "Substance."
BORN
ton, Mass. __
5.00
to the program committee—Eleanor own profession who gave to his ad
ANDERSON
At
Ingraham
Hill.
Sept
4
Sunday
School
is
at
11.45.
Wednes

A Priend .................................... 1.00
Richardson and Doris Blood. Musi dress particularly warm recognition.
to Mr., and Mrs. Fred Anderson (Vir- ,
glnla Childs) a son, Frederick Eugene day evening testimony meeting is at Dr. and Mrs. E. B. Howard....... 5.00
cal selections were given by Ida
One of the most interesting inci
7.30. The reading room is located at Miss Annie Frye ........................ 5.00
Franklin, Dorothy Delong, Kathleen
MARRIED
dents connected with Congressman
400 Main street, and is open week Lottie C. Rhodes........................ 10.00
Delong. Pauline Nystrom. Junior
BARKER-PORTER—AtSt. Peter’s Church,
Moran's vacation visit to Cranberry Rockland. Sept. 7, by Rev Fr. E. O days from 2 until 5 p. m.
Mrs. Charles O. Wells, North
Nyst.rom, Ernest Nystrom, Judson
Isles, where he again inspected the Kenyon. Richard Lewis Barker of
• • • •
Derry. N. H, and Miss Rachel Fiske
Haven ....................
50.00
Howard and Charles Mooradian, ac
famous Islesford Collection, estab Porter of Kellog. Idaho
companied by Bernice Robinson at
Great
Atlantic
&
Pacific
Tea
Evangelist
W.
L.
Sttallones
wil!
be
lished by William Otis Sawtelle, a re CARTER-SMALLEY—At St. Oeorge. Sept
2. Miss Beatrice Smalley of St. George at the Pentecostal mission on Water
the organ. A reading, “The Raggedy
Co............................................... 50 00'
tired professor of Haverford College, I and Raymond Carter of Friendship.
Man," was given by Doris Blood.
2.00 j
—At Tenant's Harbor. street every night except Wednes A Priend ....................................
who has a flne summer home in that I PETERSON-LIND
Sept 1. by Rev F. W. Barton. Eskll
Refreshments consisted of sand
Mr.
ar.d
Mrs.
J.
Lester
Sherman
10.00
day
when
he
will
speak
at
Bossa's
community. The collection which is Peterson and Miss Gertrude Lind, both
wiches, ice cream, cookies and tea.
hall. Friendship. His subject for Miss Marcia Farwell ............... 10.00
housed in a five-room brick building i of Clark Island.
WALKER-BENOSE—At Rockland, Aug.
| Miss Edith Bicknell ................. 2.0o
Much credit should be given to these
is mainly devoted to historical and 29. by Oeorge I. Leonard. J. P, Milton Sunday night will be "The remarka
J)oys and girls who had planned and
Walker and Ada Benose, both of Rock ble Jew, his return to Palestine and Caroline G. Carpenter .............. 5.00
genealogical matters, and also con land.
financed the expense by their own tains many ship models, curios, etc.
what does it. mean?” Meetings all Prances Forchhelmer ............... 5 00
NEW FALL OXFORDS
efforts. The boys and girls appreci Prof. Sawtelle made the rather sur
DIED
day Sunday. Bible school dally from Winifred S. Leighton ............... 25.00
CHILDREN’S
ate the spirit which the communi prising statement to Mr. Moran that BROCK—At Washlgton. D. C, Sept. 4. 10.30 to 4.
E. K. Leighton ........................ 25.00
Broguish
Fenelon B. Brock, a native of Gardi
ty has extended to them and desire more persons from outside of the ner.
Patents
Me. Interment ln Centerville. Va.
• • • •
A Priend .................................... 1.00
Leather
Heels
to cooperate in service by trying to United States had viewed hls collec LAITE—At Plymouth, Maas., Sept. 7.
Miss Lena Miller ...................... 3 00
Rev. Robert E. Laite, formerly pastor
Brown
Mr.
MacDonald
will
conduct
the
help themselves. The money for the tion than there had been from this of the Warren Congregational Church,
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Brown ........ 10 00
Underpriced on Today’s
aged 55 years. Burial ln Ipswich. services at the First Baptist Church
party was earned selling candy.
P. M. Kittredge.......................... 2.00
Mass.
State, in which it is ilocated.
Sunday. The subject of the sermon
Replacement Value
LERMOND — At Rockland, 8ept. 6
Dr. and Mrs. N. A. Fogg .......... 10.00
STOVER’S BIG ORDER
Charles W. Lermond of Dorchester. a‘. the morning service will be: "The
AN OPPORTUNITY
5 00 j
Mass . aged 59 years. 6 months. 16 days cross in conduct." The quartet will Mrs. Mary B. H. Seaverns........
AA, A and C Widths
Funeral Saturday at 2 o'clock from the
Mr. and Mrs Henry Keating .... 5.00 '
The Stover Peed Manufacturing
home of Mrs. Arollnc Gorwalz, Green sing. “Consider the lilies,” Waghome,
A real business opportunity for a
street. TTiomaston.
Mrs. Ellen C. L. Clark .............. 4.00 ’
man and wife who know a bit about Co., was advised Tuesday, that it PAYSON—At Camden. Sept. 7. Oscar F and “Ponder my words, O Ood," Gil
Clinton
H. Crane ................... 25.00
was
the
successful
bidder
for
a
con

Payson, aged 73 years. 7 months. 28 lette. The church school will meet
a restaurant is offered by John Elliot
days
Funeral Mondav at 2 o'clock I
Mrs. Mary H. WardweU .......... 10.00
of Waldoooro who leaves soon on a tract calling for somewhat more from the residence, 101 Chestnut street I at th? noon hour, and the Christian
McDougall-Ladd Co...........„...... 15.00
large catering contract. He offers his than 500 tons of mash and scratch FISH -At South Hope. Sept 8. William B : Endeavor meeting will be at 6.15.
We specialize in the Expert Fitting of Children’s
Fish, aged 79 years. 5 months. 19 days
P. D. Alden ............................... 5 00
(feed
for
a
corporation
located
in
this
cafe, rent free, to a couple who will
Funeral Monday at 2 o'clock, standard The people’s evening service will
No Name .................................. 25.00
Shoes
operate it carefully. Can’t lose territory. In competition with the Please omit flowers.
open at 7.30 with everybody's sing I Lawrence Portland Cement Co. 50.00
HENDRICKSON—At St. Oeorge. Sept. 8
Stover
Company
were
six
of
the
money. A bona fide offer. Write Mr.
Anna K,, widow of John Hendrickson, assisted by organ and piano. The
Enna Jettick Shoes for Ladies will advance Sept. 1 5.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. T. White .... 10.00
Elliot at Waldoboro or call at his largest grain and feed manufac aged 86 years, 3 months. 3 days.
quartet will sing, “O for a closer walk
Mr. and Mrs. C. W Sheldon ..... 10.00
Buy Now! At the Old Price!
turers in the United States. The size
cafe.—adv.
with God," Ruebush, and "Jesus
IN MEMORIAM
of the contract can be estimated, In loving memory of Herbert L. Moon. calls us," Cummings. Mr. MacDon Mrs. Ella P. Grimes................... 10 00
! who passed away Sept. 10, 1930.
Mrs. E. D. Spear ...................... 10.00
Rebekah Pair and Supper Sept. 12, when It stated that the mash and I We miss hls gentle presence.
ald's sermon will center around the Dr. P. B. Adams........................ 6.00
We miss hls smile so dear.
I.O.O.F.
hall,
Rockland. Baked scratch feed will be needed for the
little word, “If.” The happy prayer
I He's gone but not forgotten
Andrew J. Peters ...................... 10.00
bean and cold meat supper, 6 to 7.30, feeding of 20,000 hens during the By those who loved htm here.
and praise meeting will be held on
I Hls wife ar.d children, parents, brothers
for 25 cents.
108-lt coming winter.
432 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND
Total to date........................... $779.00
, and sister.
* Tuesday evening at 7.30.
Radio, Sporting Goods
HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc
442 Main Street

KENT’S, Inc.

GREGORY’S

FOR. SCHOOL

$1.75
$2.00
$2.50

$3.95

M'LAIN SHOE STORE

Every-Other-Day
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LINCOLNVILLE

SOUTH HOPE

s25.°A0*vl
The town fair will be held Oct 4
at Tranquility fair grounds, followed
by a dance in the evening, and the
3™
rusual
baked bean dinner will be
10
ll
2
8
b 7
12 13 IM
9
I
served by the Grange ln the banquet
I Mass.
Ib
hall.
I Albert Esancy is confined to thc
Schools in town began Tuesday
20
r 18
1$
I house by illness.
17
with these teachers: Village, Lena
; Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Burgess and
Rankin; Beach, Grace Mahoney;
THINK OF ITI Only $2-50
1
ii
23
2*t
21
b
i son Stuart of North Weymouth.
Miller. Jessie Young; Heal, Emily
a day single .... and $4.00
Mass., and George Teague of Warren
Johnson, Wiley's Corner, Louise
28
2b 27
V) 30
double for this smart centrally
were callers on Evelyn Vining Sun
w
Burnham.
day
located hoteL
1
32
3i
34
Miss Jane Miller left Tuesday to
' Mr. and Mrs. Walter Holmes (Eva
attend Bangor School of Commerce.
37 Ja
j Taylor) have returned to City Mills,
3b
35
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Dickey, ac
Mass , after a week's visit at the home
companied
by Mr. and Mrs. F. C.
V)
w
but what rooms they an I
of Mrs. Holmes' father. C. B. Taylor
Dickey of Brooklyn, N Y., who have
Miss Marion Taylor of Waltham,
been their guests for ten days, en
4i M2
Mb 47 48
MM
M5
Cheerful, colorful, coxy, each with
i Mass., has been visiting her father
joyed a trip to North Conway, N. H —
private both, shower, radio, drasWilbert
Taylor
for
the
week.
50 51
52
hT
the home of the correspondent 40
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Peabody of
lating ice water and mony other
w
years ago—returning Monday.
Concord, N. H„ were last weekend
55 i 5b
5M
features you'll be hoppy about
Mr. and Mrs. George Dickey and
' gursts of Mr Peabody's mother Mrs
son of Worcester who have been
bo
5M
57
58
Annie Thomdyke. Sunday Mr. and
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Melvin
Mrs Peabody accompanied by Mrs
Dickey for a few days returned Tues
J
bi
bM
bl
fe2
Thorndvke motored to Boothbay Har
day.
lbor where they were dinner guests
b)
bi
bb
Miss Alice Smith of Jamestown.
b7
| of Mr and Mrs. A. C. Hagen who ar
R. I., is a guest of her parents Mr
summering at that place.
71
70
and Mrs . Samuel Smith at their
I E
Monkhouse of Portland was
51st STREET
summer home here.
guest last weekend at the home of
AT 7th AVENUE, NEW YORK
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
Mr and Mrs. F. C Dickey accom
HORIZONTAL
C. L. Dunbar
11- Stannum (abbr.)
56- Clip
1-Unites, as a rope
ROY MOUITON
panied by Mr and Mrs. M. F. Dickey
12- Separate (abbr.)
Mrs. W C Dart and son Edward
57- Two (Roman)
8-Clothes
Ejtzcvfiv* Vke-Fr»i. ond Manoging OU.
made a delightful trip to North Ha
13- Scent
58- A Mediterranean
15- A gift
left for Providence Tuesday after
WRITS ros DESCSIRTIVI SOOKIRY
ven last week where they werc guests
14- Began
vessel (pi.)
16- Eager
spending the months of July and
23-A
vegetable
60To
such
degree
overnight
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leslie
17- Decay
August at their summer home, the
26- Parity
61- Combining form.
18- Organ of hearing
Dickey.
27- Streaks
Bowley farm.
Outside
19-One hundred six
Mrs. Carrie Hall has returned from
29Heeds
63-Large
monkey
(Roman)
Gertrude Payson is in Rockland
UR day. of light harness r.cing from Monday to Thursday. Sept. IS to 21, and two day,.of automoa visit with her daughter Mrs.
30- Snake-like fish
,64-Point of compass
20- Psalm (abbr.)
bile raring. Friday and Saturday. Sept. 22 and 23. with New England Championship Baseball regional
•where
she
will
spend
September.
32-Rescues
(abbr.)
21- A supposition
finals Tuesday. Wednesday and Thursday. Sept. 1» to 21. will round out the speed and sports programGeorgia Morang at Corinna.
Kenneth Crabtree Hope Bowley.
34-Heaps
65- Maritime distress
22-Commodities
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Miller were
at the 17th annual Eastern States Exposition In Springfield. Mass., from Sept. 17 to 2.1 Inclusive. Knti-lew
36-Half
a
score
signal
Daniel Bowley. Esther Robbins. Char
24- Comparative suffix
In
all
classes
have
been
heavy
and
possible
new
track
records
are
anticipated
for
the
six
day
race
meet.
Bangor
visitors last Tuesday.
38-Short
sleep
66- An ingredient of
25- Dozes
lotte Robbins. Annie Hart. Elmer
41- Sanitary science
Mr. and Mrs. Ford of Pennsylvania
soup
28- Man's name
Hart and Henty Hastings are at
42- A fruit
68-To thrust
29- A church festival
will .occupy the pulpit of the Com
tending Union High School.
43- Prefix. Before
70-Engravers
31-An insect (pi.)
EAST SENNEBEC
DEER ISLE
munity Church Sunday.
44A
feminine
seer
71 -Papers giving legal
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Holmes of
33- A fish
Morris Pottle and Orace Parsons
45- Single filaments
possession of
NORTH HAVEN
34- Fragment
Schools
opened
Tuesday.
Glenys
Franklin. Mass. have been guests of
Miss&s Etta and Mac O'Shaugh
46- Noise
feudal property
entered Camden High School Tues
35- Notched
Hall has the grammar school. Lucy
her father, CJ B Taylor the past nessy who have bcen at Bonnie Briar
| For The Courier-Oazette I
47- Event
37-lsolated (Poet.)
day.
VERTICAL
week.
48- Degrades
39- 1 have (Contr.)
cottage at Sylvester's Cove, left Tues j I returned to the scenes of my youth ln Moody the primary, and Mr. Eaton
Frederick Oray has employment
a
dream.
51-Skill
1- Jumps
40- High (Mus.)
is principal of High School with
School has opened here, and Mrs. day for New York.
To the banks of the beautiful Old Mill
with Lawyer Hass on the Lake.
54- Small candle
2- Oebase
41-Oecurs
Elizabeth Sprowl of Appleton began
Stream
Maud Fuller, assistant.
55-Combimng form.
Rev. and Mrs. Harold Davis, daugh I I pictured thc faces of frlepds of my
3- Allow
Mr. and Mrs. M F. Dickey enter- |
45-Moved rapidly
her third year as teacher.
Mr. and Mrs Frank Gushee and
youth.
Nine
4- Exists
49- Town in N. W.
ter Betty and an aunt Miss Miller, Forgotten
tained
a family party Labor Day. A
was
everything
seeming
un

58- Story
Mrs. Nina Taylor is a surgical pa
Mr and Mrs Hamlin of Boston with
5- A letter (pi.)
Belgium
who have occupied Woodover cot
couth.
59- Series
6-Growing out
50-Consume
tient at Knox Hospital.
(ieorge Oushee of Appleton were dln- chicken dinner, supplemented by
tage at Sylvester's Cove through Au- I visioned the homestead and orchard so
62-Took (variant)
gufgts Sund#y ftt
Adella apple pie, ice cream, fruit, confec- 1
7- Odd
52- A bird
Pauline and Evelyn King have been
65-The universal light
8- Affirm
j gust returned to their home in Ram53- An old coin of
I
again
saw
in
fancy
my
Dad's
easy
chair
ochre's.
Monday
and
Tuesday
Mrs. tions. etc., was served. Mr. and Mrs.
quite
ill
with
tonsllitis
67-Deadhead (abbr.)
9- Rages
, France and
In the small kitchen nook, by the old.
.
; sey, N. J. Tuesday.
69-Smallest State of
Arthur and Elmer Hart who have
mantle shelf;
Gushee entertained Mr and Mrs. Harold Reynolds and family of Cam- j
10-Greek goddess of
England
Among
the
guests
registered
at
As
a
child
once
again
I
imagined
myself
,
Qushee and two children of den were their guests over the holi
U. S. (abbr.)
discord
54- Earth (Fr.)
been trucking blueberries to New
York spent a day on their last trip Frank D. McVeigh's this season have But alas' I've returned from my old Philadelphia and Laurence Oushee day.
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
home town
1
with their grandfather. J. A. Annis of been: Dr and Mrs. C. M. Sparrow of Where I found that the homestead had of Boston.
EASl'
FRIENDSHIP
University.
Va.;
Miss
Mary
Calnane
lIsjE
T
sIp[a
IaIr
Queen's Village, L. I. They were ac
RAZORVILLE
MV he^foTi moment was filled with
Arrington is teaching her
TIA M E
Si r'e|n
companied home by their friend of St. Louis; Miss Agnes Mills of Bos
despair.
fourth consecutive year in Hope.
jsjp
Loi*"'!t>(
O'rIt a|r|i u
Mrs. Lena Delano of Thomaston
A:R TIS
‘*ther
”1 onie'
|gr». Roland Oushee spent Sunday
Charles Del Montte of that place for ton; Dr. and Mrs. William 8. Tillett A’ 1 ther'e**1
Schools began in town Tuesday, the
Mu
EIHjJD E
R E
has employment at L. E Burns' his
and
Miss
Betty
Tillett
of
Baltimore.
He quietly sleep. In a grave on the hill ! Wllh her stet*r MrS j0el °VCrl0Ck ln
a visit of several days
Razorville school being taught by Mrs.
mother being in poor health.
Mr. and Mrs George Boggs of Md : Roger Bates of Bronxville. N Y.; The voice I so loved has long been still. Thomaston.
E R Sl
Lola Powell of South Liberty.
Mrs Marian Smith and daughter Marlboro. Mass., and Mr. and Mrs **''• and Mrs Harold
,oW’ Is • ””
and MUs Snd,s“:n^1u^'lnP^<1ordW*homes! Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Robbins of
Rev. Horace G. Wellington of
strangers
AT
Mildred of North Bangor are at A. John Sawtn of Whitman. Mass. spent Be»y D®'15'
N J- Miss Ml1'
today.
South Hope and Mrs. Nettie Cottrell Jamaica Plain, Mass., acting super
G. Jamesons'.
the weekend with Miss Hattie Boggs ler' North C*rolina: Robert Fay There la only one of my childhood dream I of Rockland were recent visitors at intendent of the New England Society
S L vB e|v|a|s|TIvIe ■eir N
Thai remains lhe same--The Old Mill
J. C. Morse returned home Mon
Mrs. Alice Fish spent the past week Qutncy' Ma-^| Mr. and Mrs. Albert Pitman's. Mr of American Sunday 8chooi Union,
~fs ELIE'NBRNiE'v Tf
Stream
day
from
New
York
after
spending
A
A R
with her sister Mrs W. B Fish
Matthew Fay and son Robert ac- •It flows a< peacefully at of yore.
| and jjrs. J Asbury Pitman of Salem. who lias been visiting in Maine was
sItIeIe idB Til
»
Along thc tree-lined, rugged shore.
two weeks with his son William Morse.
o
E R ’ T
O.R i E
Mrs Chloe Mills was in Appleton ‘compamed by friends arrived on SatAA2LSS.t were evening callers at the calling on friends ln Razorville Sun-1
W cil ID
T|O A|D
A SI D E
• ®'
Mrs. Julia Miller of Rockland was for
al the homc urday at The Old House for thc week- J
same home.
ctRjS'E
day and spoke at the church at South
E SS EX
NlClSlS
guest over Labor Day of her sister of her daughter
^u,. gp^,.,
leturning to Quincy on Mon- 1 I ant thankful I may keep my dream
Mrs. Roland Gushee entertained Liberty; also Rev. Henry G. Ulmer
Of the quiet, picturesque Old Mill
Mrs Hattie Burns.
Mr. and Mrs A u j^y and Mrs
Mr and Mrs. Maxey Gushee and of East Vassalboro
Stream.
Mrs H D Farnham.
Mr.
ar.d
Mrs
Damon
Benner
were
UurB
Hastings
attended
Pomona
at
Arnold
Haskell
of
Quincy
spent
the
Laurence Gushee Tuesday after
J. Sabin Clark and family of ReadNo. 13734
. Belfast. Me.
visitors over last weekend at W P ,Union J&st sa^gy
TREASURY DEPARTMENT
weekend at Sylvester's Cove and renoon and evening. Mr. and Mrs. field visited his mother Mrs. Carrie
Office of Comptroller of the Currency
Lawry s ln Lawry.
Mrs. R E Hobbins and daughters turned Monday to Quincy accom
Will Brown. Floyd, Carleton and Clark Sunday
Washington. D C. July 19. 1933
A O Jameson was in Bangor Suncharlotte were callers on panied by hls mother. Mrs Ethel P.
John Gushee joined them at cards
WHEREAS, by satisfactory evidence
A pretty home wedding took place
NORTH HAVEN
presented to the undersigned lt has been day.
relatives and friends in Washington i Haskel!, his brother Kenneth Hasin the evening.
la North Washington when Edw.
made to appear that
Abner Spear of Warren has been and uberty Sunday
kell and his nephew Eugene who has
School begins Monday. The teach-, Jennie Waterman was an overnight Jones was united ln marriage to Mrs.
“THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF
visiting this week at the home of his
....
ROCKLAND"
been spending the summer with his ing staff remains the same as last guest with Annie Ripley Tuesday.
Lottie Prescott, and on Saturday eve
XOK*
Car Wrecks Dwelling
s*
in the CITY of ROCKLAND ln the cousin Mrs. Olive Orne.
aunt Miss Kate C Sylvester.
year
j Tne day for the Grange picnic was ning a reception was held at Mrs.
County of KNOX and State of MAINE
A J. Hussey and granddaughter
one day last week an automobile
Charlie Baird and Shirley Gillis, ideal and the drive from Appleton to Prescott's home with a large attend
Mr and Mrs Lemuel Pickering of
has compiled with all the provisions of
the Statutes of the United 8tates. re Marguerite Stone have been visiting owned and driven by Augusta parties, Sunshine were last weekend guests who were operated upon Wednesday | Cushing a fascinating one. Between ance of friends.
CHA’
quired to be compiled with before an relatives tn Port Clyde the past few C0Ptainlng four women and one man.
asaoclatlon ahall be authorized to com
of Mrs. Clara Eaton.
by Dr. MacAusland at. Knox H03' 40 and 50 Grangers with invited
Mr. and Mrs. Eddy of Middletown, i
mence the business of Banking:
days'
left the road in an attempt to pass
guests were served to steamed clams Conn., and son Bobby are spending a
Anna McVeigh was guest of Miss pital are both doing fine.
NOW Therefore I. J. F. T. OCONNOR.
Mrs A. G. Jameson and sons Har- ■ another tar. and crossing the field
Comptroller of the Currency, do hereby
interspersed with sandwiches and vacation with their sister Mrs. Ralph >
Mrs.
Ernest
Gillis
is
in
Rockland
certify that
old and Charles. Mrs. R A Doe and about 12 rods plunged
the east Virginia Hardy of North Deer Isie
sweet food of all kinds. The water Hibbert.
this
week.
over
last
weekend.
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF
daughter Irene. Mrs. Frank Miller fide cf E E Hastings' house, injurwas cold but buoyant, and bathing
ROCKLAND"
Sunday
at
10
30
standard,
services
Dr. J. W Sanborn and sister and
Mrs. Walter E. Scott. Walter and
and daughters Madeline. Beatrice and ing the occupants quite seriously,
was a part of the day's enjoyment. Miss Perry of Old Town were call- (
ln the CITY of ROCKLAND tn the
will
be
resumed
in
the
new
church.
Rosamond and Carolyn Scott spent a
County of KNOX and State of MAINE la Carleen. Madeline Bradford. Made- some receiving broken bones and sevThe pastor's subject. “Mending Our A tired but happy company at sun ers at Edith Overlock's Tuesday.
few days thts week in East Orland.
authorlzed to commence the business line and Louise Burns Cora Eileen
,
.
of Banking ss provided In Section Fifty
" “
„ „
W
' tUeen eral cuts and bruises. Dr Plumer of
down voted the day a great success.
Sanford Jones has been helping I
Edward Meunier of Indian Orchard Church Nets." Singing by the choir.
one hundred and slxtf nine of‘ the
Re and RussrI1 Havener, and Nelson and • Unlon was caIled and rendered
‘ ~
Evening
service
at
7.30.
A
good
at

Robert
Esancy during the week
vised Statutes of the United States.
Mass., and his sister Miss Raya
and the .sufferers were
In Testimony Whereof, witness Emily Stone attended the Rural DisNORTH WASHINGTON
L. P. Jones is building a camp at |
tendance Sunday is looked for.
I Seal J my hand and Seal of Office this trict Religious Festival held in Rock
Meunier
of
New
York
were
guests
of
veyed to the Augusta hospital. The
NINETEENTH day of July. 1933.
the Danforth field In connection with
From government funds it is re
land last Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Faxon and two
J F. T. O’Connor.
j house and car were much damaged. their sister Mrs. Raymond Meunier ported that North Haven will soon
Perley Jones’ mill.
Comptroller of the Currency.
last
week
They
werc
later
joined
by
children of Ipswich. Mass., arrived at
Fred Spear repaired the house and a
88-114
receive
approximately
$1800
for
con

BURKETTVILLE
wrecking car was employed to look Miss Beatrice Meunier and Miss struction work. Several painting the home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs
Molly Wilder cf New York The en
EAST UNION
F. W Cunningham Friday night and
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
after the automobile.
tire party, accompanied by Mrs and repair jobs are being considered. spent the weekend and Labor Day
STEAMBOAT CO.
Mrs. Effie Rowell was a caller on !
Every dollar thus spent helps.
Miss Elsie Hamill of Cranston, R. I.,
there.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
Mrs. Ada Mitchell Sunday.
SOUTH WALDOBORO Meunier and her three children re
JUNE 20 TO SEPTEMBER 15
has returned home after spending a
turned
Monday
to
Indian
Orchard.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Maurice
Lenfest
and
Callers Sunday on Clara Mac- (
Eastern Standard Time
CLARK ISLAND
DAILY. SUNDAYS EXCEPTED
Schools here opened Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fowler of Wakefield, week with her aunt Mrs. Willard
Dowell were Mr. and Mrs. C. M. PayVinalhaven Line
U EXTRA KRSON
Miss
Mabie
E
Shaplelgh
of
Dor

Schcol beglnsT^ Monday. Sept
' and °<or*e Lenfest °f Som- Wellman.
8teamer leaves Rockland dally except son of East Union and Mrs. W. F.
Estcn 8oule has employment ln one
Sunday at 6 00 A M and *2 00 P. M.
OUR
JUNIOR
PUZZLE
chester.
Mass.,
and
Miss
Frances
Wilcrville,
Mass
.
were
weekend
and
holi

ii.
Arriving at Vinalhaven at 7.20 A. M. and Hatch and daughter of Washington.
day visitors at the home of Mr. and of the Camden mills.
3 20 P M. Returning steamer leaves
Mrs Mira Calph is ill at her home. Uams of Hartford Conn., arc visiting
RADIO IN EVERY ROOM
Mrs. Cassie McLeod ot Spruce
Vinalhaven at 8 30 A M and 4.30 P. M
Billy Bailey of Woburn. Mass, will
Mr.
and
Mrs
Harry
Rogers.
Mrs.
M W. Lenfest
Miss Clara Maddock of MassachuArriving at Rockland 9 50 A M. and
Head is-caring for Mrs. James Caven.
5.50 P M
Robert Cunningham entered upon attend the High School at Union
setts is visiting her brothers in this
thls ; Misses Hazel and Carlotta Hopping.
Mrs. Carrie Stone has been ill at
Stonington and Swan's Island Line
pj
ace
and
Joe
Hart
of
Andover.
Mass
.
and
his
second year at Washington High while spending a few months ln this
lx«<wtlv« O4fl««
Steamer leaves 8wan's Island dally ex
her home.
place.
cept Sunday at 6 00 A M.. 8tonlngton
HOTIL MANOIR
School last Tuesday.
Marguerite
Robbins
is
working
for
®®
rs
'
Hlchols
of
Bremen
werc
last
6.55. North Haven 7.50; due to arrive at
Mr. and Mrs. Howard McCallum
NO8TH station, (OITOM
Mrs. J. Fred Brunner of Florida is
Saturday visitors with Mr. and Mrs
Samuel Parsons of North Sears
Rockland about 9 00 A M
Returnng. Daisy Luce
of Everett. Mass., were guests of her
leaves Rockland *2 00 P M North Haven
9I.OI. ••"<!----- ».c«gi,l)l«» Carfr
guest
of
her
cousin
Mrs
Myrtle
mont and hts housekeeper Mrs. Lizzie
Mrs. Ella Linscott and children who C. F. Jackson.
3.00. Stonington 4 00; due to arrive at
parents Mr. and Mrs. James Harri
for viz by fritn4t bob •yzbif. Na
Gould.
Swan's Island about 5 00 P M
Mr
and
Mrs.
Edward
Green
and
Hannon
formerly
of
thts
place
were
have been passing several weeks here, i
obligotion.
son and her brother Douglas York
•On arrival of afternoon train from
Weekend guests at the home of Mr
calling on friends here Sunday.
have returned to Vermont
50,1 James oI Andover. Mass., visited
Boston.
over
last
weekend.
B H. STIN8ON
Bert E. Cunningham of Augusta and Mrs. Wlllard Wellman were Mr
Miss Ethel Morang has been in Mr and Mrs C F Jackson Sunday.
73-tf
Oeneral Agent.
Miss Margaret. McKnight is away
and Searsmont visited hls brother and Mrs. Frank Treat, Ernest and
Knox Hospital following a tonsil op-' Miss Marl011 Bat«helder of Wollason vacation.
Cecil Hamill of Natick. Mass., and
ton. Mass , was guest over the holiday
Monday.
eratloii
Mrs. Walter Rackllff and daugh
Friends here of Edward Jones, and Mary Kinsman of Waltham.
Mrs. Lizzie Luce is visiting her son 01 Mrs Net,t,ic Drowii.
ter Ethel and sister Oeneva Wall Mrs. Lottie Prescott who were united
at Boothbaj'
Mr and ^rs Maurice Kaufman reand Harold Rackliff of South Thom in marriage last week unite in wish
Mr. and ’ Mrs. S
R
Millor
turned
to
New
York
Thursday.
S. B. Millflr afid
aston werc guests of Mr. and Mrs. ing them happiness and prosperity.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P King and family
daughter Leola, and Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Wall and family Labor Day. They passed a few days of their
have
closed
their
summer
home
am'
Silvio Roy were recently dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wall and honeymoon with relatives in different
At Moderate Cost guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hart returned to Rochester, N. Y.
family were guests of Fred Lowell parts of Massachusetts, and are now
Mrs.
James
Knowlton
and
son
Since 1840 tills firm has faithfully of Appleton.
and son Richard of Thomaston Sun at home.
I James of Claremont, N. H., and Mrs
served the families of Knox County
day
afternoon.
Hlldred
Harrington
of
Bath
were
ILADY ATTENDANT
NORTH WARREN
BOSTON, MASS.
BEACON STREET,
Mr. and Mrs. William Williams My twin brother came home the
callers on Mrs. Nellie Wallace last
Day Telephone 450—781-1
and daughter Arlene and friend Mr. other evening with a black eye and
Saturday.
BURPEE’S
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Post and j Mr and
j c pj^her of M11.
Joy of Quincy. Mass., have bcen boasted that he could have beaten hts
BOCKLAND, ME.
twin daughters of Lynn. Mass., re- i ton M(wg werf. guests Qf Mrs NeU,e
guests of Mr. Williams’ mother Mrs. opponent hands down, only the fellow
l( 14
didn't keep his hands down —Springcently visited George Wyllie and Mrs. Drown last week
Located on Beacon
Jesse Williams of Clark Lsland.
field Union.
llill next to the
D. B. Po,t.
j Mrs Nellie Wallace and daughter
Gertie Lind and Eiskil Peterson of i
11
State House
Mr and Mrs Kusta Ahlholm en- ,Mrs Sidncy Cart€r were
Clark Island were united in marriage ;
ll
itertained friends from Rhode Island)
Friday evening at Tenant's Harbor
by Rev. F. W. Barton. They were
Mrs. Nellie Oibeton who has been ,yislted Mrs Emma Br(wn Jast wwk
attended by Mr. and Mrs. Henning
Parcel Delivery
spending a vacation here has returned and also called on other fr,pnds
HER WISH
Johnson. Mrs. Peterson is the
And other rectal diseases
Just a few minutes' walk to lhe theatre, finandal
to Massachusetts.
, wlllls
of
was ln
Dora is sitting on a pillow on daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
and-shopping centers
Treated
Without
Pain
Irville
Swan
who
is
employed
at
a
town
Tuesday,
Family Washings
the floor and she has just made a Lind of this town. Their many
flying field in New York has been
wish for something. If you want friends wish them a long and happy
ot Loss of Time
Called For and Delivered
New Lower Rates
;on a 10-days' furlough, visiting his The lawyer called hls clerk and to grant her her wish, like a fairy
married life.
,
relatives here and in Thomaston and said to him: “Smith, you have been godmother, just take your pencil
DR.
JAMES
KENT
Martin Knipe and Mr. Murphy of
and join all the numbered dots
Rooms without bath, $2.00 up; with bath, $3.00 up
Auburn.
/
employed by me for five years. To
Hew Harbor and Boston have been
TEL. 1078
together,
starting
with
dot
num

Mr. and Mrs. Levi Mank and mark my appreciation of this you will
Complete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service
ber one and ending with, dot guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles 39 UNION ST.
BOCKLAND
daughter of Thomaston visited Mrs. henceforth be addressed as Mr.. number twenty-eight.
127Stt
Wall.
Smith."—Judge.
Clara Whitney last week

{COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

Prof. L. D. Hemenway and family
• i have been visiting his parents. Mr
and Mrs. D. C. Hemingway for a few |
days before returning to Newton.,

EXPOSITION SPORTS PROGRAM VARIED

Gt

1OOO ROOMS

6
r

IP

F

vt

MANGER
HOT

COMPLETE,.

May We Suggest—

FUNERALS

HOTEL BELLEVUE

Light Trucking

PILES

Every-Other-Day
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PATRONIZE HOME INDUSTRY

TO

KNOX COUNTY COMMERCIAL DIRECTORY

A

ROCKLAND

Bhlre city of Knox County with a population
ping center of forty coast «.nd Inland to. rs. It ls
'fancoc'; Counties with a total trade area of 75,000
the hub of several steamboat and air lines as weU

of 9.000 Is the wholesale diitrlbutlng point and retail shop
the one large trading center of Knox Lincoln Waldo and
people. It is the center of a fine system of highways and
as the eastern terminal of the Maine Central Railroad.

Established 1863

Telephone 14

W. H. GLOVER CO.
STORE AND YARD. 451 TO 455 MAIN STREET
MILL, 18 TO 24 TILLSON AVENUE

Sherwin-Williams
Quality Paints, Enamels and Varnishes
FOR ALL PURPOSES

POOL

TWO

SHINE

Permanent
Waves

NELSON CARR

SHINE PARLORS

PARISIAN
BEAUTY

WHOLESALE
CONFECTIONERY
TeL 1243

Op. Thorndike. Op. Hotel Roekland
Shoes Cleaned and Dyed

STEVE ALEX

W DON’T

DRIVE ON

COMPLETE

OLD TIRES

Electric Service

KELLY-SPRINGFIELDS

This high quality Tire costs no more than other makes.

Come in and see them today
J. B. Garnet ts now In charge of our repair department, (pccializing’

in Ignition and Carburetor troubles

Camden-Thomaston Bus Line Filling Station
TEL. 664-W

ROCKLAND

CAMDEN STREET

VACATION TIME
We Have a Full Line or

CAMERAS
FILMS
BATHING CAPS
SUNBURN LOTION
And other Summer Needs
Let us do your Developing and
Printing
Twenty-four Hour Service

McCarty’s Drug Store

And Supplies
■ ■
■ ■■■■■
■
House-Sherman, Inc.
ROCKLAND

442 MAIN ST.,

HARDESTY’S PEERLESS FLOUR
“STANDARD OF THE WORLD!"

You can always depend upon the quality of HARD
ESTY'S PEERLESS FLOUR. The standard is in
variably maintained.

Bread baked at home, of the HARDESTY S
PEERLESS FLOUR is the most delightful, most
nourishing, and most economical of foods.
Sold by all the leading Retail Grocers

606 MAIN ST., RANKIN BLOCK

LOBSTERS
ARE BEST
When Taken
Fresh From the

“THE CHOICE OF A NATION”

Sea
BCY YOUR
SEA FOODS

Lynn Range Oil Burners Are Outstanding Favorites—Winning
Through Sheer Merit. Ask for Demonstration. We Sell Range
Burners of All Prices. Furnace Burners, Parts and Accessories.

503 MAIN ST.

: : at : :

FEYLER’S

A. C. McLOON & CO.

TILLSON AVE.,
ROCKLAND
TEL. 1191

TEL. 730

AUTHORIZED

EXPERT SOLDERING
«

Tea Kettles
Wah Boilers
Milk Cans
Tanks

jjr’ 'W'
'll. jjv

Don't throw away good utensils on
account of a little hole; bring them
to the
ROCKLAND RADIATOR WORKS
698 Main St.,
Rockland, Me.

PAN-AM STATION
Drive into our : lation and fill up wtth PAN-AM and watch the per
formance of your car

SILVERTOWN GOLDEN PLY TIRES
Here at last Ls a tire that gives you real protection against blowouts.
A tire that makes motortats actually three times safer Irom blowouts
at today's high speeds—and at no extra cost.

LORD’S TIRE AND BATTERY SERVICE
59 CAMDEN ST. MAVERICK SQUARE,
TRADE IN YOUR OLD TIRES

ROCKLAND. ME.
VULCANIZING

ANDREW REKILA

HARBORSIDE LUNCH

NEWBERT’S

Boot and Shoe Repairing

SANDWICHES, MAGAZINES
Lunch with us at the
Eastern Steamship Dock
TOBACCO
CIGARS

LOBSTERS A SPECIALTY
PRICES REASONABLE
GOOD COFFEE

Neatly Done
320 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
Over Hastings' Dry Goods Store

RESTAURANT

FIRST CLASS

WE INVITE YOU TO SEE OUR

TRUCKING SERVICE

Parlor Suites and Studio Couches

AND FURNITURE MOVERS
FOSTER'S TRANSFER

W. R. FOSTER, Prop.

Special Values in Beds, Bedding and Floor

wSS/

JOHN B? ROBINSON
ROCKLAND

CHISHOLM BLOCK,

Tel. Thomaston 139-3 Rev. Chg.

DR. CLEMERET M. WALDEN
CHIROPODY, MANICURING, SHAMPOOING AND PERMANENT
WAVING
MILLINERY, LADIES’ AND CHILDREN'S FURNISHING
34 MAIN STREET, CAMDEN, ME.

A

We Aim To Please
ANASTASIO BROS.
Over 5r and 10c Store

MF

ST. GEORGE

V.
*._)
Rich ln tradition and charming old day folk lore ls 8t. Oeorge, most historic of Knox County's towns.
Every foot of its fertile fields or rugged shore ls hallowed ground, scene of some happenstance of tragedy
or humor ln days long passed. The present day St. Oeorge, comprising a group of prosperous hamlets centered
about historic Tenant's Harbor, though smaller by far in population than a half century ago ls rich ln natural
resources leading to prosperity, paving on a large scale agriculture, fisheries and many beautiful summer estates.

LEST YOU FORGET
We are s'ill sirving dinners and
lunches at

FRIGIDAIRE

“The Big Elm Tea Room”

WATER SYSTEMS

Tenant's Harbor

Tel. fl-2

Try a Lobster Dinner at $1.00
Chicken Dinner at 75c
Pork or Beef at fiOe and 50c
SUNDAY, SEPT. 10, SPECIAL
“NANCY BROWN"
10c

LYNN BURNERS

DODGE AND
PLYMOUTH

We Also Sell the

CARS

CLARION RANGE

Used Cars of All Kinds
General Insurance

Made in Maine

Harold H. Hupper
TEL. 55-5

TENANT'S HARBOR

A

THOMASTON

A

THE

THOMASTON NATIONAL
BANK

SUNDAY DINNERS A

SALON

67 PARK ST.
PHONE 898

Trade Them In For New

were Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Starrett,
Dr. and Mrs. Farnham, Miss Vivian
Ansel M. Hilt visited hls niece, Mrs Farnham, Mr. and Mrs. George W.
'Agnes Clark at Lincolnville, Sunday. Walker, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Magee,
.
®harinK honors with Searsport as Maine’s most beautiful town, hac an interesting historic background
Warren friends are sending a post Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Vinal. Mrs Jane
io enhance its present charm. Stately homes set well back from wide, cool elm arched streets set Thomas
ton apart as an ideal residential town. Here is found the famous Knox Mansion, museum of rare historical
card shower to Levi Rokes at Bath Andrews, Miss Newcombe. Mr. and
°,
^,evo^uUonary period, surrounded within easy driving distance by innumerable spots of Revolutionary
the latter part of this week and next Mrs. John Robinson. Mrs. Ellis Spear,
and colonial significance. Too. modern Thomaston presents an active business aspect including within its cor
Mr. Rokes is making hls home with Ellis Spear 3d. Mrs. Robert Walker,
porate limits the great >4,000,000 mill of the Lawrence Portland Cement Co.
' his daughter Mrs. Lester Young at 54 Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wiggin, Mr. and
Oranite street, Bath. •
Mrs. Lewis Burgess, Stuart C. Bur
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Bridges ar.d gess, Miss Frances Spear, Miss Ida
PENTTILA’S
sons William and Ralph and Arnold Stevens, Mr. and Mrs. William H.
83 Main Street
Shearer all of Attleboro, Mass., were Robinson and Ralph Spear.
Tlsoma ton, Me.
recently guests of Mr. and Mrs. John
Mr. and Mrs Nathaniel Little were
. Marshall.
Specials For Next Week
dinner guests Monday of Mr. and
1 Mtss Ruth Pendleton returned Mrs. Chester Wallace.
Buy Now Before Pilrev Advance
Tuesday to her home ln Rockland,
Mrs. Hattie E Dart of Sanioid i..<
Men’s Work Shoes
after spending two weeks with Mrs been a recent guest of Mrs Alice
John Marshall.
.
Men’s Dress Shoes
Oordon and also spent a few days
Harvel Ring. 15, son of Mr. and with Mrs. Ellen Wellman at Wes'
Children’s School Shoes
Established 1823
Mrs. Charles Ring of Warren High Warren.
Sail'faction Guaiantred
lands, suffered two broken teeth and
Percy Kenniston is building a fivemultiple bruises and contusions, room house opposite the home o
while on his way to school Tuesday Leroy Norwood.
Charles Hysle'
morning on his bicycle, the folk of Herbert Kenniston and A. D. Broad
LADIES’
the machine breaking as he was man are helping to erect the frame
coasting down a hill about onc-lialf
5'»
FELTS
Mr. and Mrs Chester E. A. 8larrett
mile from hls home, and throwing closed their summer home here
Just In—All Colors
Served From 12.30 to 2.00 P. M. .
him violently on to a large reel: be Thursday and returned to Providence
HATS, CAPS, PANTS
side the road He was attended by
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney F. Copeland
DRESS SHIRTS, WORK SHIRTS
Pi. Campbell whe admlnlste-ed iork- motored Sunday to Castine with Mr
LADIES' AND MEN'S HOSIERY
jaw Inoculation as well. Thursday and Mrs T. M Saunders of Rockland
Our Vegetables are served fresh from thc I lotcl
Be Well Dressed—Trade At
he was taken to Knox Hospital for Miss Bertha Starrett returned
Gardens
x-ray pictures of his left wrist which Tuesday to Malden, Mass., where she
pained him severely. The bone was will resume teaching.
KNOX HOTEL, Thomaston, Me.
not broken but badly sprained, neces
Mrs. Fred Peabody returned Tues
105 MAIN ST.,
THOMASTON
sitating the wearing of splints.
day from Rockland after being guest
Guests who arrived last Saturday for a few days of her daughter Mrs
at the home of Mr and Mrs. Oliver Earl Dolham.
GEORGES RIVER
Libby were Fred Folsom, brother of 1 The Russell fumlly annual gather
Mrs. Libby and Miss Blanche Wash ing was held Sunday at the home of
burn who will remain with the Libby., Mr. and Mrs. Oail Pollard, ln Fairtwo weeks, and Mrs. Arthur Perkins field. with 37 members present, those
of Auburn and Mr and Mrs. Oeorge from Warren being Mr and Mrs. Wil
SINCE 1882 IN KNOX COUNTY
Boiled and Picked Daily
Hewison of Carlisle, Penn., and Au- liam Russell, Miss Annie Starrett,
Delicious for Salads, Sandwiches
Located in Thomaston, Me.
jburn who remained for the weekend Mrs. Ilda Russell and Mrs. Carrie
j only.
Smith and family.
TEL. 15
MAINE AND MASSACHUSETTS
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
Norman Lermond was recently a
Sidney Wyllle's garden ls a beauti
LICENSE
t
SERVICE
[business visitor in Lewiston.
ful sight and well worth going to see.
Office Tel. 192—Res. 143.
Lady Attendant
Tiie Sons of Union Veterans Aux the phlox brilliant and at their best,
WATER ST..
THOMASTON
iliary picnic will be held Sept. 14 at and at the road ls a border of hand
the home of Mrs. Lora Olson in some zinnias. A white arch is ln thc
Cushing.
centre background and a bird bath
“MARK EVERY GRAVE"
Mr and Mrs. Charles Williams of placed near It. In speaking of gar
South Braintree and Mr. and Mrs. dens, the small triangular shaped plot
Charles Brooks of East Braintree, at the Junction of the Warren High
j Mass., were last weekend guests of land road and the eastern road to
ASSORTED PACKAGE
The history of one’s family written in thc
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Peabody.
Nugatlnr., Caramt's, Fudges,
Thomaston at Corn Hill is very
Maple Walnuts'. Brazil Nuts,
permanence of stone
> Mrs. Marion Payson of Brighton. pretty, having been planted to snap
Peppr rmints
[Mass., and daughter Miss Barbara, dragons which are in full bloom now.
’ Paysor. of Camden were recent callers [ Recent guests of Miss Ermina Wil
on Mr and Mrs. John Teague.
liams were Mrs Robert Gonia. her
GRANITE AND MARBLE
Following the regular meeting of son Claude and mother Mrs. Alta i
EAST UNION, ME.
THOMASTON, ME.
! Mystic Rebekah Lodge Monday eve- Wilson, and their chauffeur William '
Phone
13-31
Phone 183-4
PRESCRIPTION DRUG STORE
, ning. there will be an entertainment Blake, all of Stoneham. Mass.
' for the members.
Mrs. Nelson Moore returned Tues
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Beane of day from Matinicus after spending
Strout Insurance Agency
Topsham were holiday guests of Mr. the weekend with her mother Mrs
J. Walter Strout Alfred M. Strout
and Mrs. Harry Beane
C. H. Ring She was accompanied
Insurance in all its branches
Without a bluff we are working un
Mr. and Mrs. William 8tevens mo home by her daughter Frances who
Probate Ronds
Notary Public
tored Sunday to Bar Harbor with had visited two weeks on the lsland.
der the BLUE EAGLE
Vinal Building Phone 158
Mr. and Mrs Richard Sherr of Port
Carl Oxton and Kenneth Cousins,
110 MAIN ST., THOMASTON, ME.
If you use FUEL OIL you can de
land and Mrs. Alma Lamont of stationed at the C.C.C. Camp at
pend
on
us
to
have
SHELL
in
your
i Pownal.
Southwest Harbor, were home for the
Lady Rosslyn
wi oo oua e*J»v
barrel at all times.
Mrs. Sarah Mank. guest for the holiday and weekend
Facials
past week of Mrs E. L. Whitney, re
Among those from the Warren
A Specialty
turned last Saturday to Quincy. Baptist Church who attended the
Mass.
COLONIAL
Lincoln Baptist Association Wednes
CAMDEN, MAINE
BEAITY SHOP
Mr. and Mrs. Levi Mank of Rock day at Tenant's Harbor were Rev.
Tri. 133
Sole Shell Distributors Knox County
land spent the weekend with Mrs and Mrs. Howard A. Welch, Mr. and
E. L. WTiltney.
Mrs. Fred Wyllie, Mrs. Minerva
Rev. and Mrs. Howard A. Welch Marshall. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Butler
CAMDEN
were called Sunday to Brewer where and daughter Joyce, Mrs. Laura
they attended funeral services for the Seavey and her house guest Mrs. ADVERTISERS...
See and Hear the New BATTERY RADIO
late Mrs. Herbert Knapp, Mr. Welch Carrie Clark. Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Which has no storage battery (o be cliarg .1
Take Advantage of ThLs New
< officiating.
Wyllle and son Robert. Mr. Wyllle
Classified Display
Price only $29.95 complete
Sunday services at the Baptist was on the program for tenor solos.
RADIO BATTERIES, TUBES, REPAIR WORK
Read the Center of Thin Page
Church at 10.30 standard; Bible
Mrs. Charles Conant and son
school at 12; evening service at 7.
Charles E visited Mr. and Mrs. Ever
Those from Ivy Chapter who at ett Whitney at Appleton Ridge Wed
Painted Post, N Y.. is now her guest. city, accompanied the remains of
WALDOBORO
tended Wednesday the school of In nesday, going up with Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs A. iL. Shorey have re Capt. Wade brought here for burial.
struction held with Harbor Light Fred Hanson and Mrs George Rider
Mrs. A. L. Brockway and Robert turned from Surry and will pass the
Stuart C. Hemingway. Jr., known
Chapter. O.E.8, at Rockport, were of Camden.
Brockway of Syracuse, N. Y . have winter at their home here.
to hls friends as "Tcots,” celebrated
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert 8tarrett, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Beane and bcen guests of Mre. Stuart C. Hem
Mrs. Annie Thompson has bought his 17th birthday with a treasure hunt
Gertrude Starrett, Mrs. Rosina Buber, Oeorge Beane returned Monday from ingway. Miss Maria S. Woodlc of
of Richard De Mutelle the two-apart organized' by hls uncle Carroll T.
i Miss Tena MacCullum and Mrs Bangor where they had spent the
Cooney. Thc terri'ory covered lay
ment house whcrc she resides.
Laura Starrett.
weekend with Mr and Mrs. Arthur A piano trio was expertly played by
between Floyd Wotton's mall box and
Mr. and Mrs I. T. Marple returned
Mrs Laura Blake and Mrs. Wilma Nelson.
Misses Katherine Peabody, Mary
thc fishing lack!? counter in Gay's
Tuesday
to Arlington, Mass
Stanley and granddaughter Marlon of The Highland Grange building has Trone and Winona Robinson. At thc
store. Thc hunt ended nt Riverside
Paul Pennell of Fairfield. Conn .
Rockland spent last weekend with been shingled this week, seven men October meeting the young people
Faims, where thc trea ure was found
Mrs. Ellen Wellman.
Including Arthur Clark. Frank Hop will put on the program and thc and Arthur Hlslop of Portsmouth? ln thc doughnut Jar.
Mrs. Christian Andersen was called kins, Austin 8now. Clifford Over- meeting wlll start at 7.30 standard. N. H., arc guests of Jack Hemingway.
A Lincoln County rally will be held
Joseph Brooks, Jr., has returned
home Sunday from Scarboro by the lock. Charles Ring. Joseph Conant,
at the Congregational Church tomor
Edwin Gamn^pn has wired thc
from Knox Hospital, and Is recover row. Sunday evening at 7.30 o'clock.
critical illness of her mother Mrs and Elno Lelno meeting for a bee.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Smith.
ing from hts serious accident.
1 Charles E. Starrett.
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ern
J. Raymond Schmid:, well known lec
Mrs. Avis Norwood, Mrs. Alice Gor
Misses Martha and Mary Morse and turer and rc tor. will speak on "Prob
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Burgess and est G. 8tarrett were Mr and Mrs. don and Mrs. Nelson Moorc, membere
Stuart Burgess of Weymouth, Mass., David Starrett. son William, and of Help One Another Circle attended Horace Morse, Jr., of Bath are visit lem of the Hour.” Mr. Schmidt, who
accompanied by George Teague of daughter Thelma. Mrs. May Hallo tbe 23d annual convention of thc ing their grandmother, Mrs. V. B. is a man with a message, ranks among
Warren were callers Sunday on Mrs. well, all of Lynn, Mass., and Miss Maine Branch t»f the Internationa Hagerman.
the ablest speakers on thc American
Daniel Wynant of Sidney, Australia, platform. His lectures, logical, force
Frances Oliver.
Esther Anderson of Maplewood. Mass. Order of Kings' Daughters and Sons
who has been guest’of Robert B. ful and interesting, have pleased many
Ellis Spear 2d and son Abbott Spear
Frank Page ls shingling for Mau Thursday at Livermore Falls.
Cooney, left Monday by auto enroute
of Newton Centre spent the weekend rice Wellman.
Mrs Mabel St. Clair and daughter to the Century of Progress Exposi d-ccriminatlng audiences.
at their summer home on the South
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Carroll and Mr.
Mrs. Leila Lermond spent Wednes tion. Chicago.
Warren road.
Friend—"He's worth in the neigh
and Mrs. Harry Bean spent Wednes
day with Mr. and Mrs. Harry Beane
Mtss Lots Hagerman has bcen visit borhood of a million dollars, I've
A pet kitten belonging to Vernal day evening with Mr and Mrs. James
Sunday callers on Mr and Mrs ing friends In Rockland.
heard."
and Marlon, children of Mr. and Mrs Willey at Waldoboro.
Thomas E. Stenger of Philadelphia ^Tapper—"Oood! That's my favorChester Wallace, was rescued finally The literary program presented at Charles H. Conant were Mr. and Mrs.
ite neighborhood."—Cleveland Plain
by coaxing, from between a partition the September meeting of the Wom Arthur Orover and daughter Mildred ts at hls camp at Martin's Point.
1 Dealer.
Perry C. Hill, Jr., who has been at
in the walls at the Wallace home, an's Club Tuesday evening was both of Rockland and their house guest
where it had fallen, and after being entertaining and instructive. Mm Mrs Lillian Gardiner of Connecti Riverside Farms for two months, has
returned to Milwaukee. Wis.
imprisoned there 18 hours before lt Margaret Spear of Warren and New cut.
Miss Carrie B. Stahl and Miss Mary
Dr. Chester Vinal and daughter
was eventually located.
ton Centre gave a delightful informal
Thirty members of the "Beulahland talk on the meaning, history, and ap Frances of Lynn. Mass., were weekend Bain, who have been guests of Mrs.
A. F. Stahl, have returned to Port
Company," assembled Labor Day at preciation of poetry; Mrs. Ella Cun guests of Mrs. Frances Vinal.
Mrs. Isa Teague and daughter land. Prof. Jasper J. Stahl, who
the Frank L. Montgomery cottage at ningham, president of the club read
CAMDEN, ME.
Martin's Point, their meeting being "Our Girls,” by Angelo Patrl; and Mtss Olive Teague spent the weekend passed* vacation here, has returned
A Prescription Drug Store
an annual event and much looked Miss Tena MacCallum spoke briefly 1 at Rockland with Mr. and Mrs. Wil to the Hill School. Pottstown. Pa.
Gordon Hodgdon of Waterbury.
forward to by them all. Despite the but humorously on “Detective Stories bur Ames.
for over 65 years
heavy rain and fog, a delightful so Published ln the Saturday Evening •»Mrs. Leila Hopkins, guest for two Conn., has been spending a few days
An Old Pharmaey
cial time was spent, and lunch served Post;" Mrs. Inez Mathews Interest weeks of Mrs. Martha Watts returned J with his sister. Mrs, John H. Miller.
With Young and Modern Ideas
by the host, the menu including ingly called attention to 20 words last Saturday to Hudson, Mass., with ' Mrs. Millard F. Wade, Mrs. Karl B
"Where Old Meets Young”
chicken salad, hot rolls, pickles, coffee, commonly mispronounced. Two new Mr. and Mrs. I^eon Stone, who had Norton of White Plains, N. Y., and
' dipt. Oeorge nrnnrr of New York
ice cream and cake. In the company members were admitted to the club motored down for her.

WARREN

HENRY K. ALLEN
TEL. 8007
TENANT'S HARBOR. ME.

Roast or Fried Chicken—Lobster

E. A. AMES

A. D. DAVIS S SON

FRESH CRABMEAT
50c Ib.

MORTICIANS

MITCHELL & SON

NRA RECOVERY
CHOCOLATES

THE LAST GIFT—A MEMORIAL

Special 39c

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON, Inc.

W. H. BRACKETT’S

SURE WE’RE EGALIZED

GEORGE H. THOMAS FUEL CO.

E. E. STUDLEY, HARDWARE

i

BOYNTON-McKAY
DRUG CO., Inc.

THOMASTON

Every-Other-Day
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Probate Notices

I

Everybody’s Column

1

FOR SALE
..

STATE OF MAINE
Advertisements ln this column not to
Lafayette Carver Corps met Tues
Mr. and Mrs, Charles Rhodes, Jr. Mr. and Mrs. Norman Annis of
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Venner j
Pete” Looking For 30
To all persons Interested In either of exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
cents,
three times for 50 cents. Addi
hereinafter named:
with Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Heal have Buffalo. N. Y., who have been spend day for its regular meeting and sup- theAt estates
have added much to the appearance
a Probate Court held at Rockland, tional lines five cents each for one time.
FOR SALE—Several hundred Rhode
Percent Increase In Visit
10
cents
for three times. Six words Island
Red pullets, March and April
been spending a few days at the ing a year visiting points of interest per. Housekeepers, Rebecca Arey. ln and for the County of Knox, on the make a line.
of their lawn by having a large
15th day of August In the year of our
hatched, all laying or ready to lay. Re
in
California,
are
guests
of
Mr.
and
Eliza
Swears
and
Lottie
Brown.
ors Coming Season
Hardy cottage. Lake Meguntlcook.
number of shrubs and plants set out.
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
turnable crates loaned to out of town
buyers STOVER FEED MFO. CO., on
Mrs. Minnie Weed spent Tuesday Mrs. Everett N. Duffy. Elm street.
The Needlecraft Club met with Mrs. thirty-three and by adjournment from
Some cf the shrubs sire of foreign
day to day from the 15tb day of said
track at 86 Park St., Rockland. Just be
(By John Lcdwick)
guest of Capt. and Mrs Ernest Torrey 1 Capt. Ernest O. Lamb of New York , Lucy coombs Wednesday night.
August the following matters having
low Armour’s. Tel. 1200.
107-109
origin, notably one from Ireland, and
been
presented
for
the
action
there

St. Petersburg, Fla. Sept. 4 ,sPe' and Mrs. Cacilda Cain at their cot- city is spending a few weeks with hE ,
and
Eugene Hussey, upon hereinafter Indicated It ls hereby
FOR SALE—Four Police pups, five
one from Japan. The larger num
months old. Two pure bred blue tick
I tage at Northport, and on Wednes- rlster Mrs Bertie Oeorge, High street. daughter Emily and son Frank of Ordered:
ber are native to the United States,
...
... „
hound pups. 4 months old. Large White
That notice thereof be given to all per
American and Canadian tourists are , day together they motored to Bangor
BROWN suit coat lost with name of, Chester Pigs, 10-12 weeks old. $4 each,
irum
vuKuua
,.a-..H,
6
,uu
Ivan
Young
has
returned
to
New
from Virginia, Washington and
Boston arrived Monday atARockaway sons Interested, by causing a copy of owner,
White, on lnslde-^R^yard If Mail orders filled.
Crates furnished,
i thia order to be published three weeks left at THE COURIER-GAZETTE office. Wrlte for pricea On dogs
other states of'the Northwest. The
t0 visit the Sunshine City fQr
dgy
Haven, a(ter a vUlt wltU hls mother Inn.
STOVER
\
successively ln The Courler-Oazette. a _________________________________ 108 110 1 FEED MFO. CO., on track at 86 Park 8t .
this season, the tide of travel already cha?ks
has
his resl. Mrs Alice Young.
newspaper
published
at
Rockland
ln
said
grounds very easily lend themselves
Mr and Mrs. E.C. McIntosh, daugh County that they may appear at a Pro
FEMALE hound lost white with black Rockland. Just below Armour’s.
Tel.
flowing heavily into this favored Gull derce on Spruce strMt t0 Elmer E
Seaside Chapter, O E S. meets Mon107-109
to such a display. The house sets f.esort WRb tbe opening of private
ter Frances, Miss Louise Libby and bate Court to be held at said Rockland, and tan spots, answers to name of 1200.
Pa.. thc J day evening.
on the 10th day of September A D 1033. rt-hum.^ TEL J084_or_238______ j 100 EARLY Rhode island Red pullet.
high, having a covered veranda, with and public schools this week.
'Matthews of Wilkesbarre,
Andrew Gilchrist are at Camp Merrle- at nine o'clock ln the forenoon, and be
KEYS lost In brown keytalner this i for saie OTTO MICHELSON, Cushing.
heard thereon lf they see cause
week. Probably ln middle section of Maine.
ample space in front. On other parts
E&rly arrlvals are having the pick transactien being made through1 Miss Alice Richards leaves today, Macs, Shore Acres.
107«109
Saturday
for
Waterville
where
she
has
ROBERT LAW. late of Rockport, de- | city. $2 reward lf returned to THE COUof the lawn plants have been set. 0( (aV0red home and apartment selecS. Gardner agent.
RUOS hooked and braided, old and
108-UO
Miss Ellen Wareham has returned ceased. Will and Petition for Probate RIER-OAZETTE office.
Mrs. Dorls
Doris Scnoonern
Schoonermaker and, employment.
thereof, asking that the same may be > BROWN and white male rabbit hound new. well made. Price reasonable. MRS.
The evergreens are from the nursery tiQn<j for the season now onen
Mrs
to Exeter, N H, to resume teaching. proved and allowed and that Letters , 1OHt Pinder call 384-M, or notify JOHN O. S. BLACK. 10 Sweetland 8t., City.
of H Heistad of Rockport and were T^ugh thte month and next faml- dau*h,er JU1 of ^W. York. wh0 ha'e
n
hT " h'
107*109
Issue to Frances Barnsdall HALL Owl’s Head
107-109
Miss Roberta McElroy of Worces Testamentary
Law. of Rockport. Robert Barndsall law
set out by him. Thomaston Is',.- -,..u
been spending the summer at the Philadelphia after speeding the sum
POOL
TABLE
for
sale,
ln
good

lies with children of school age are
ter ls visiting her grandmother, Mrs. of Portchester. N. Y . and Theodore i ------------------------------------------------------------ tion. Also 12x16 foot tent with condi
6 foot
Newton Law. of Portchester. N. Y . they
known near and far for its stately . pouring in by automobile and rah, heme of Mrs. Schoonermaker's mer at their cottage at Beauchamp Mary Cassie.
side
wall.
Price
right
for
quick
sale.
H.
being the Executors named ln said Will. I I
.
• C. BUBER. Warren. Me. Tel. 6-31.
houses and well kept lawns. Mr. from eastern and middle western mother, Mrs. Florence Butterfield. Point.
f
117 AKI’T’PpV
| _________________________________ 108*110
Samuel Hutchins, a recent guest of without bond.
are now guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Betty HaskeU will entertain
ABRAHAM BRADBURY, late of Rock- |
If /111 1 Ci/
4
and Mrs. Venner have now placed states to Increase in numbers as cold
FOR SALE—Large variety of light used
Francis P. Dow at Lake Cobbossee- the Lend-A-Hand Club Tuesday eve- Mr. and Mrs. Woodbury Deane, has land, deceased. Will and Petition for |H********a*****9
their home in the front rank of at weather descends upon the frigid
cars. Including Ford, Chevrolet and Ply
Probate thereof, asking that the same
ning at her home on Harden avenue. ; returned to Boston.
may be proved and allowed and that I HOUSE-KEEPING position wanted. mouth at popular prices. FREDERICK
contee.
near
Augusta.
tractive estates.
North.
Mrs. Leo F. Strong entertained ’ Mr and Mrs Joseph Donahue who Letters Testamentary Issue to Solomon I Neat. Reliable. Excellent character. | U. WALTZ. 165 Broadway. Tel. 392-M.
Harold S. Davis is receiving conof Bangor, he being the Executor Leave city lf necessary Write J. L . care | _________________________________ 107-109
Miss Marian E. Starrett was
Tourist registrations increased more ; giatulations of his friends on his ap- Thursday at contract at Birch Villa have been guests of relatives in town. Harris,
Courler-Oazette.
104*1091
named ln said Will, without bond.
uad
SOFT lump coal. $7.50; coke, $9 50;
bridesmaid at the Barker-Porter than 10 per cent last season and are
FRED A. COLBY, late of Vinalhaven.
BOY'S bicycle wanted. F. E
hard coal. $14; delivered In Rockland or
pointment as cashier of the Camden A buffet luncheon was served First returned Monday to Dorchester, deceased.
Will and Petition for Probate DEN Tel 35-W
108
11
Thomaston.
J B PAULSEN. Tel. Thomwedding which took place at noon expected to hit an additional 30 per '
thereof, asking that the same may be
branch of the Knox Triist Company. hon"rs went«« Mrs. Helen GUI Pert-y Mass.
108*110
MIDDLE-AGED woman wanted for | aston 84-2.
proved and allowed and that Letters 7m«
Thursday at the Episcopal Church In cent for this season.
Mrs
Mora
Whitney
of
Cambridge,
housework and care of baby, aged 2
Mr Davis was formerly cashier of the and second to Mrs Beinlce Havener,
tamentary
minci.iaij Issue
imuc to
wz Oeorge
uwi. Kay
ixn, of
w» i
Mnnrfav nr 'Tii»Kdav fnronnnns at si
FOR SALE—Direct from the manufacRockland.
Many new diversified attractions j
Vlnalhaven.
he
being
the
Executor
I
^
Monday
or
Tuesday
forenoons
at
^51
tur<?r
*
carload
of
-presto"
preserve
Mass. was the guest of Mrs. Carrie
now discontinued Rockport branch. 'both of Rockland.
named ln said Will, without bond.
-------------;---------------------------------------- jars at the lowest price ever sold for
Mrs. Nellie H. Starrett who has have been arranged for the entertain- i Warren Oliver arrived Friday night
Mrs A. E. Norris has taken an Thomas over the holiday.
ESTATE CHARLES H WALKER, late! WARDROBE and dresser combined. | these extra heavy Standard Fruit Jars,
been spending the past few weeks ment of visitors this fall and winter
f
weekend
hu fgml, apartment for the winter ln the MaPrJce -Write pint8> 77c dOz.. Quarts 87c doz.; Two
Miss Margaret Libby returned of Rockland, deceased. Petition Per- | Give description. 8ize
petual care of burial lot. presented by MRS BERNARD NEWBERT. Waldoboro QUarts, $123 doz. Only 2000 dozen of
with Mr. and Mrr E. P. Starrett h including sports events of every na- a.
Beauch
jvenue. sonic black.
Wednesday to Worcester.
Edmund P Walker of Portland. Admr. [ Maine.___________________________ 108 n these Standard Jars offered for sale at
leaving this Saturday for New York, ture. free daily band concerts, dinner
MAN wanted to take care of an es- these low pricea. and subject to manuESTATE MARY A BREWER of Rock
Mrs. L. A. Ellis reflirned Sunday
Mr- and Mrs Richard Howartli
land. Petition for License to sell cer tabltshed business ln the sale of Me- facturer’s advance ln prices. Buy today
where she will resume teaching at dances and social events such as the
frcm Community Hospital where she have returned from a short stay ln' Miss Louise Hardison has returned tain Real Estate, situated In Rockland, Connon Products In Knox County your supply for this year and next year.
the Geneseo Normal School.
fully described ln said Petition, pre Good living right now with Increasing You probably will never buy preserve
annual Charity Ball, Army and Navy,
[ t0 East Orange, N. J., to resume and
recently underwent a surgical opera Haverhill and Concord Mass.
sented by Elliot J. Brewer of Rock profits as you become acquainted with I jars again at such low prices. Every
• • • •
Orange Blossom, Junior League and
customers and business. We finance re- f jar carries the manufacturer’s name
Regular
monthly
meeting
of
the
|
teaching.
She
was
accompanied
by
land.
Odn.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank D. Hathom Dragons Club balls, affairs that at tion.
ESTATE VIROINIA C. DANIELS, late sponsible persons. Experience not nec- which Insures highest quality. Mall
Farm Bureau will be held at Megun- J her mother. Mrs. Lora Hardison,
Mrs.
Ibra
Ripley
of
Rockland
has
of
Thomaston,
deceased
Petition
for
essa£< Apply by letter to McCONNON and boat orders filled on receipt of check
entertained at dinner Labor Day at tract the cream of society gathered
COMPANY.
.......... Dept. BI 231. Winona. 1 or P O. order. STOVER FEED MFO.
ticook Grange hall. Sept. 11, subject.
Mr and Mrs. R. Mont Arey who Distribution, presented by Edward K __________________________________
Minn.
106*lt CO. on track at 86 Park St . Rockland.
their cottage in Cushing.
Their here for respite from the rigors ol been guest this week of Miss Marion
Oould of Rockland. Exr
••Reconditioning the Wardrobe." Mrs. have been spending the summer
ESTATE MARTHA D SPEAR late of
GIRL for general housework. Inquire Just below Armours. Tel. 1200.
107-109
Weidman.
guests were Mr. and Mrs. Clarence severe northern winters.
, months at their home on Lane's Rockland, deceased First and Final ! MODERN PANTS CO., opp. Rankin
UPRIGHT piano, very reasonable price
Albert Forman, golf pro at the Me- Sarah Sleeper will be ln charge.
Fogerty and two sons, and Miss Clara
account presented for allowance by block, Main St., between 12 and 1.
106-108
K“°X C.°Unty. W“.r€PTe"Le_„m gunticook Club, left Thursday for
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Rodgers have | island, left Saturday for Rochester, Clara F. Cates of Rockland. Exx.
107-109 for quick sale CALL 166-R
_ __
Webb of Roslindale. Mass.. Mrs. Car St. Petersburg last season by 19 resi
ANTIQUE chamber set for sale. Santo
ESTATE JAMES E. ULMER, late of' OPPORTUNITIES wanted for High
returned
to
Concord,
Mass.,
after
n
Y.
They
were
accompanied
by
rie Townsend of Hollis, Mr. and Mrs. dents, who enjoyed the mild sub Florida Enroute he will visit in New
deceased. First and Final 1 School girls to work board. TEL. 324-W Domingo mahogany, ln flrst class conI spending a few days in Camden.
I their guest Miss Frances MacArthur Thomaston,
107-109 dltlon. Price right. Write A. B. C.. this
account presented for allowance by Rose ’
W. A. Rivers, Mr and Mrs. N. W. tropical winter months through York.
1 office
107*109
L. Robinson of Warren. Exx
Mrs. Louise Dunbar will occupy an I of Boston.
POSITION as chef or order cook wantRev.
Philip
Tolman,
who
has
been
1
Fogerty of Cushing. Mrs. Maurice wbjCb ^be sun shone every day and
ESTATE MAYNARD W LEACH, late ed. Best of references. HORACE PERRY,
HORSE for sale, weight 1600. good
in Portland during the summer, is | apartment in Masonic block for the j Mrs. Margaret Smith and daughter of Union, deceased First and Final Orace 8t.. City.
*tf worker. 10 years old. CHARLES A.
Sawyer and two children and Miss ,J0
of ^be Evejiing Independent,
presented for allowance by Ular i
NEIMI. Stahl’s HlTI, Warren.
107*109
| at the home of his sister Mrs. Leola winter
Claire returned Tuesday to Quincy. account
B Leach of Union. Exx.
Cora Fogerty of Thomaston.
! free any day Old Sol fails to perform.'
Mann,
fcr
an
indefinite
visit
!
Mks
Helen
Dougherty
has
returned
Mass.
300
PULLETS
for
sale,
Rhode
Island
ESTATE LEROY M HART late of Ap
T-. j T.-^ti;t Sunday school has re was given away. Only two dark days , Mai
Reds, also Barred Rocks. ALEX NENOfamUy
from a visit ln Bndgeport conn.
| MisJ Anne
and Mrs pleton. deceased First and Final ac- , ♦
“
NEN.
RFD.
3.
Waldoboro
105*107
count presented for allowance by Mar
sumed transportation of pupils from bave been experienced since Jan. 30
been occupying the Minnie Wellman
Ccmique Theatre attractions in- ! Herbert Boman went to Boston Tues- shall M Daggett. Admr.
BLACK horse, young and smooth, for
I
Cushing and South Warren, in con 1931. when the sun was hidden lor j
f(jr
summer elude Monday and Tuesday, Douglas | day.
ESTATE L. MORTIMER BUTLER late
sale Price right
M C. PHILBROOK.
of Warren, deceased.
First
and
Final
nection with the Federated Church the first time In 436 consecutive day*.
Head-of-the-Bay.
_________________ 108*110
,,
.
,,
LADIES—Reliable nalr goods at RockMatinjcus where Fairbanks. Jr. in "The Narrow. Cor
Mr and Mrs. F. M White, Mr and account presented. ,for allowance
bv Liz- | Und Halr 8tore. 24 Elm & Mall order,
school. Actor Simmons is chauf
I FOR SALE—Your favorite brew. Old
Most of the Maine visitors of last
zle M Whitmore and Fred M. Butler Mncited. H. C. RHODBB. Tel. 51»-".
Mr. Rhodes will resume his teaching ner;” Wednesday and Thursday, Mrs L. W. Lane, Biley Lyford and Exra.
105-tf England Ale. $2 40 per case; Old Heldelfeur.
season have made reservations to re
brau Beer. $2 40 per case; Michel. $2.40
Gloria Swanson in "Perfect Under- ! Eimer Simmers returned Tuesday
ESTATE ERNEST E DRINKWATER i
duties.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl McClellan ana turn here earlier this season.
late of Camden, deceased
First and ! WE ARE prepared to make your wool per case Each case contains 24 bottles.
Robert Andrews returned Friday to landing.
Into
yarn
Write
for
prices.
Also
rug
^dd 50 cents for case and bottles, to all
I
from
Boston
where
they
attended
the
Final account presented for allowance 1
daughter Clair? and Mrs. Nettle
and knitting yarns for sale. Samples majj orders which are returnable,
Among the Knox County tourists ...
by Myra M. Drinkwater. Exx.
ball
games.
6
.
..
his
home
in
New
Jersey
alter
a
visit
free.
H
A
BARTLETT.
Harmony.
Me.
STOVER FEED MFO CO., on track at 86
Bechler of Melrose. Mass., were re in St. Petersburg last winter were H
THE MAN OF GALLILEE
ESTATE ALETHA L. BORNEMAN. late
Mrs. Elizabeth Carlon and daugh- of Thomaston, deceased. First and ______ _____ ____________________ 104-ns park at., Rockland. Just below Armour’s.
cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. P. A. Howard. Mrs. Estelle G. Perry and with hls college classmate. Richard
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times Tel. 1200.____________________ 105-110
account presented for allowance
I have walked a rugged pathway
I ters, Mrs. Doris Groth and Miss Ma Final
Thomas.
FOR SALE—Greatest values ever ofStarrett.
by Arthur K Walker of Rockport. Admr Prompt sefvlce. CRIE HARDWARE CO
In the darkness thru my life;
E. E. Rankin of Rockland; Mrs. Car
___
___________________________ 105-u fere(j presto Jar rings. 6 packages for
bel Carlon who have been guests of
Miss Mabel Wall returned Monday
All my groplngx have been painful.
ESTATE VIROINIA C. DANIELS, late
Mrs. Ada Comstock who has been rie A. Silck, of South Thomaston;
KEYS!
KEYS!
KEYS!
Keys
made
to
|
25c;
Armour's or Swift's Pure Lard. 8c
Every step has been a strife
Thomaston, deceased. First and I
Mr and Mrs Owen Roberts, have re of
in Wiscasset several months is at Mrs. E. D. Curtis. Mrs. Fostina Pack frcm a visit of two weeks in Bcston
But I’ve felt the road grow easier.
Final account presented for allowance , order. Keys made to fit locks when per lb.. 20 lbs. $1.59; new native potaorlglna!
keys
are
lost.
House,
office
or
toes.
95c bushel. 25c per pk The govAnd my gloom and sadness flee.
by Edward K Oould of Rockland. Exr.
turned to Newton. Mass.
and on Tuesday left (or Attleboro.
her home on Main street.
Car. Code books provide k;ey> for A11 rrnI”ent ls killing off 4.000.000 pigs and
As -I walked by faith ln darkness
ard Gardner and Mr and Mrs. O. A
MARGARET
BRADY,
late
of
ThomasMr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Greenlaw
and
With the Man of Gallllee.
ton. deceased. Will and Petition for I locks without bother. Mlssors and 1 000 000 brood sows. Our advice Is. Buy
Services at the Baptist Church Rn ht of Camden; Mr and Mrs. Mass., to resume teaching.
Knlvea sharpened. Prompt service. Rea- your lard today. Native fresh eggs. 25cdaughter Mrs Leroy Ames are at Probate thereof, asking that the same j sonable
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Thurstcr. and
prices. CRIE HARDWARE CO-, 32c per dozen; Fine Granulated Sugar
Sunday will be. Bible school at 9.45; Charles G. Hoyt, of South Union; Mr.
I have known what tla to suiter.
may be proved and allowed and that I
100’s. $4 98 ; 25 lbs. $129; 10 lbs. 52c.
And
to
bow
beneath
my
load;
. the4r summer cottage at Shore Acres. Letters Testamentary Issue to Olive E 408 Main St.. Rockland. Tel. 791.
morning worship at 11. topic “Con and Mrs. E. H. Burkett, Mr. and Mrs. daughter who have been spendin? the
105-tl "Grammy" Oraham Flour. 10 lbs. 35c.
I have known the depths of anguish
Keizer of Thomaston, she being the !
Open
air
concert
Tuesday
night
at
summer
at
Lake
Megunticook
are
naw
Pillsbury
or Occident Bread Flour. $1 25;
As I groped along the road.
fidence;" 7 p. m.. vesper service, H. E. Messer. Mr. and Mrs R. M. Mc
Executrix named ln said Will, without
Best Pastry Flour. 95c; Stover's Pride
But my suffering grew less painful.
the
band
stand
by
the
.Vinalhaven
bond.
at
the
home
of
her
grandmother
Mrs.
speaker, Mrs. Carl Gray.
Flour $1 per bag. $7 90 per barrel.
And my load grew light to me.
Kinley and the Misses Betty and
Witness. MELZER T CRAWFORD. EsAnd my Ood I found while walking
I Domino Confectionery Sugar or Brown
Band. Joseph Kittredge, leader.
Mrs. Dora Benner attended the Ruth McKinley, of Union, and Mrs. Josephine Wall.
quire. Judge of Probate Court for Knox 1
4 pkg. 30c. Lowest cash and
With the Man of OalUlee
• • • «
♦ Sugar.
• • • •
j County. Rockland. Maine.
carry prices in New England Mall
celebration at Waldoboro Friday.
M. C. Hamilton, of Thomaston.
Attest:
orders filled. STOVER FEED MPG CO.
I have had my fears and doubtlngs—
I
------------------------‘
Among
those
from
the
local
church
Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge will
CHARLES L VEAZIE. Register.
William Bunker is having his
on track at 88 Park St . Rockland. Juat
And sometimes my faith was gone;
COTTAGES and camps to let and for below Armour's Tel 1200
who attended the Lincoln Baptist
Oft I groped I knew not whither
105-110
meet next Tuesday night. Nomlnahouse rebuilt, which was badly dam
sale
E
V.
SHEA.
South
Thomaston
!
For some Hope to fasten on:
UNION
FOR SALE—"More For Less" Egg Mash.
Association meeting Wednesday at
Tel Rockland 354-11.
105-tf
But while sadly struggling onward.
j tion of officers.
aged by fire several weeks ago.
Notices of Appointment
$198; “More For Less" Growing Feed,
Wond rlng what the end would be, '
FOR SALE at once at these prices $198; "Store For Less" Dairy Feed, $1.63;
John Waterman of North Haven
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Savage and Tenant’s Harbor were Rev. O. F
Someone took my hand and held It—
Cottage at Megunticook Lake. $800: | ' More _For Less " Scratch Feed. $190;
Currier.
Mrs.
Ella
Overlock.
Sirs.
‘Twas tha Man of Gallllee
has been visiting his grandmother, bate Cj'oarl theL Count*y
K*ox °ln Pthe 1 »>so cottage at Meguntlcook Lake. $1800 I "More For Less" Stock Feed. $149 All
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Knights. /laughter Jtan of Chicopee Falls.
Mrs Jeanie Gilchrist
State of Maine, hereby certify that In V. F. STUDLEY, 283 Main St. Tel. 115A of our poultry feeds contain Nopco XX
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Knights. Mr Mass. who have been visiting Mr. and Maud Walker. Mrs. M. A. Wnitney.
I have been ln mighty conflict
' the following estates the persons were
^1* and Dried Milk. No other feeds
With the raging hosts of sin.
and Mrs. Harry Slader. Mr. and Mrs. ^ '^1^ Howe" returned heme
ChrteUe Whitney: Mu. Leslie
Administrators.
Executors,
i offer you such great_values as our "More
And my heart throbbed wild with ' Mrs W. Y. Fossett left here Friday appointed
For Less" Feeds. They are made freah
Guardians
and
Conservators
and
on
the
Deane
and
Miss
Helen
Small,
terror
Chester Slader. Mr. and Mrs. E. P. TuC£day
to attend the wedding of Miss Rutn dates hereinafter named:
| “How many film stars can you dally. Buy them today and save the
As I thought I'd never win:—
difference STOVER FEED MFG. CO., on
Ahern. Mrs. Blanche Vase. Edgar
Grinln of Worcester Mass j Capt Ollie Thurston who has been | But I kept on striving, praying.
West and Harold McDonald, which
flora M wise, late of Rockland name who never have been in a di track at 86 Park St . Just below Armour's.
deceased. July 18. 1933. Fred C. Black of
cor
And refused to turn and flee.—
Crawford. Mrs. Lilia Ames. Levi ,s
his brother Abner Griffin. ‘ visiting his mother. Mrs. Mary ThursTel 1200________________________ 107-109
,
takes
place
Sept.
10
ln
Boslindaie.
at
Rockland
wis
appointed
Admr
and
vorce
court?
—
from
a
New
_York
ser

Oh. I've won some blessed vlct rles
Clark. Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Ames, Mrs. Alice Williams returned from tca and hu
mon. Well there was Rln-Tln-Tln.— , WHEN you are planning io sell your
Eva Oould’
With the Man of Gallllee.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. John F. qualified by filing bond August 1. 1933
chickens and fowl, call PETER ED
FOSTELLA E BENNER late of Rock Rochester Democrat.
Miss Blanche Tibbetts and Mr. Knox Hospital last week.
■ returned W^a=«»ay to New York.
West, formerly of this town. Miss land.
WARDS Tel 806-J. Rockland
106-tf
I have longings and desires
deceased, August 1, 1933. William
In my heart to be a man
Limeburner of Rockland had a pic Mr. and Mrs W. J. Bryant. Mrs.
Amon* the flrst of the 8ummer
N,
Benner
of
Rockland,
was
appointed
West
is
a
stenographer
and
Mr.
MeSuch as God would have and honor.—
,
. Admr.. and qualified by filing bond on
nic at Spruce Head Thursday eve Abbie Burgess. Mrs. Ethel Griffin colonists t0
‘helr dWrture are
But It seems I never can:
Donald is employed by the Friend sarne date.
But a
Voice
kept whlsp'rlng.
»
ning.
and Maxine Heath motored -o Bar Mr and Mrs
H Chatfield. Jr
Brothers Co. Their new home will be
s. emma keene. late of st George
whlsp'rlng.
»
deceased. Aug. 15. 1933. Granville N
I
Rev. A. I Oliver, superintendent of
La'bor Day "to' attend the !and famlly who ieft Friday for Cln
"Never fear, for I will see
in Lynn. Mass.
Bachelder of St George was appointed:
♦
That you win the Life Eternal
«
Exr. and qualified by filing bond on
the Augusta District of the Methodist whltmore reunion and
a ,ony cinnati after spending the season at
K-With the Man of Gallllee "
Miss Carrie Pendleton who has same
date
Episcopal Church, will be the preach- ,ime ,.ven
K did rai,, ,dl day
The Wlllowa. On Monday the Don
FOUR ROOM apartment and alx room
been at Rock cottage during the
NILS NELSON, late of Rockland, de
Onward, then. I'll go with Jesus.
apartment.
modern.
to let
MRS.
ceased. Aug 15 1933 Edward C. Payson |
er at the Federated Church Sunday —
Fellows wlth their fami. a>d Dodges will leave for Philadelphia
And with Him will make my way
summer
months,
returned
Thursday
FROST. 8 Summer St. Tel. 318-W
« 1, Th, ,h.i, «U r,nd„ -L„ «, „X, ,o heid
I
•“ ““ <»
of Rockland, was appointed Exr. and
To my Father s Home ln Glory.
z
___________
96-tf
_______________________
quallfled
by
filing
bond
on
same
date
To the Land of Endless Day;
to her home in Brookline. Mass.
Then, xhen there. I'll say with rap
Walk With Thee." by Bird. Evening shore£ goulh Pond Warre„ Sunday a" ^tended visit In Europe,
’ PARTLY furnished four room apart
LIZZIE E DAVID, late of Rockland,
Mrs.
Gladies
Hopkins
and
daughter
ture
ment. electric lights and flush toilet.
deceased. Aug 15. 1933. Sarah Watts
service at 7. when the subject, In re- Md jt u planned t0 sen,e steamed
Mrs Elizabeth Emlo Leach of
If a crown ls offered me —
ELMER C DAVIS. 22 Fulton St. 106-110
Evelyn were Rockland visitors Thurs Llttell of Rockland, was appointed Admx
"This
my
glittering
crown
belongeth
(J
To
Ut
Printing
ia
more
than
c.t
a.
and
quallfled
by
filing
bond
on
sponse to a request. wUl be "Is There clams Rebekahs and thelr famines Brookline. Mass., is visiting friends in
FURNISHED apartment to let at 566
To the Man ot Gallllee "
day
same date.
juat putting worda into type. I Main St., heated, rent reasonable In
An Unpardonable Sin?” The Church are ^4^. invited
Rockport and vicinity,
—Written by the late Rev L. D Evans
PERLE HOWARD ATKINS BLOM- i It ia tha creation of a work of art,
quire ALBERT PETERSON, at FullerJoshua
N
Southard
and
Raphael
school will meet at 9 45 a. m.
JoUy crews of blucberTy rakers are
Interesting services will be held at! of Camden and published by request.
_
..
... „ „ IQUIST. late of West Hartford. Conn., deCobb-Davis.______________
107-tf
S. Sherman, representing the Knox , ceased Aug 15. 1933. Florence S Atkin, ba it a aimpla little announcement
ROOMS to let with use of garage at
Henry Knox Chapter. R A M . had Men on pleasant days trucking the Baptist Church Sunday begin- I
or
an
elaborate
booklet.
Hence
Cnuntv General
I of West Hartford. Conn., was appointed
17 LINDSEY ST_________________ 108*113
FRIENDSHIP
I vounty
General Hosnital
tiospuai, are
are in
in town
iowu , Admx cta and qualified by filing bond
we taka all tha pride of an artiat
Its annual inspection Friday evening, through the town singing and
"ing with the school session at 10
SINGLE house and garage to let. six
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Coombs and today, engaged in soliciting funds for • on same date. Alan L Bird of Rock
in
hie
craft,
in
each
job;
and
that
| land appointed Agent ln Maine.
rooms, modern, sunny fine location. 189
John C. Arnold, of Augusta, Deputy jnsjy bappy even jf tbejr backs do o'clock with classes for all; service of I daughter of Tiverton. R. I., werethat Institution's charity work,
ia tha aecrat of tha euperlative
Broadway. CALL 1179-J_________ 106*108
OEORGE
W
HASSEN
late
of
Rock

worship at 11 with children's story !
Grand High Priest of the Grand1 acbe
guests last week of Mrs. Coombs'
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dlppel amd land, deceased. August 15. 1933. Vivian quality of Tha Courier-Gazette
SEVERAL tenements to let ln good
L. Kimball of Rockland was appointed
Chapter of Maine, being the inspect- Mr
p,.^ Malthews and and special music, sermon subject, j father, James Murphy.
condition, very reasonable rent. Call at
, daughters June and Avis who have Admx. and quallfled by filing bond on Printing.
C.
M BLAKE WALL PAPER STORE.
ing officer
jjtss Grace Walker and friends from "Eid They Pass?" At the evening | Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Cook recently ; been guests of his mother, Mrs. Ly- same date.
SEVEN ROOM house at 288 Broadway
service
at
7.30
the
pastor,
Rev
G.
F
!
ALONZO
J.
NASH,
late
of
Rockland,
to let. all modern; also several other
Miss Marion LeMayne Leeper, as- warren were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
entertained as overnight guests Mr, ford coombs, have returned to Bald- deceased, August 15. 1933. Lillian E.
1 good rents, furnished and unfurnished,
Currier, will speak on the Century of
sistant professor of English ln the Ju£tin
lflst Sunday
Smith of Minturn was appointed Admx.,
from $15 to $25. ERNEST C. DAVIS.
and Mrs Melville Francis of Malden, | win, N. Y.
and qualified by filing bond on same
Rockland. Me.___________________ 108-110
University of Montana, who has spent Mrg Mary Brown spent Iast g^,.. Progress Exposition which he recent- ‘ MkLSS.
• • • •
date.
TWO TENEMENTS to let. 9 Suffolk St .
the summer with her sister-in-law, day with Mrs. Gene Calderwood. It ly attended. This will be preceded by |
URANIA C. BURGESS, of Rockland.
upper six rooms, partly furnished If
___
meeting _at 6.30. Other
i Bernard Brow and Stanley Sim- j Housekeepers at Union Church August 15. 1933. Charles A. Rose of
Mrs. Robert D. Leeper, left Friday is quite an event when this dear old the B.Y.P.U. ______
I desired. Lower five rooms and bath.
notkes for the week are; Tryfohelp^^^/111"1"8 high £cho°1 at ‘ Cirde Thursday we«Mn.F. URob"ud byWfl‘?ing“^nd
Sa°^ uat&
end
furnace heat. MILTON M. GRIFFIN.
for her western home. She was ac lady visits, as she is nearly 90 years
__________ 106-tf
Thomaston.
, er(S> Mrs. Mary
L.
Arey
Mrs. George
Club
Monday
evening
at
the
home
of
*"
’
*
’
**
EVELYN
DONAHUE,
late
of
Thomascompanied as far as Dover, N. H., by old. blind and feeble.
HOUSE at 17 Gurdy St to let MRS
ton, deceased. July 27. 1933. John J.
Quite
a
number
of
the
summer
col,
j^y
and
Mr
S
william
Burns.
; A. B. CROCKETT. 754 Main St.. City.
Mrs. Effie Veazie; prayer meeting
Donahue of Springvale, was appointed
Mrs. Leeper who will visit relatives
• _ _______________________________ 107-109
ony are returning to their respective , Mlss Xvis Johnson of Sanford who Admr. and quallfled by filing bond
there. Mrs. Leeper’s two sons are has been hauled out on C. A. Morse & Thursday evening followed by choir
August
15.
1933
| 8IX ROOM second floor flat with
homes, who have children attending ; favored this community several times
rehearsal.
bath to let. adults only. Inquire LIL
OEOROE
GREEN,
late
of
South
with their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Son’s railway for repairs and paintLIAN BICKNELL. 82 Limerock St.
school.
,
d
uring
the
summer
with
her
singing
Thomaston,
deceased.
August
15.
1933,
At the Methodist Church. Forrest
George V. Hanly during their mother's , jD?
O. Hodsdon of Reeds Ferry. N. H .
________ 108*110
Nellie Wotton Brasier returned .
EOioist Sunday at the Baptist Agnes
Henriette
G
Kittredge
of
Freeport.
L.
I.,
F.
Fowle,
pastor,
the
services
for
absence.
■ , . .
| FURNISHED rooms, to let; all modern
Sunday will’open with church school 1 Monda>' to Danvers, Mass , to resume church m Farmington by Invitation N. Y . and Llzette R. Emery of Rockland,
conveniences. FLORA KIRKPATRICK.
were appointed Admrs.. and qualified
15 Grove St. Tel. 94-R.____________ 99-tf
Charles W. Lermond
at 10; preaching service at 11. ser- '< Caching after spending the summer of
a; g Henderson. Mrs. Harold by filing bond Aug. 21. 1933. Charles A.
Miss Arletia Stack of Boston, niece
1 WELL furnished apartment to let.
Emery of Rockland, appointed Agent ln
The
funeral
of
Charles
W.
Lermond
mon
subject,'
“
Forward
or
Back!
at
Martln
'
s
P°
ln
t.
j
Johnson
will
aocompany
her
daughthree rooms, toilet and shed. 12 KNOX
of Mrs. John Wight, who lived in the
Maine.
ST. Tel. 156-W. *_________________ 96-tf
RUTH A JENNINGS, late of Thomas
house now occupied by A. J. Lineken of Bast0R wh° died in Rockland Wed- ward?" and special selections by the 1 Mr8' ^V^n Oliver entertained the ter.
ton.
deceased.
August
15.
1933,
Elizabeth
FURNISHED heated apartment to let.
Mrs. Myra Dyer entertained the B. Washburn, of Thomaston, was ap
and family, was in town Friday meet- nesday wiU b« he!d a‘ th* home ol choir; evening service at 8 o'clock, I Ladies' Aid Wednesday at an all-day
Inquire 14 MASONIC 8T
105-tf
pointed Exx., and quallfled by filing
ing former friends.
Mtss Stack Mrs' Arollne Oorwaiz, Green street, Monday evening the choir will meet! sess'on anb Picnic dinner,
Star Club Wednesday evening.
1 FOUR ROOM apartment with bath to
bond August 21. 1933.
let. $18 a month. V. F. STUDLEY. 283
The Mothers' Club met Friday night
for rehearsal; an afternoon session of I =======:
was expecting to return to Boston
LLEWELLYN SMITH, late of Vinal
Main St. Tel. 1154.
105-tf
born
in
Thomaston.
Feb.
20,
1874,
the
haven, deceased. August 15. 1933. Lottie
with
Mrs.
Owen
Roberts.
the
Ladies'
Aid
will
be
held
Wednesj
and
Mrs
vlc
Butler
in
char
«
e
At
today.
HEATED apartments, all modern, four
Smith of Vinalhaven was appointed
son
of
Levi
M.
and
Katherine
(Pat

rooms.
Apply
st
CAMDEN
&
ROCK

Miss Ethelyn Strickland’ who has Admx. and quallfled by filing bond
day and at 7.30 Thursday evening will I
aftern°°n meeting the ritualistic
The four daughters and a son of
LAND WATER CO. Tel. 634.
105-tf
August 21. 1933.
terson)
Lermond.
When
Charles
was
been
visiting
her
aunt
Mrs.
L.
R.
occur
the
midweek
praise
and
prayer
!
work
of
the
order
was
exemplified
by
the family of the late Mrs. Blanche
LAURETTA A SEAVEY. late of Rock
TWO RENTS, upper and lower, at 34
the regular officers of Harbor Light. Smith the past month, left Saturday land. deceased. August 15. 1933 George
Pleasant St. Apply MISS ANNE FLINT.
Killeran have removed from North seven years old the family removed to service.
ECAUSE the wedding 1 32
Seavey
of
Rockland
was
appointed
School St., or Tel. 1161-R.
105-tf
This was followed by the question box for Boston.
• » • •
Cushing to the Ambrose Wallace Massachusetts, living in the cities
Admr and quallfled by filing bond
invitations
should
be
around
Boston.
Charles
became
a
and many helpful and valuable sug
School of Instruction
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Balcom and August 21, 1933.
house at the West End.
FRANK G. FULLER, late of Union,
mailed two weeks before
Approximately 100 members at gestions were made by the worthy sons Norman and Vaughn who have deceased. August 22. 19?” Maude Bolster
Mrs. Cora Currier spent Wednes resident of Boston where he had em
*
ployment
with
the
Art
Metal
Con

grand
matron
and
others
present.
of
Norway
was
appoln
ed
Admx..
and
been
visiting
her
mother
Mrs.
W.
P.
the
wedding itself, they
4
tended
Wednesday
the
annual
school
day in Rockland, guest of Mrs.
qualified
by
filing
bond
on
same
date.
struction Co. His vacations were of instruction for the 11th District, Mrs. Conley, in behalf of the chapters Greenlaw, returned Friday to Lynn
♦
Charles Tibbetts.
must be ordered well in
CHARLES S. HALL. l?te of Rockland,
•J
spent
in
Thomaston
with
relatives.
in
the
district
presented
Mrs.
Hi'ton
deceased.
July
25.
1933
Ellen
J
Hall
of
field,
Mass.,
accompanied
by
Mrs.
The following members of the
OEJ3., at Masonic hall, held under
Rockland was appointed ’’b x.. and quali
FOR SALE—Six room house, good lo
advance. And, because
Greenlaw who will spend the winter fied by filing bond Augu . 22. 1933
cation. price right. This property ls a
graduating class of Thomaston High A short time ago he was taken ill, and the direction of D.D.G.M. Winifred with a gift.
they are so critically in
good Investment. Its location ls on a
ALIDA M. HYLER, late of Thomaston,
t0Jr‘1°mT^,n,:Lnd.,R0Ck^nd Conle>' of Camden with Harbor Ligh
months there.
School will leave Monday for Farm
1 cement road. ROBERT COLLINS. Real
deceased, Aug. 15, 1933. Nina S Davis, of
Mrs. Carrie Burns will entertain the Rockland was appointed Admx., and
spected by their recipi
Estate Agency.____________________ 105-tf
Chapter entertaining. All chapters
ington to enter the Normal School
qualified by filing bond August 22. 1933.
FOR SALE—All on the rent plan. $600,
Butterflies tonight.
Phyllis Belasco, Charlotte Dyer and H. F. Leach will officiate at the in tbe district were represented as
ents, they must also be
FREDERICK L. LAWRY. late of Vinal
Knox Hall. South Thomaston; $2100.
Herbert Boman returned Saturday haven. deceased. August 15. 1933. Natalie
Elizabeth Wincapaw. Later Richard funcra1' and ‘n^ment will be ln the well as five from outside. Among the
eight
room house and barn: $425. four
ultra-correct. Linweave
M. Lawry of Vinalhaven, was appointed
acres of land; $1250, large double tene
Spear Richard Feyler with John Thomaston cemetery. Mr. Lermond honored guests were Worthy Grand
to Lisbon Falls.
Admx., and quallfled by filing bohd
ment
house; $2000. double tenement
Wedding Papers can be
Mrs. Edith Vinal. Miss Gertrude August 30. 1933.
Singer of the class of '32 will go to is furvlved by an aunt' Mrs- Arollne Matron Ethel Hilton of Skowhegan,
house, all ln South Thomaston. V. F.
Attest:
STUDLEY, 283 Main St. Tel. 1154.
University of Maine. Russell Mor-1 Gorwaiz of Thomaston, and cousins. Past Grand Matron Emma Dickens
shown you at
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
Vlnal, Miss Teresa McKenna and
___________________________________ 105-tf
105-S-lll
Mrs.
E.
M.
Hall
visited
Miss
Enna
of
Camden
and
Grand
Conductress
BLOCK PLACE, on Warren road, for
gan and Henry Fales who have had
The Courier-Gazette
sale at a bargain MRS. W. E. MAURER.
Vinal at North Haven Thursday.
Eunice Larrabee of Searsport.
a year at U. of M will aLso return.
Thomaston._____________________ 107 • 109
Ask to see them
Turn That Vacant Room
Mrs. Bertha Raymond and. Miss
At the morning session, after the
Another of the class of '33. Miss Eliza
FIVE ROOM house for sale, on Broadi
way. $1000. Must be sold at once. V.
Into Cash With a
Sara Smith who have been at Set
presentation of these guests the time
beth Woodcock, will enter Bates Col
F. STUDLEY, 283 Main St. Tel. 1154
O' Sun cottage, Shore Acres, left “To Rent” Advertisement
was devoted to the formal opcnfhg
104-tf
lege; Albert Gould will enter Bow
(>QAf
THE L. E GRIFFIN house at 25 James
Wednesday for Rockland enroute
program. Dinner was served at 12.3Q
doin and Wilbur Strong, Colby Col
in
The
Courier-Gazette
St..
Rockland
for
sale
Hardwood
floors,
TOILET
to Fruitland Park, Fla., their winter
by the hostess chapter, with Mrs.
WKIIIIINU PAPERS
electric lights, large lot. Price right.
lege.
Telephone 770
Apply to M. M. GRIFFIN, Rockland. Me.
TISSUE
home.
Nina Carroll, Mrs. Marion Richards

A

: LOST AND FOUND •

MISCELLANEOUS

Summer Cottages

TO LET
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PROTECT YOUR HEALTH

Fishing boat W. W. Clark of Bristol
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Through arrangements made by
EAST APPLETON
Mrs. Mary Veazie members of the
Speech Readers Club and friends
Tlie Wentworth Rcnuion
ALL THE GIRLS IN MY SET
enjoyed an outing at t.he Cobb Farm
The annual reunion of the Went
ARE FINDING OUT THAT
Thursday. Basket lunch was served.
worth family was held at the home of
CAMELS
ARE MILDER
While cards and anagrams were
the president Evander T. Wentworth,
AND BETTER IN FLAVOR
provided for diversion, many of thc
in Hope, at the top of Gurney Hill.
In addition to personal notes regard-' Miss Katherine Henry, Walter guests found their greatest delight
It was an ideal day of late summer,
Ing departures and arrivals, this depart- ..
, _
, . „
,
,
in the open, the day being ideal for
and there were 27 present. Tables
ment especially desires information of, Henry and Donald Henry, who have
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. ; been visiting their aunt, Mrs. James late summer.
were spread on the lawn, and as usual
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
°
appetizing, delicious food of many
gladly received.
j Donohue, have returned to WlnchesGuests at. Owl's Head Inn are Mr
TELEPHONE ............................... 170 or 794 I ter, Mafi.5.
kinds served, including chicken, ham,
and Mrs. Orrin Perry, Jr. and family
sweet corn, beans, pie, cake, pickles,
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert C. Murphy
coffee, etc.
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Ayer, daughter of Dobbs Ferry, N. Y.; Mrs. Gladys
and Miss Emma Gallagher of Balti Dorothy and son Edward, who have Calhoun and son Howell, John Fer
Although there was not the excite
more who have been visiting friends been visiting Mr. and Mrs. K. C. Ran guson, Hardy S. Ferguson and son
ment of an eclipse of the sun as on
and relatives in this city have re kin, Cedar street, for the week re Hardy of New York; Mr. and Mrs.
the day of meeting last year at the
turned.
home of Edward Ames, a very pleas
turn to Greenfield, Mass., tomorrow. Richard Farlane and Miss Patterton of Rhode Island, and Miss Helen
ant time was enjoyed, and Mr. and
Mrs. Laura Murphy of Portsmouth, George Parker of West Lebanon, N. Humboldt of Dcbbs Ferry, N. Y.
Mrs. Wentworth were as ever ideal!
N.^H., who has been a visitor in this : jj.t returned Thursday after spendhosts. They have entertained the re
city has returned home.
The Monday Club was entertained
ing several days with his family at
unions several times during the past1
Thursday at. supper at the home of
the homfc of Mrs. R. D Saville.
years when the numbers were far1
Rev. Dr. Farber and family who
Mrs. L. N. Lawrence, the occasion
never
ijcrurIdertire yvurTaite
greater than of the present day.
have spent the summer at Cooper's
J. A. Cunningham of Portland is serving as a farewell for Mrs. Adel
After the busness meeting a line )
Beach have left by motor for their visiting Mr. and Mrs. Fred Colla- bert L. Miles who leaves today to
program was presented consisting 01
home in New York.
make her home in Portland. A gift
more, Camden road.
readings, duets, and all joining in the 1
ROCKVILLE
WEST ROCKPORT
was presented to Mrs. Miles.
singing of old hymns and sacred I
The next Woman's Educational
Miss Lucille Rankin has returned
songs. It was voted to hold the next School opened Tuesday after the
School opened Tuesday morning
Club picnic will be with Mrs. Minnie from a visit with her aunt, Mrs. E.
Charles Coughlin, Jr., who has
meeting at the home of Mr. and Mrs summer vacation.
with Miss Edith Wall of Rockport,
Miles as hostess from 2 to 7.30, Sept. M. Ayer in Greenfield, Mass.
been with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
As C. P Tolman was going to work
Zadcc Knight in Rockport.
tcathcr. There are five in the sub
19; speaker to be announced.
Charles S. Coughlin, Rankin street,
on Rockville street Tuesday morning
primary class this year, Mildred
The Misses Patten of Dorchester, several weeks while recovering from
he witnessed quite an unusual sight,
WEST APPLETON
Tolman. Beatrice A'hcroft, Herbert
Mrs. Fred Sistaie spent Wednes. Mass., are at the Luce Farm for a an accident, returns today to Salem.
lour deer, two fawns and two large
Hurme. Charles Hrald and Charlena
day at. St. George, the guest of Mrs. j Week.
N. J.
Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Fogg and daugh- animals, which le^urely crossed the Heald.
Percy Jones.
road
and
disappeared
in
the
woods.
1 ter Thelma of Bath were weekend
Miss Eleanor Snow returns to
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Robinson and
Mrs. Carolyn T. Kalloch spent
Misses Flora Colson, Lucy French
guests of his mother, Mrs. Cora Fogg.
Mrs. Lydia Cummings is visiting White Plains, N. Y, after spending a
daughter
of Chicago were recent
Thursday
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Dana
and Alma Johnson were among the
friends in Appleton and Belfast.
Avis McLain has returned from
week with her parents, Commander guests at a sailing party Thursday,
guests of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
A. Sherer.
Beverly and Lexington, Mass., after
and Mrs. C. F. Snow.
Eldtn Oxton, Eibcit Oxton, their Frank Robinson.
composed largely of younger mem
Mrs. Frank Moon of Portland is in
spending two weeks with relatives.
mother
Mrs. Magrctta Oxton, Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Packard of
bers
of
the
Camden
summer
colony.
this city for a few days called by the
Miss Helen D. Perry leaves Mon
Sunday callers on Mr. and Mrs M
Courteey MUe. Marie, Park Avenue
Mabel Oxton and Mrs. Nellie Perry Needham. Mass., were callers last
death of Mrs. John H. Holbrook of day for Forest Hills, N. Y„ where she
E. Harriman were Mr and Mrs. Merle
motored Thursday to Cadillac Moun week at R. J. Heald's.
notable evening gown and lux-,ried out with low placed fuluesa
Mrs. George W. Weils of Portland
Bremen.
will teach in tlie Senior High School.
Harriman and daughter Pauline, Mr.
and
a
long
sweeping
train.
It
Is
cut
tain.
urious cape-like evening wrap
returned yesterday after visiting Mr.
Mrs. Carrie Blake of Rockville was
and Mrs. W. E. Prescott of South
recently designed by Mile. Marie, on the diagonal, accenting its slim
Miss Lottie Eweil spent a few days calling on friends and relatives here
The Barker-Porter nuptials, cele
A. P. Pillsbury and family who and Mrs. Fred Ccllamore.
of Park Avenue, for the distin ness, the richness of the fabric re Montville and Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin this week at Tenant’s Harbor guest
brated Thursday at St. Pe tor’s have been at their cottage at Owl's
Sunday.
quiring no trim.
Pooley of Lincolnville.
of her cousin Mis. Rinna Andrews.
Mrs. Lillian McRae who has been guished actress Suzanne Caubaye,
Church provided oue of the season’s Head lor the summer return to South
a new arrival at the
godchild of the late Sarah Bern Lattiss, a very soft, thin, mesh
Mr ar.d Mrs Roscoe Bartlett and , F. W. Robbins motored to Boston], There, was
visiting relatives in Swan's Island hardt, arc displayed above as worn like rayon velvet, in a smart com Isaac Bartlett of Middletown. Conn., >ay nlornin|f atu.nded thc ball1 h°me °f ,,
mo;t attractive social events, details , Weymcuth, Mass , today
Mr and Mrs. Donald Tol
returns tomorrow.
of which are unavoidably deferred
In which she is appearing this fall, bination of black and white, ls
were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs
Qf Ul{. oia.)Ls and BrayM and man Sept. 1 and she has been
Miss Ruth*Cobb has returned to
until the Tuesday issue.
by Mile. Caubaye ln the production used for the unusual cape-like eve
named Arler.? Betty.
R W. Bartlett and family.
ning
wrap,
the
draped
top
in
white
returned Monday.
The evening gown ls developed
Mrs. John O. Stevens and Miss
St. Louis after spending the month
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harry
Collamore
and
ln rayon bengaline on long slim and the lower part ln black with
Mrs. W. E. Kctman and Mr. and of August at her cottage at Cooper’s j Esther Nickerson returned Thursday
1 Leslie Patrldge left Thursday for 1 Mr. and Mis. J. F Heal and Harold
deep
draped
points.
It
ls
a
chic
ac

family
have
returned
to
their
home
whitlnfiville_
where he has elr>. I Heal in company with Mrs. Charles
lines
with
bodice
having
a
V
neck
Mrs. Howard Sloat of New York w'ho Beach.
. from a week’s motor trip to Quebec,
in front and a deep V neck back cessory to the gown and, in fact,
In Saugus. Mass., after spending a pjoyment His (aVher p,-^ Palrldg„ E- Rhodes' Jr • of Rockport and other
have been guests of Mr. and Mrs.
-----] returning over the new bridge to
with shawl effect. The long skirt, would go well with either a white
week with his parents, Mr. and Mrs 1 has
lhere for
wetlcs' relatives from Camden, Lincolnville
John C. Farber at Cooper’s Beach,
Mr and Mrs. F. W. Fuller, Mr. and Sherbrooke and back through t.he
tight fitting around the hips, ls car- or black evening frock.
L. T. Collamore.
[Clartnce Lamson, accompanied Leslie and Reading. Mass., recently motored
Mrs M. E. Wotton, Mr. and Mrs. E. TOlj Mountains, stopping at Mt.
have returned to N?w York.
—————
Mr and Mrs. Benjamin Sukeforth and „ hcp,ng ,0 flnd work
aUo to Fort Knox where they passed the
J. Hellier, Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Orne Washington. A stoo was also made
Mrs. D. G. Munson and daughters, qf
cjiIIpfr ^undav on
. , and, neighbors
. .
Mrs. Elizabeth Williamson enter
01 Rockland
ttccAiana wptp
were cauers
tounaay on Friends
of. Miss day and also enjoyed a picnic din
Richard M Sncw of Rockland, re- j and Mrs. N. F. Cobb are attending in Ossipee. N. H to make a brief
who
and \frs Georce FowIps
.
. ,, .
cently
in Chicago, was a guest at
the ] the convention of the Maine
Savings XJSJTX
vl&it „.ith
rshariec i^saii tained friends at picnic dinner Misses Alice and Ruth Munson,
t
- nr ana Mrs
rowiesCastera Cushman extend their sym- ner.
M, Bible I,»UtuU.
gyeett(Banks
Maine „
bTTJTSr Thursday, green corn from her gar have been at their cottage at. IngraSund
iv suests
c patby
..
.tbe
l ,
.
..
t
___ ,
,
ouncay
guesis of
01 Mr
Mr. and
ana Mr
Mrs.
o{* her
mother,
Mrs.
Ten from this church and parish
ham
Rill
for
the
summer
have
re,
npnrpp
Fowles
were
Mr
and
Mrs
mt
.
j
den
affording
the
piece
de
resistance.
; oeorge rowies were Mr. ana Mrs. Kjjen Cushman, who passed away at attended the quarterly meeting of
over the Labor Day weekend repre- Rangeley Lake Hotel. Mr. Orne. and Mrs
(Beulah
sented 31 states of the Union and trustee of the Rockland Savings
of
city who now The afternoon was spent socially, turned to Queen Village, Lon„ Leonard stover of Belfast. Mr. and the home of her daughter Mrs the Lincoln Baptist Association
Mrs Harry Miller and family of Bel- Therese Mlllett In Rockland Sunday Wednesday at Tenant's Harbor.
three foreign countries.
| Bank, is to present a paper at one of make£ his home wlth hu grandpar. and after lunch the group motored I Island, N. Y.
to Tenant's Harbor to attend tht |
fast, Mr and Mrs. Earl Cross of Mor- ] morning.
------------t the sessions
Mrs. Robert Nutt and Miss Ber
Mr and Mrs. Ray E. Estes left rlll and Mr and Mrs Harland 8im- Mlfg B
g
Rpd CrQSS nursp
Frank H. Whitney, Mrs. Bertha
_____
,
lnere' '
quarterly meeting of the Baptist
nice
Parker entertained the Tuesday
Raymond and Miss Sarah Smith | Mrs. R. E. Eaton gave a delightful
three
.
u
„ Maloney.
.. ,
Association to hear Mrs. Carl Gray Rockland
, . , yesterday for a ...
. mcr.s 01 Rnckianri
Kocxiana.
has
been
guest...»
of Mrs. —
F. C.
Club this week.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Boody, Jr., have
weeks
trip
through
the
Middle
West,
1
leave today for Fruitland Paik, Fla., picnic Wednesday at the Cobb Farm,
of Omaha.
Miss Peggy Bronkie who has been
had as guests Mr. and Mrs. C. M
and will spend a week at the World’s j
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Whittaker and
where Mr. Whitney will spend his 32d There were 12 guests, among them
visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bronkie
EAST
APPLETON
Andrews of Rumford.
child have been a». the home of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Orff and Fair in Chicago, returning to Rock
consecutive winter. Tne three will Miss Kitty McLaughlin of New York
------[has returned to Hartford, Conn.
Whittaker's cousin Leman Oxton
make a brief visit in Gloucester, cn- and her sister, Mrs. C Churchill
Mrs Herbert Curtis was hosMss daughter Barbara and Mr. and Mrs. land about Oct. 1.
Beautiful September days now. The After spending the summer with
j during the blueberry season while
route'
_____
| Wahle °f Flushin«- Ix»n« Island. N. Y. t0 the WJ N club Thursday evening Eldrean Orff of Cushing have re
' fields of corn make a fine picture out- Mr. and Mrs. J. S Ranlett, Miss Jane
The Chummy Club met for bridge
he has been transporting berries for
A fish chowder dinner was served on at.
M B Perry cottage, Holiday turned from a six days’ motor trop
lined beneath thc blue September Ross returned home Monday with her
A meeting of the executive board
Tuesday
evening
at
the
home
of
I
the association here.
around
the
Gaspe
Peninsula,
cover

the sun porch and the afternoon
covered dish supper was fol1 skies.
: father and brother who motored here
of the Rubinstein Club is called for
j Mrs. Flora Fernald. Honors fell to
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Tolman have
Among recent visitors in town have ior her.
spent informally.
lowed by bridge, with Mrs. John M. ing 1430 miles.
Monday afternoon at 230 at the
' Mrs. R D. Saville and Mrs. Herbert
been Mr. and Mrs. Frank Oushee and
Mr and Mrs. J. E. Sinnett and son moved, from She Oeorge Williams'
Richardson.
Mrs.
Ralph
Glendenhome of Mrs. Helen Wentworth,
W. W. Graves and nephew Richard
Mrs. Harry W. French. Miss Pearl Mullen.
friends of Boston, Mr. and Mrs. I were Labor Day guests of Mr. Sin- | house to his father’s farm, and his
Broadway.
Pierson, of Malden, Mass., joined ning and Miss Pearl Borgerson win Borgerson and Mrs. Gardner French
j parents Mr. find Mrs. Ernest Tolman
------Maxcy Gushee and daughters Mar- [ nett’s parents at Bailey’s Island,
Mrs- c Churchill Wahle and son J
Mrs. Graves for the weekend and ning honors. Mrs. Lester Shibles of are in Portland today.
expect scon to move to the Isaac
gery
and
Phyllis
and
Laurence
Gushee
Recent
guests
of
Miss
Olive
Tolman
Mrs. Charles Caine who has been holiday at the home of her father. W. Orono was a speclal guest'
_____
i "Buddy" who came for the McBlake house here.
of
Philadelphia.
Maxey.
Frank
and
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Kenneth
Gillette
guest of her brother, J. W. Smith, L. Blackington, at The Highlands
Ernest
W.
Candaye
of
Fairhaven.
'
Laughlin
concert
and
have
been
Laurence are sons of George W [ and daughter of Hope and Mrs. Jessie
Dr. Charles B. Popplestone spent
Broad street, has returned to Bos- Mrg Qr^ returns home today.
j the holiday and weekend ln Swan's Mass, is looking up old friends in this pending several days with Mr. and Oushee who with his son John resides Hill of Rockland. Mr. and Mrs. Wilton.
city.
Mrs. George McLaughlin, Walker JI on the old home place and where the Ham Eells of Fitchburg, Mass. were
MON.-TUES.
Philip Rounds who has been guest. Island
_____
place, return to Flushing, Long j
members of his family visited him.
guests Labor Day of Miss Tolman.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bartlett of I of his parents, Rev. and Mrs. Walter 1 „
_ , _ _ ,
1
Miss Margaret McCra of Orion. Island, N. Y. today.
Washington visited Mrs Bartlett’s a
for a week returns
New
»<* and
Fred P. Colson had as
Aicnzo Hawkes, Nathan Hawkes Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Maloney moIll,,
who has been spending a few
------guests
for
the
weekend
and
holiday
and his son and daughter were re- tored to Portland and spent last
sister Mrs. Abbie Richardson Thurs York tomorrow, accompanied by his
1923
-TEN
Miss Medora Thorndike nas re- cent callers on Mrs. Adella Gushee.
at the Open Door, th-eir cottage at days with her aunt, Mrs. J. S. Hanweekend.
day.
brother, William, to be his guest until
Ash Point, Mr. and Mrs. George ners (Linda Huntley) ln Brooklyn, turned to Malden, Mass., after being
COMMANDMENTS"
Sept.
11.
Don
’
t
forget!
And
do
the opening of Bowdoin College.
Mrs. George L. Woodbury of
Bresnahan, Mrs. Ann Doyle and son Mrs. R. D. Saville and Mrs. Herbert with her father. Joshua Thorndike, your best. We read and re-read thc
TENANTS HARBOR
arrived yesterday to be with her at Wessaweskeag Inn for several fine articles ln The Courier-Gazette I
Ipswich. Mass., who has been guest of
-------Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper Robert ot Boston.
mother. Mrs. Lula McCra at the weeks.
ln regard to the liquor question and Mrs. Albert Smith and daughter
her sister, Mrs. W. A. Fifield has gone Jr. had as recent guests Miss Mar
I 1927
Mrs. T. L. Maker, Mrs. Joseph home of Capt. H. R. Huntley.
to Deer Isle and Stonington to visit garet Woodman of Wakefield. Mass.,
feel a joy that some fine people re- Arlene returned Saturday to West
[ "KING OF KINGS"
Mrs. Laura Brackett of Waldoboro main true to the red. white and blue Somerville, Mass, having spent the
relatives. She was accompanied by and Searles Dearington of Topsham. Baum. Mrs. Emery Niles. Mrs. Stuart
Majne the prohibltion sumrn. r with her mother Mrs. Emma
Ames and Mrs. Gardner French mo
William Yeaton of Lynn is visiting is guest for the weekend of Mr. and and ako
Mr. and Mrs. Fifield.
Conn.
Mrs. George Moody, Cedar street.
tored to Fairfield Thursday.
M. Torrey. Her sons James and Lerhis former Rockland home.
State.
Miss Alice Budd was a recent guest
mond will remain two weeks longer.
1932
Do thy duty, that is best.
Leon Ludwig of Newcastle was a
Mrs. George B. Davis, Mrs. W. E.
Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Fordham who [ Leave unto thy Lord the rest.
Mr. and Mrs. Chauncey Keene and
of the Misses Young returning to visitor in the city Thursday.
Dr. and Mrs. Ralph Wiley of Ayer.
^ "SIGN t°h\ CROSS"
Morgan and Mrs. Frank Lunt of son Byron have returned from Oien- have been guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Boston Tuesday.
Mass., were recent guests of Mr. and
May God's hand roll a giant wheel
And crush the viper called Repeal;
1 Mrs. W. J. Hastings
Their son
Rev. and Mrs. Frank Luce who Thomaston were guests Thursday of mere where they spent a few days Ernest Damage for three weeks have
Wave the temperance banner high.
Mrs. Donald Cummings and Mrs. have been at their summer home on Mrs. Scott Coburn in Warren. The with Mrs. Keene's parents, Mr. and returned to City Island, N. Y.
And keep our State and Nation. Dry.
Howard relumed home with them
Henry Jordan entertained a few the Camden road for several weeks four were classmates in Rockland Mrs. Byron Davis.
,
-----------------j after spending the summer with his
friends at dinner Thursday at thc returned to Dorchester yesterday.
MARY WIGGIN SPEAR
High School and the time was spent
WEST SENNEBEC
' grandmother Mrs. Hastings.
Mrs. Alice M. Philbrick is very ill
former's heme on North Main street.
largely in reminiscing.
Miss Jennie Coolbroth was a recent
of njrs Ada Elwell of Orff’s
at Wessaweskeag Inn, with a nurse j The death of Mrs. Mary Wiggin , Mrg Et(a Buyer wb0 bas been in ,
Guerts were Mrs. Kenneth Fales and
Mrs. Charles A. Rose entertained
Members of the T Club attended in attendance.
Mrs. Charles Maxey of South War at cards last evening in honor of Mr.
j Spear occurred Wednesday, at her tg improving.
1 Corner.
ren. Mrs. Carl Fales of Friendship, and Mrs. A. P. Pillsbury of South ’’Tugboat Annie" at Strand Theatre
Limerock street home, following an
Mr. and. Mrs. L. S. Alley of Camden
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Comstock oi
Mrs. Rose Wilder, Miss Frances
Thursday evening, then adjourning
Mrs Lorenzo Dodge and Mrs. Willard Weymouth, Mass.
and Mrs.and
A. Mias
A. Fuller
with
their
, mother
Rockland
spent
the Torrey.
holiday with her
True
and
Edward
Wilder
of
Lowell.
I
Alness
of
several
weeks^
I
daughter
Muriel
Robbins
of
I
Mrs.
Emma
Fales.
to the home of Mrs. Earle MacWile ecease was orn in oe - Appletcn
^jy ln
Mrg William j Hastings has re-i
Everett Frohock. son of Dr. and liams for a social hour and refresh Mass., and Harold B. Wilder of NewFirst Great Spectacle
Mrs. Harold Greene and daughtef Mrs. H. W. Frohock, has gone to be ments.
ton. Mass., arc at toe True cottage. iand. Sept. 29. 1872, oldest daughter place
,urncd hom|. from Rnox Hohplta)
of Modern Times!
Ruth who have been visiting Mr. and a student at Wheaton (Ill.) College.
Hope Corner, for their annua visit. 0£ q Howe and Emma (Frost) Wig- Mrs. Juanita Johnson Martin is :having undergone a minor operation.
Mrs. Boyman in Pcrtland have re
Miss Ebba Kalloch has returned
Mrs, Edward ~M Benner and sor. gin- 8he graduated from Rockland making good recovery towards health (from which she Ls making good returned.
Mr. and Mrs. Boyce Thomas have from a visit with her aunt, Mrs
covery.
returned from
from a few High School in the class of 1890. and | aKaln
Hugh
have returned
been guests for a few days of Mrs. Almon Miller in Vinalhaven.
Lyndon Johnson remains about the
Mr, and Mrs Roy Kirk of Medford.
Mrs. Frederick Rugg and son War Annie Thomas and Mr. and Mrs.
ifcys’ visit in Waldoboro.
during the years that have ensued
same in health, some days better and Hillside. Mass., recently spent ten
ren who have been guests of Mrs. Samuel Sezak at The Hlghands, re
MUs Alice Fuller has been visiting
followed with interest and pride the 'otber davs not so well, but hLs friends days with Mrs. Mary J. Hart.
Mrs. Albert Averill accompanied by
Rugg's mother, Mrs. Leola Rose re turned to Portland yesterday.
her aunt, Mrs. W. O. Counce at
career and achievements of her class- 1 are hoping 50cn t0 hear that hc
Mr.s. Albert Cannidy has returned
her sister, Mr.s. Vernon A. Chandler
turn to Jackson Heights Long Island.
Paramount Picture
South Warren.
mates, while her interest in the Lin steadily lmpiovlng.
to hcr home In Bridgeport, Conn..
and daughter Dorothy of Bangor,
N. Y. today.
Rev. and Mrs. George H. Welch
coln street institution, which has Miss Mary Hills of Union Ls staying ha"ing been guest of her husband
Miss Vemet Morgan has returned were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
and children Jane and Paul have re
tripled in size since her attend- with Mrs. Viola Hall.
who Ls chauffeur for Mrs. R J. MacMiss Alma Johnson gave a supper turned from a summer spent in from a visit of several weeks with Charles S. Gardner in Rockport.
j ance there, has never ceased.
Harry Butler of upper road was a ' Kenzie.
and dance Wednesday at the Lan Bradford, Vt.
relatives in Bristol and Bridgeport,
Mrs. Spear was a resident of her caller here Sunday.
j Mr. and Mrs. William Riley and
The T&E Club had dinner at- Rock
tern Loft, the unique summer home
Conn.
Work has started on the George's daughter DorLs have returned to We.s:
ledge Inn Wednesday, adjourning to native town all her life and was
of Dr. and Mrs., W H. Hahn in
Mrs. Donald Cummings gave a sur
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Canfield and the home of Mrs. Sumner Perry for [ closely identified with the social af- Valley pike beginning at the Appleton Somerville, Mass., after spending a
Friendship. The an^iy of lanterns, prise party recently ln the form of a
, fairs of toe community, where her town line and working toward Apple- vacation at the former Giles home
affording vari-colored lights, trans ’’Camp" warming at the new camp of family have returned to Maywood. the afternoon.
; loss will be mourned by a wide circle ton Mills.
stead.
formed the scene into a Heritable Mr. and Mrs. Dana Cummings at N. J., after being at the Lure Farm.
Coming
from
out
of
town
for
the
, of friends. She, is survived by one
Mrs. Ada Elwell and two daughters'
Cheer the rerond generation of
fairyland. Guests were Mr. and Mrs. Sennebec Lake. At the picnic supper Camden road.
funeral services of the late Eugene j sister, Mrs. William A. Glover; and
stars!
of Orffls Corner were guestis last
SENNEBEC
Edward Barnard, Misses Cynthia two birthday cakes were served it be
Harrington were Mr. and Mrs. Alfred j four nephews, Howe W., William A.,
The
Maine
Contract
Bridge
Cham

ERIC
VON
STROHEIM. JR.
week
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ormand
Hop

Wasgatt. Flora Colson, Joan Moulai- ing Mr. Cummings' birthday. Many
WAI.I.At E REII), JR.
son, Lucy French, Ruth Richards, useful gifts were received by Mr. and pionship Tournament for pairs will Daly (Margaret Harrington) of j Jr.. Samuel and Kent Glover, and A large audience greeted Rev. kins.
CARLYLE BLACKWELL. JR.
Mr. ana Mrs. Edwin Hart and son
Virginia Richardson and William Mrs. Cummings for their new camp. be hild in Augusta (at the Augusto Brookline, Mass.; Miss Mary H. I three cousins. Mrs. Marion Cobb John W. Ames at the church Sun
NEAL IIAKT, JR.
anc; daughter of Brookline. Mass., re
Ellingwood Jr., Robert Allen, Rich Guests were Mr. and Mrs. Clinton House) Oct. 7. The tournament Is Harrington, Walter and Leo Har-: Fuller of Augusta. Mrs. Vere Hav- day. Mrs. Cora Mank was soloist.
BRYANT WASHBURN, JR.
FRANK UNNEY, JR.
ard Knowlton, cirl Ladd, Walter Bowley and daughter Virginia. Mr open to all residents of Maine and rlngton of Jefferson, Mass.; Mrs ; cner of Morgantown, West Virginia, Roger Morang has returned after cently spent a week at the old home
ELSIE FERGUSON, 2d
stead.
Gay, Francis McAlary and Rodney and Mrs. Henry Jordan. Mr. and Mrs. the leading players from all parts of William J. Prendergast ( a niece), [and Mrs. Joseph Emery of Rock- a visit with his sister in Augusta.
FRED KOHLER, JR.
Roland Gushee was ln Union Tues Mrs. Etnma M. Torrey and grand
Murphy, Miss Gall Sharpe of New Myron Mank and daughter Luclle, the State will compete for the of Jefferson; Dr. Adam E. Cole of land.
The
funeral
services
will
be
held
Swampscott;
Rev.
John
J.
O'Leary,
trophies
emblematic
of
the
State
day.
sons
James
and
Lermond
Smith
visit

Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harold
Horrocks,
Mr
-NOW 5TBOWING
York, Misses Mildred Creamer, Doro
“TOMORROW AT SEVEN"
thy Lovejoy, Frances Reed and Jack and Mrs. Willard Fales. Mr. and Mrs. championship. Ralph A. Duperrault D.D. of Malden; Joseph D. Dunn of at the residence at 2 o'clock this Mrs. William Blanchard is visiting ed Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Comstock cf
with
Rockland Wednesday and the party
Newburn and Charles Robertson of Austin Moody.Mr and Mrs. Fred Line- of Bangor ls chairman of the com Boston; Charles B. Daly of Auburn afternoon, Rev. Ernest. O. Kenyon, hcr daughter Flora In Augusta.
CHESTER MORRIS
Waldoboro, Miss Marion Rauscoulb ken, Mr. and Mrs. Oershom Rollins mittee and William H. Buxton of dale; Mrs. William E. Delaney (Alice rector of St. Peters Episcopal Church Mrs. Cora Bean and Mrs. Clara motored to Mt. Vernon, Mr. Com
of Medford. Mass., and Peter Mills of Mrs. Lydia Cummings , Mrs. Flora Cape Elizabeth is tournament direc Sullivan) of West Springfield; Miss , officiating. C. I. Burrows, Nathan F. Wentworth have been at Washing- stock's former home.
Fernald and mother Mrs. Simmons, tor. On the general committee are Catherine Quigley, Mrs. John Mitch- , Cobb, Frank W. Fuller and M. E. ton campground,
Friendship.
Alfred Benner, Mr. and Mrs. Donald noted Mrs. Alan L. Bird of this city, ell, Mrs. M. S. Nickerson, Mr. and 1 Wotton will act as honorary bearers, Mrs. Vera McEdwards is now able From a novel—“Finally he took his
wife apart and tried to reason with
Rebekah Fair and Supper Sept. 12, Cummings, sons, William and Myron Mrs. William A. Campbell of Augusta Mrs. Daniel Rooney and Mrs. S ] and Charles C. Wotton, John A ] to be out after a severe illness.
IO.O.F.
hall,
Rockland. Baked and Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Spear, son and Guy C. Bean of Freeport, who Geaghan of Bangor; Mr. and Mrs Black. Joseph Emery. Jr., and Howe The premises of Herbert Hills and,her.'
SHOWS—2.00—6.45—8.45
bean and cold meat suRper, 6 to 7J0, Herbert and daughter Helen of are frequent Rockland visitors, and James Sullivan of Old Town; Leo [ Glover as active bearers. The Inter- Ira Hall were recently visited by po-! "Suppose he had been unable to
Continuous Sat. 2 p. m. till lv.30
Sullivan
of
Frankfort.
I
ment
will
be
in
Sea
Viw
cemetery,
tato
thieves.
reassemble
her,"
—
Montreal
Star.
Mrs. J. D, Mortimer of Northport.
for 25 cents.
108-lt Nobleboro.
fMi .' Ute »' ,irn I ,1) 1

OCl ETY.

GlmeJ's

NOW!

CECIL B.
DeMILLE’S
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were here on business recenUy.
They were dinner guests of Keeper
and Mrs. M. H. Urquhart.
Mrs. M H. Urquhart went to PopDick Reed and Roy Black Spend An Uncomfortable Night
ham Beach Wednesday of last week.
She met Mrs. Osgood of Perkins
On Mount Washington
— And The —
Island while there.
What our llghtkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from
Three boys in a sailing boat from
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
'and then 11 miles to the start of the
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.
Squirrel Island got marooned in the
Boon Island
The blackest kind of night had Appalachian Mountain Club trail
Wc at Boon Island extend our sin- i fog and stayed in the cove one night
overtaken us. We had made the mis- ncar
Notch. According to
sympathy to the family of j
week.
party of eleven called on us. and |cerc
. ,
, .,
. ,, . , , the map it ls Just four miles of up
Cape Neddick
ors. Helen Oldis, Ann Ellis. Margaret take
Agricultural
' Hutchins as hls health Is i The fog signal has been in operaof blazing our own trail, in late ,
...
5
they had Just landed when Capt. Kecl)er
.
i hill climbing to the summit from the
This might be called a week of sur Sellers
R F. Talbot, dairy specialist, will Dickson.
came bringing two ladies | very P°°r at, thisjvritlng He Is a | tion most of thc Ume during the
afternoon up a treacherous rockslide highway
Cooking
and
Housekeeping,
juniors
be in the county next week calling on
prises or Lighthouse week. Last
patient at the Marine Hospital at, P3^ two months.
After about two hours of hard work
from New York to stay over night
dairymen who have been doing or are —First honors, Alfreda Ellis; second on the headwall of awesome Tuckeri Portland. We all hepe he will have 1
Saturday Just at noon Ume the tele with us.
entered Tuckerman's Ravine, a
Doubling Point Range
going to do some work on Pasture | honors, Marie Fitch; third honors, man’s Ravine and dissipated too
Tuesday lf all went well Keeper a
recoverY
manv precious
rwu.i/Mu minntae
nt Saviiviii
in i 8
great
Hello, all lighthouse and coast
minutes of
daylight ln
reat gorge torn from the side of phone rang and Mrs. Donald A.
Improvement.
Lawrence Miller Rhoda Hilton, Olive Piper, Geraldine many
, . ,
.
.
_
... the mountain with 2000-foot walls on I Arathusa) Robbins and her friend and Mrs. Conary were to start on , pl°Yd Sino?r, additional keeper j guard brothers. There Isn’t much
Simonton, reports very good results Simmons
our lust for adventure. Down with , .
arrived at this station Sept. 1 from news of interest, to write about from
either side We passed dozens of hik- Mrs. Hildred Berry of Rockland were thelr 15-day leave of absence.
Canning, seniors — Firot honors.
from the work tliat he has already
the curtain of night came a blanket j ers and found tne trail so simple that on their way over from the Beach to
Winter Harbor Light, which has this station but I feel it my duty to
Monday
Mrs.
Frances
Murphy
and
Helen
Oldis.
started. Ralph Cripps of Camden,
of
fog
the
heaviest
that
we
had
ever
we
decided
to
be
different,
and
atSewing, seniors — First honors.
„
say something as I do enjoy receiv
make us a short visit. We were very children expect to go to town for the i
has been doing pasture improvement
er will be with her parents on Two jng
Courier.Qazette
much.
work for several years and finds that 1 Helen Oldis. Betty Stahl; third hon- seen. It was not a pleasant situation tempted to blaze our own path, with glad t0 see -Thussia" as we knew her fall term of school.
Bush for a while.
Keeper
and
Mrs. Nye have a little
ors.
Beulah
Day.
Henry
Conary
spent
Saturdayto
be
lost
above
Umberline
on
Mount
dangerous
experience
that
I
have
when
her
husband
was
on
Boon
fertilizing and rotating his pasture
Mrs. Nellie Rumery who spent the grandMn
here ori the itaUon
Sewing. Juniors—Second honors, Washington, at night in September described as a result.
island and she had made us short night with hls parents and sister at
havc been a great help during the
past three weeks visiting her son, Aug 2g weJght gl,
Mn of
Rhoda
Hilton;
third
honors.
Marjorie
the
station,
leaving
Sunday
morning
visits before waiting to go to Boon.
summer months. Anyone interested
with the weatherman in an ugly
Frank
Rumery
and
his
wife,
returned
•
Mr
an<J
Mrg
D
pjnkham
Mrs
our wet clotheb and Uueat- old days were talked over and Ume on the Westport for his home at
In talking over his pasture problem Colwell, Lois Hilton. Phyllis Vannah.
to her home at Beverly. Mass Sept. 3. p,nkham was formerIy Mlss Ethelyn
mood and apt to bring on freezing ening chills we stopped to admire the flfw aU toQ qujckly They left tor Northeast Harbor.
should get in touch with County
Mrs. Charles Tracy and family will ( y Ny(, The uttle fe„ow
• • • ■
All of the club membeis took part weather and a howling sleet or snow (indescribable beauty of a moonlight Portland next morning
Agent WentworUi and a call will be
I move ashore Sept. 9 for the chll-| „amed
Nyp pinkham. Miss
night
above
the
clouds
.before
seeking
gunday
had
M
Mrs
in the following program; Opening storm,
Portland Head
mad? and the pasture looked over.
dren to attend school. They wlll live VMan Q Nyf
graduate nuree of
a
slippery
ledge
and
shcller
at
thc
Mount
W^lndton
Q
Qr
^
t
(my
of
song; club pledge: Flag salute. Club We sat
A. W. Hathorn ls substituting lor at York Harbor.
iClub,
a
disappointingly
elaborate
hathe Deaconess Hospital, Boston. Is
John Enright of JeHerson has 2100 j girls; Song, "America;” club story. I surveyed our situation. Wc had no erville and Mr. and Mrs. Henry E. R. T. Sterling.
We had a very rough spell here a attending the case and both mother
apple trees which are loaded with i Barbara Benner; reading. The Point yea in what direction the summit '
b
v«.r< old and travel* tn Pinkham of Waltham formerly ot
Seems that we get Just one storm week or
and child are doing fine.
very clean fruit. He Is planning to of Law. Rhoda Hilton; solos. Echo mlght lie or where to find the trail.
.
mmor nf ths earth Gloucester, Mass. My mother came after another. Mosquitoes are quite
men gre bu#y ^arjng down
Steam collier Bermindglen passed
use the new apple box this year for in the Valley and love Song of the We had some food but no blankeu , Zii neve^ex^t tL
with them and intends to stay with plentiful, also an array of flies. RaU |
WOrkshop.
hls fruit.
Nile. Barbara Pitcher; musical read- or warm ciothinif We couid scarce- 1 h
out.
bv station the 3d after discharg
have not surrendered yet
....
tn.
nn
ir~ntn. nn '
ciotning. we couio scarce (more inspiring spectacle—such vot us until I go on vacation.
We have had quite a number of ing 7000 tons ccal at the Kennebec
On Monday former Keeper Charles
g
and suWlmlty lhat Sundav
ing. Jus Keep on Keeping on. Iy w our hands before us and were
summer visitors here the past few Coal & Wharf Co.
Anyone interested ln nice Red Dc- Helen Oldis; song. ‘Tn a Park in aware that two men had frozen ln|nJ<ht brought from the summit of L. Knight of Hendricks Head now en
weeks.
Oil Steamer Dustin C. Allen also
licious apples should see the crop Paree." Barbara Pitcher. Helen Oldis; that same locality last June. We also
of Yarmouth, came to the house, j
from a visit with Mrs. Charles Sterl
this peak. For miles and miles on
Mrs. Harold Hutchins visited her passed out by after discharging
that Marshall Moody ls raising this club story. Beverly Richards: song realized the danger of carrying on as
He had walked across and we did
ing at Peaks Island. Miss Elizabeth! husband at the Marine Hospital this cargo of oil at Oardiner. A small
side and a thousand feet below
year. The apples are good size and , and tap dance. "Hey Young Feller," a misstep might send us plunging’ I every
not know a thing about it until he
. .
. bil.
Sterling
was an overnight guest ot
oil tanker and several yachts passed
very free of scab. He also has a fine Arlene Anderson: club story. Betty ,nto a ravine hundreds of feet be- srelcnea a
OI DUWWy j poked his head in the door and said.
Richard Rumery has returned to in by Saturday.
crop of McIntosh on trees grafted a Stahl; solo. "The Uttle Old Church ln low...........................
clouds wlth dlst*nt mountain tops | “I am on inspection." It certainly her aunt, Mrs. Thayer Sterling.
We read with Interest about ] his home at Beverly, Mass., after
• • • •
few years ago.
(the Valley." Marie Fitch: club story.
....
breikin« thr0U8h 1Ute lonely Uland-S was the best inspection we ever had.
Barbara Lovejoy: song, "In the Valley The temperature was falling fait. .." ?
m Viv^adcnimte^xnrp^ Mrs. Knight and Mr. and Mrs. Will Maine's flrst annual Summer Vlstors' spending the school vacation with his
Negro Island
Day at Augusta Sept. 1, and heartily uncle and aunt. Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Three septic tanks will be built this of the Moon." Barbara Benner, Milli- We
were
becoming
thorouehlv Words fal
8 ve adetluate expresThe boat house, shed and covered
f.ll in Mnr.k SMenrnnth th. farm, rent
Chi
ir
DCCOKling
IHOrOUgmy
fee,jng that haS CQme over Brown of Auburn were with him and endorse the occasion.
Rumery.
lall in North Exlgccomo at the farms cent Burns, Betty Stahl, Arlene An~ drenchedand chilled so decided to
way to tower have been torn down.
we had a wonderful time despite the
• • • •
F. O Hilt and fa duly motored to
of Edgar Smith, W. W Cochran and 1 derson. Barbara Pitcher. Helen Oldis: I spend the night where we were and you and you stand in mute silence be fog and rain. It was the first visit the
Misses Irene Ooodwin and Mary
fore this awe inspiring scene.
St. Oeorge Aug. 31. and attended the
Leon Dodge. A demonstration will talk. Mtss Clark: club story. Shirley hope for the best. We dug a hole in
Two Busli
Higgins have returned to Providence
Knights
had
been
able
to
make
us
Our good fortune did not last for
gathering of the Robinson family at
be held early in October at the farm Burns; 4-H Club Play. Millicent the rocks for a shelter, huddled close Io?.“ho^2. "
We were all pleased to receive a after several days' visit with Mrs.
as the clouds again since we met them more than 12 years the Orange hall. They were accom
of Edgar Smith.
Burns. Helen Oldis. Olive Piper, together and waited gloomily for
short call from Mr. Mann, the for Reed. Both are teachers in the
settled over the summit and did not ago.
• • • •
Ethelyn Whitehouse. Lois Hilton. Ar- morning or whatevermight happen
Thursday. Mr and Mrs Clifton A. panied by Mrs. C. D. Hazelton of Free mer keeper at t.he station, accom Providence public schools.
lift until 10 o’clock the next day.
port. A goodly number were present panied by Rcv Mr. Willson of Spruce
4-H Cattle Exhibit
lene Anderson, Shirley Bums. Annie
Miss Emily Ginn of Prospect has
At 9.30 the cold was becoming unAt the club we found over 200 per Smith and their children. Elaine and and everyone wore a smile.
returned home after several days'
Tne boys' 4-H Club of 8imonton's Ella- Barbara Pitcher; closing song bearable and we were undeniably
Clifton,
Jr.,
with
thelr
friends
Mr.
and
Head.
sons who had come by car. trail and
Mr. and Mrs R T Sterling and son
Corner exhibited thelr animals at j SunnY ®lde UP
frightened. At one time we thought
SDpnd sundav nleht and
1 Mrs. Otto J. Slack and son Bobby of
Assistant Keeper and Mrs. Fred visit with her niece Mrs. Reed.
Keeper Reed has 15 days' leave
Simonton fair last Saturday. The
ln
hoi^
&n°W
bl“ “ mUSt h8W
on the mountain top. We Keene' N H • V81ted us for the day Robert with Misses Elizabeth and Batty left Aug 31 for Winter Har
cattle were nearly all pure bred Ayr- ana
>ear n aU1 5tul hold
been our imagination At 9 45 when had a warm lunch
lhe spaciou, The Smiths are on vacation, and Marian Sterling of Peaks Island bor. When they return they will be commencing Sept. 6. He and Mrs.
shires Five cows were shown by
800(1 record
They have held 32 cur misery had reached the acute dintng room and later
watched a wiu visit
and Mrs 8mith ol started on a trip Wednesday. Mr. accompanied by thelr daughter Mrs. Reed are motoring to Chicago to at
Edwin Annis. Chesley Cripps, Donald meetin8s' PubHc demonstration and state the weatherman smiled. The clever maeician Eive a nerformanre Squirrel Point Light and other rela- Sterling ls taking a vacation and plans Floyd Singer and Infant daughter tend the Century of Progress Expo
motoring to Canada before returning Nancy.
Simonton. John Annis and Walter itwo Jud?ln< contesU under the direc- clouds dropped below us, the full jn ^e clubrooms. We slept ln a tlves at Bar Harbor and Ellsworth.
sition. Capt. Lincoln Farnsworth or
Annis. The class was very close and 1‘0b of thelr loca‘ Ieader Mrs Celia mOon bathed the great peaks and bunkhouse with about
100 others • On Sunday last Willlam Miller and to Maine.
Fred Ba'.’y, Jr., called on Dr. Bart Camden will act as substitute during
Another Labor Day has gone down lett last Monday on account of an his absence.
U
ravines with a ghostly polish and 1200
was ay very n^e hyj somehow nephew Donald Sleeper called on us
It was hard to decide the winners
The final placing was: Edwin Annifeet above us and about a mile away u took a lot away (rom the
of and brought the Mrs. a beautiful in memory, and what a day, quiet, Infected finger.
PALERMO
first; Chesley Cripps, second and
twinkled the friendly lights of the naving conquered the
peak. Such bouquet of gladlolas. There were 52 and did it rain? Seems as if the
A buoy was picked up on Little
Donald Simonton 3d.
------summit settlement, consisting of the]uxury does no,
consistent
In the bunch and there didn't heavens opened. Turning over the Two Bush a while ago that belongs
Two one-year-old heifers were ex
Mr. and Mrs Leonard Oiendenning Clubhouse, a Oovernment meterologi-wlth grandeur and beauty of the seem to be two alike. The colors pages of "A Calendar of Heart to Keeper H. I. Hutchins of Boon
hibited by Edwin and John Annis. entertained their daughter ar.d hus- 081 stat*on and a bunkhouse. 6293 feet mountain or with the hardy indlvldu- ranged from pale yellow to a deep Throbs" to the month of September Island.
John taking first and Edwin second. band. Mr and Mrs. O'Brian of Wal- abo'r w>a level on Ibe roof of New
• • • *
wbo bave struggled with Its clfffs ted and orchid. They are wonder- we found the following: Cheerful
Rebert Pendleton exhibited a calf and
England.
and canyons. For those who really ful and much appreciated by all the ness—Thank Ood for the one who is
Seguin
tham. Mass. over the weekend and
cheerful. In spite of life's troubles. I
Walter Annis a pair of Ayrshire
We lost no time in abandoning our worship mountains, and there are folks here.
Keeper Urquhart was in Bath and
holiday.
say;
who
sings
of
a
brighter
tomor

steers.
crude shelter and hurried over the manv who do. our own Katahdin has
On Labor Day we were surprised
row. because of the clouds of today; Wiscasset Aug. 27, taking his son
In the poultry exhibit Philip
Mr. and Mrs S N. Quigg attended great rocks and ledges that pave the much more to offer.
by having friends call from Concord.
his life is a beautiful sermon, and this Allen, for medical attention.
summit zone of this glorious mountain
. • • •
Pendleton won first in pullets and Lewiston fair Tuesday.
N. H . Mr. and Mrs Roy Heath and
Ted Taft of Popham Beach has
Is
the lesson to me; meet trials with
Waiter Annis second. Walter also
Raymond Hannan with a party o: 'to the goal of all who are smitten The temperature reached 34 above son Edward A.. Mr and Mrs. Walter
SIMON K. HART
friends spent thc weekend and holi- !with mountain fever, the summit, during the night and It was raining E. Plummer, and Miss Ethel Comoll smiles and they vanish, face cares brought several visitors from Bay
exhibited ducks and guineas.
MONUMENTS «Z-B-tf
Point
to
visit,
this
station.
with
a
song
and
they
flee."
The boys did a very good Job of daj’ in Milton. Mass
Our final dash was made in a little hard ln the morning. Everybody was of Richards. Va.
53 Pleasant St. Rorkland Tel. 911M
Asst.
Supt.
Sampson
and
friend
After reading that we thought of
exhibiting and much credit Is due
School has reopened with Mrs Jen- Ieas than 0,16 hour and was without up at 6 hoping to see one of those
Tuesday I went ashore after a j
thelr leader Cecil Annis for hU work nie Illsey, teacher
mishaps excepting a few bruises and mountain sunrises that are seldom group of people that wished to go!
in making the club a success.
_ , „ .
. | scratches.
available. We were told that Mount through the light and got another I
Charles Grinnell of Appleton. Ar• • • •
..
_
, ,
j
„ ,____
••••
Washington offers on the average of
surprise to find my niece Mi.s Gwen
thur Overlock and sons Robert and _ ,
,
.
A blueberry trap has been set on
, .. _
._
. ..
That was only one of the many two good sunrises a year. The rest dolyn I. Leonard of Bath waiting to
Merle of Liberty and Forest Tibbetts!
J
’
the farm of Fred Scott of Waldoboro,
. .. .
,
,
j
thrills that confront those who defy of the time clouds and early morning come over.
attended Lewiston fair Wednesday.
..
,
.
/
..
the trap being constructed by County
the peaks of the Presidential range mists completely cover the summit
We took 285 visitors through the
Mr
and
Mrs
C
L.
Parkman
and
Agent Wentworth and Clesson Turner
and wander from the beaten trails zone.
Light thts year compared to 470 last
children
of
Lynn
have
returned
homf
which
arc
well
marked
and
very
safe
'
A
little
after
10
o'clock
It
cleared
agricultural engineer, assisted by Mr.
Jcott. Tlie trap will be checked next j after spending a few weeks hcre visit- Thousands of hikers climb Mount' for about five minutes and gave us an year. Part of this was due to the
fog and bad spell of rough weather.
rpring to determine when to apply . ing relatives.
Washington each year and the num-I idea of just what could be seen on
Last month York Beach was
dust to the blueberries.
Mr and Mre Alvin Chandler and her of accidents is comparatively lew. a cloudless day.
thrown into commotion by the dis
• • • •
daughter Emma. Mrs. Hall. Mr. and yet this grand old monarch has taken
We waited until 1 o'clock for the
An apple fruit fly trap has been set j Mrs. C. L. Parkman and children is lives and most of them from those clouds to lift again, but to no avail. appearance of Keeper Harold I.
by County Agent Wentwortn In Rock Louise, Ethelyn and Barbara of Lynn, who have broken the simple and set ro started the descent in pouring rain. Hutchins of Boon Island Light. Mr.
Hutchins was at the Beach, where
land to determine the ai rival of the 1 Mass , and Arthur Tibbetts of this rules of safety, such as we did.
We took the Huntington Ravine trail
he had come for medical aid after
fly next spring.
place spent the weekend and holiday 1 Roy Black and I set out early Sun- down and soon found out why lt has
getting a sunstroke while wheeling
• • • •
at Burleigh Turner's cottage at day morning to climb Washington, the reputation of being the hardest
eoal on Boon. He was found three
Many orchardists and blueberry , Oeorges Lake. Liberty.
,Wc drove 160 miles to Oorham. N. H and most exciting beaten trail on thc
growers depend on the notices sent
mountain. We had to work our way days later wandering around the
out by the Extension Service regard
down a 1900 foot rock wall with little streets In Bangor, and lt Is a mys
ing the time to dust.
I to hold us at times and thc wet ledges tery how he got there, He did r.ot
BEAUTY
• • • •
made It all the more difficult. We know who hc was or where he was.
— Marian
Officers
frem
the
Beach
went
after
leading
Applications for pullorum disease
learned later that members of the re
lady In Educational Torchy
him
and
he
was
taken
to
the
Marine
testing must be in at once says Coun
cent Mount Everest expedition prac
YACHTING—Annual race between Bermuda and American
Comedlea, commend* *aK
JOHN BARCLAY,
ty Agent Wentworth, if the poultryyachts will be held In Long Island Sound In September. Photo
ticed on this trail two winters ago. Ho pital at Portland where he ls re
a* akin tonic
■how* Bermuda yachte tuning up In the Great Sound of the charm
covering. Everyone was relieved
and Worcester salt
men wish to obtain the scven-cen’
We
reached
our
car
in
four
hours
and
Heating Expert
ing Island*.
tooth paste to keep
rate. Applications have already been
decided that due to the slippery go when he was found. The telephone
tha teeth gleaming.
at
the
Nubble
was
kept
busy
by
sym

received from O. E. Coleman Jr.. Wis
ing and the harder trail the descent
casset; Wilson Merriam, Union; 8. T
was much harder that the ascent. pathetic friends asking for informa
Jameson. Friendship and H. W. Little.
We reached Rockland very tired at tion. Mrs. Fairfield H. Moore of
People who own automobiles
pend, somewhat, open the
Rockland.
i
11.30 Monday night after a very Rockland called up twice. The
size of the heater. If you have
usually know that carbon must
• • • •
a small hot water heater sup
be
removed
and
the
valves
fatiguing yet perfectly thrilling trip. Moores were on White Head at the
plying a comparatively small
ground every so often. They
To climb Mount Washington leaves ame time that Mr Hutchins was.
With the Homes
bouse, Chestnut or Pea size
know that this carbon is a resi
one
lasting desire—to climb it again Mrs. Fred Osgood called up from
coal usually gives the most
due which accumulates in the
Reconditioning the wardrobe meet
satisfactory results. If the
and again, and then to try its sister New Hampshire where she was visit
motor through the burning of the
ings are to be held in the following
stove is very small. Pea coal
gasoline. It must be removed in
peaks. Every trail offers new diffi ing, to find out the latest news after
communities next week: Camden.
will probably be the correct
order to keep the motor func
culties and new surprises and there reading th? account of hls disap
Monday. Sept. 11 at the Orange hall;
size to use.
tioning with maximum power.
pearance In the papers.
are dozens of tnem.
Burkcttville. Wednesday, Sept. 13 at
If
you
will
write
a
personal
Your furnace is very similar to
While Mr. Hutchins is In the hos
letter
telling
how
much
hot
an automobile in this connection.
Mrs. Eva Gorden's; South Bristol,
It really Ls not a hard climb up the pital, Floyd Singer is on Boon.
water you require and the apInstead of carbon such as is
Friday. Sept. 15 at the vestry.
roximate size of your heater,
regular Tuckerman Ravine trail and
found in the automobile motor,
Meetings will also be held on Know !
will be glad to mail you a
the burning of fuel of any kind
one does not have to train to do lt
Portland Breakwater
definite recommendation. Or,
Your Groceries In Hope, Tuesday at I
ives off a fly ash that accumuin five hours. There ls little danger
if
you
prefer,
call
up
your
ites on the heating surfaces of
As I have retired from this Station
the Orange hall and Union Thursday'
local coal dealer and ask him
in July and August and the view ls
your furnace. This carbon deposit
on Sept. 1st, and turned it over to
Sept. 14 at the Rebekah rooms.
for his advice.
well worth the hardships. Many fol
acts as an insulator—very similar
W.
E. Thompson, additional keeper.
» • • •
Q:
Last
Spring
I
bought
a
house
in action to asbestos. Unless it is
low the railroad trestle or walk the
WATER—City water muat bo purified before reaching the
I am desirous of extending my best
with a hot water heating sys
removed, you cannot get the
4-H Club Notes
carriage road to the summit.
public. Photo shows automatic machine* at waterworka of
tem. I was able to get a good
reatest economy and efficiency
wishes to the editor and staff of The
Saginaw, Mich., which measure aad ‘
From a handbook purchased at the
fire in my furnace, but my
“Sunny Side Up" 4-H Club of
rom the coal.
SCIENCE
—
New
compact
device
called
the
aoousUoon
haa
Courler-Oazette,
to
the
Light
Keep

softening and purifying material*. Nuohar
radiators remained cold. How
Club we learned that the mountain ls
Waldoboro held their local contest
been
perfected
,
which
WIU
enable
many
deafened
persons
to
It is advisable to have all of
activated carbon I* used by Saginaw and
ers and to Coast Guardsmen. I have
can you account for this?
bear. The defective ear mechanism la detoured and sound
6293 feet high, has a climate like
this carbon removed from your
many ether cities to remove taetes aad
ln Medomak hall Aug 31. The glrLs
A.F.D., Hartford, Conn.
enjoyed
this
department
of
the
paper
vibration*
are
sent
through
the
skull
to
the
hearing
nerve*.
furnace at least once a year.
odor* frem the water.
northern Labrador and Middle Oreenshowed great improvement over last
A. Without having any more in
very much and hope lt will be con
Inset show* the acoustlcon In place on head.
l/16th of an inch of this fly ash
i land, was first climbed In 1642 and
year Blue, red and white ribbons
formation
than
you
give
on your heating surfaces will cut
tinued indefinitely—P L. Marr.—
above, it would seem that
first climbed In winter In 1858 by a
were awarded for first, second and
down your heat about 26%. The
[Oood wishes are in turn extended to
our radiators were airbound.
■sheriff who had a writ to serve. The
cost oi cleaning a furnace is very
third honors, to each member having
am sending you a key that
Mr. Marr, who has been a faithful
small, and it will be more than
view-line sweeps around a circumfer
an exhibit with a complete record
will enable you to release the
offset by the amount of coal
contributor to the "Ouardians." May
ence of nearly 1000 miles, embracing
air through the petcock at the
and story. These club members re
saved during the heating season.
happiness, good health and prosperity
side of your radiators. When
parts of five states and the Province
ceived honors in their respective
Incidentally, this is the best
accompany him.—Editor.]
you flrst turn it, you will hear
of Quebec. The carriage road was
projects:
time of the year to have such a
• • • •
a ‘hissing’ sound as the air
cleaning job done. It is more ad
completed in 1861 and Ls 8'2 miles
Room Improvement, seniors—First
comes out. When all of the air
Deer
Island
Thoroughfare
visable to do this work before a
is out, a little water will come
long and the cog railroad was com
honors. Ann Ellis. Helcn Oldis.
new fire is started for the winter
Sunday out of the fog came Mr.
to the top of the valve. Then
pleted in 1869. Eighteen lives have
Room Improvement, Juniors—First
rather than during the middle of
turn the petcock in the oppo
been recorded as lost, four of them in and Mrs. H. B. Maynard and little
the heating season. The coal deal
honor, Alfreda Ellis
site direction and you will
er who supplies you can usually
jthe past two years and incidentally a daughter Barbara, Mr. Maynard row
probably And that your radia
Cooking and Housekeeping, seniors
arrange for such a cleaning.
tors will heat up very readily.
young man lost hls life on the same ing and Mrs. Maynard guiding with
_ First honors, Arlene Anderson,
'
Huntington Ravine trail that we took a little pocket compass.
Shirley Burns. Betty Stahl. Betheo
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
KPOBT—On a bicycle built tor flve tlmee two these same month last year. Tandem* are In rcgular pro
Mr. Lunt and Mr. Miller, govern
(If you have any heating prob
coming down. He strayed off of the
Harkins, Barbara Lovejoy, Evelyn
Q: What size coal should be used
ten Detroiters used to burn np the street* ot Detroit. duction for the flrst time In 2# yearn. Triplets and
lems address John Barclay, Room | trail and this we learned is a very ment workmen, left our Station Aug.
Lovejoy. Second honors, Barbara
in a hot water heater? F.P.W.,
Indications are that the ten-seater may be used quads are built to special order. One six-seater has
1814, 120 Broadway, New York
made Its appearance. So watch going around corners,
31,
one
going
east
and
one
west
in
bad
thing
to
do
on
Mount.
Washing

again,
for bleycle riding Is rapidly gaining In popu
Albany, N. Y.
Benner. Barbara Pitcher, Millicen'
City. He will be glad Vo reply iu
for you may meet a ten-seater under full power. a
larity.
July
output
wa*
27#
per
cent
greater
than
the
the
morning.
In
the
afternoon
a
ton.
Dick Rced
Burns, Beverly Richards Third honA. The size of the coal will de a personal letter.)

THEY LOST THE TRAIL

i; With the Extension Agents

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

the many that were disappointed be
cause the last summer holiday they
were to enjoy in 1933 had been cloudy
and wet, and wondered how many
could sit by the window and feel
cheerful and help to cheer some
body else.
• • • •

Knox Lincoln Farm Bureau

Hie World ® Moves On!

How to Reduce Heating Costs
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